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ABSTRACT

There is speculation that nature reserves may not be able to

maintain high levels of species diversity if they are managed as

isolated and independent units. This speculation has been prompted

by Island Biogeography Theory and its application to nature reserve

design. However, Island Biogeography Theory has been strongly

criticízed in recent years. The present study examines this

criticism and concludes that, although some of it is well founded,

there is considerable evidence which supports the basic principles

of the theory. It is these basic principles which have been

íncorporated in design specifications for nature reserves.

To date, design specifications for nature reserves have been

who1ly qualitative and have not included techniques for measuring

ísolatíon and compactness. These, together with area' are the most

important biogeographic attributes of habitat isolates and their

measurement is essential for an analysis of the relative effectiveness

of different nature reserve designs.

The primary purpose of the present study \,Ías to develop techniques

for measuring the isolation and compactness of nature reserves in areas

where fragmentation of the original native vegetation cover has created

a complex pattern of habitat isolates. The nature reserves and

intervening native vegetation patches of the 1"1t. Lof ty Ranges, South

Australia, provided a suitable test area for the techniques developed

and demonstrated their appllcation to conservation planning and

management.
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I. INTRODUCTION

There Ís speculation that nature reserves may not be able to

maintain high levels of species diversity if they are managed as

isolated and independent units. This speculation has been prompted

by Island Biogeography Theory and its application to nature reserve

design. However, Island Biogeography Theory has been strongly

critícízed in recent years. This chapter examines Island

Biogeography Theory, its application ro habÍtat islands and nature

reserves, and the criticisms put forward agaínst these applications'

A. Island BíogeograPhY TheorY

Islands have long been perceived as natural laboratories for the

study of a number of important ecological and evolutionary Processes.

Some of the earliest examples of such research are Darwin's work on

the Galapagos Islands and Inlallace's work in the Malay ArchÍpelago.

The modern period of island biogeography research began in the

mid-1950's when Darlington (1957) published his text , zoogeogTapha

The GeographicaL Disty'íbution of AnimaLs. This text noted that

the number of species on an island tends to increase with increasing

island area and to decrease with increasing island isolation, all

other facfors being equal. Preston (f962), expanding on a concept

proposed by earlier natural historians, stated that the number of

species in a gíven taxon on an island is the product of the density

of those species and the area of the island' Later, Carlquist (1965,

L966a-ð,, :-:g74) published a series of ímportant Ttorks on long-distance

dispersal to oceanic islands and the evolutionary changes Lhat occur

after species colonization.
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However, it was Lhe work of MacArthur

which changed Ísland biogeography research

and Wilson (1963, L961)

from an idiographic

discipline with few organizíng principles to a nomothetic science

with predictíve general laws. In their earliest paPer MacArthur

and I^/ilson (1963) suggested that a dynamic equilibrium between

immigration rates and exEinction rates might explain the richness

of the flora or fauna of any island. However' MacArthur and Wilson

(1967) later expanded this hypothesis in a monograph entitled, The

Theory of IsLand aíogeogra7ha.

In this monograph they began by extending the specíes-d'Tea'

reLationship w:hidh had originated ín the mid-1950's (e.g., Evans,

clark and Brand, 1955; Hopkins, L955, etc.) and which vras later

discussed by Presron (I962). This relationship is commonly

expressed by the equation

S C.A (1.1)

where S ís the number of species of a particular taxon inhabiting

an island of area A; c is the populatíon density which depends on

the taxon and the biogeographic region; and z is a constant for a

given region. Most values of z cluster in the range 0.20 to 0.35'

with 0.263 being the most common value' : Hígher z

values are experienced by oceanic islands whereas comparable mainland

habitats have lower z vaLues (i.e., 0.15-0.25) . Thus, mainland

habitats tend to contaín more species than comparable oceanic islands'

MacArrhur and t^lilson (1967) illustrated this relationship wlth

a number of examples from earlier papers, most notably Darlingtonrs

(1957) study of the herpetofauna of the West Indies and the

relationship of area to number of ponerine ant species in the faunas
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of various Moluccan and I'lelanesían islands (i^lilson, 1961). These

studies demonstrated a sErikingly orderly rel-ation between island

area and sPecies diversitY '

l"lacArthur and Wilson then attempted to identify and measure the

factors contributing to this relationship' They found' utilizing

the relatively lirnited amount of informatlon available at that time,

that area alone tends to accoun[ for mosl of the variation in

species numbers on islands. In addítion, island area \^/as generally

found to be correlated with environmental diversity or heterogeneity

which exerts a more direct influence on species numbers (I^lilliams,

l964) .

1. The Species Equilibrium

MacArthur and Wilson (1963) and Preston (L962) independently

presented the concept of an equiLiby,iun between immigration and

extinctíon to explain at least part of the species diversity of

islands. The equilibrium model presented in MacArthur and Wilson's

monograph attempts to go beyond mere description and give Island

Biogeography Theory predictive power' For instance' l"lacArthur and

I^lilson (I967, 20-2L) state:

rruLtiple regression. "

The equilibrium model assumes tha[, over ecological time,

dsi/dL = f G¿,Pi,i, for aLL i,i) (1.2)
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vrhere the change in species number on an island (dS¿) over time

(dr) is a function of the number of species on the island (Si) and

pij, the measurement of ttre ith physical parameter for island i

Q = L,....,/t) (Simberlof f , 1972). In other words, the rate of

change in species number for any island is determined by the physical

parameters of the island. These parameters may include not only

the intrinsic characteristics of the island, such as area and

maximum elevation, but also characterístics of its relationship with

other locations, such as distance between the island and some other

location. However, simplifying assumPtions need to be made to the

function (f) so that approximate solutions may be achieved. These

assumptions include : 1) only one source of inrnigrating species

(source region) exists, and 2) internal environmental heterogeneity

is minimizeò as much as Possible.

Fígure I illustrates the essence of the equilibrium model.

Both immigration and extinction rates vary with the number of species

present. All other factors remaining constant, the immigration

curve (Is) should be a decreasing function of the number of species

present because the more specíes already present on an island the

fewer are the immigrants that belong to new sPecies ' MacArthur and

Wílson (Ig67) explain the exponentíal nature of the immigration rate

as due to the fact that, on avelage, more rapidly dispersing (tramp)

species become established very quíckly. This causes a rapid

initial drop in the overall irnmigration rate. The later arrival of

slower colonizers subsequently has less of an effect on lowering

the immigration rate.

The extinction rate (Es) is an increasing function of the

number of species present for two reasons. First, the more species



gurl, l- e I

EquÍlibrium model of a biota on a single
is Iand

Notes: The equilibrium speci-es nunber (ê) is reached at
the intersection poínt between the curve of rate of
immigration of new species, not already on the island,
and the curve of extinction of species from the island.

Source: MacArthur and Wilson (L967, 2T)
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present on an island the more species there are to become extinct

from purely non-interacLive causes such as natural catastrophies.

Second, the greater the number of species that are Present, the

more frequently wil-1 competitive interactions cause extinctions.

One is then able to study the species equilibrium in two basic forms,

the non-íntey,actiue equiLibniun and the interactiue equiLibrium.

I^lilson (1969) did this in an article entitled simply, The Species

Equilibriwn. He described the non-interactive equilibrium (Fig.2a)

as existing when the population densíties of the resident sPecies

are so low as to minimize t]rle possibility of extÍnction by

interference, such as competitive exclusion and excessive predation.

The interactive equilibrium (Fig.2b) , on the other hand, does

include exclusíons of species by other sPecíes. Interactive

equitibria can be expected to occur in all but the youngest and

least stable communj-ties. Wilson (1969) and Simberlof f and \rlilson

(1970) have hypothesized that new islands or other vacant habitats

that are rapidly colonized are likely Lo attain a non-interactive

equilibrium first and then quickly shift to an ínteractive equilibrium

as the resident populations of individual species approach their

saturation levels. Figure 3 illustraLes this concept'

If both immigration and extinction curves are given as straight

lines (i.e., non-interactive equilibrium) it is possíble to formulate

a relation between immigration rates, extinction rafes, and the

number of species at equilibrium. Examples of such relations are

provided by Wilson (1969), Simberloff (L972) and the pioneering

attempt by MacArthur and Wilson (L967). The equation formulated

by l"lacArthur and i,Jilson states:



g\tre 2Fi

The two forms of species equilibrium mode1, specifying the
simplest conditions necessary for (A) the non-interactive

equilibrium and (B) the interactive equilibrium.

Source: MacArthur and Wilson (1967, 39)
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Figure 3

Generalized cofonization curve with number of sPecies
present over time

Source: Wilson (1969, 42)
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( 1. 3)
E+I

where ê is the equilibrial number of species and E and I are the

extinction and immigration rates respectively.

MacArthur and wilson (1967) used this eq\ration to study the

effects of varying the area of an island and its distance from the

source region. First, they considered the example of two islands

of equal area located at different distances from the source region

(rig.4); rhar is, jf, u.,a A are the same for both islands. However,

because the island nearest the source region has a larger immigration

rate than the more distant island the denominator in equation (1.3)

becomes larger and thus the absolute value of the whole expression

becomes smaller. The closer island will have an increased slope

for its immigration curve and hence a reduced area effect (Fig.4).

second, MacArthur and l^/ilson (L967) standardized the distance

from the source region (i.e., the immigratÍon rates are equal) and

varied the size of the island (Fig.5). An equation of a form

similar to equation (1.3) was used. ì4acArthur and lnlilson found the

change in species number with distance to be larger when the

extinction rate was larger (i.e., tthen the area was smaller).

Consequently, larger islands should show less distance effect on a

logarithmíc plot (Fig.5) .

MacArthur and WilsotL (I967) summarize the equilibrium theory by

stating that the basic model postulates immigration rate curves

thaf fall and extinction rate curves that rise with the number of

species. In addition, the model leads Lo the prediction that the

logarithm of the number of species should increase with area more

rapidly on tlistant islands than on near islands, and should decrease



Figure 4

Contrast between near and far archipelagos
within whích island area varies

Notes: The number of species increases with area more
rapidly on the far archipelago. The scale of the
abscissa is in absolute number of species. However, the
relationship becomes more nearly universal when the scale
is made logarithmic.

Source: MacArthur and l^lilson (1967, 28)
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Figure 5

Contrast between large and smal1 islands where
distance varies but not island area

Notes: The logarithm of the number of species decreases
\^rith distance more rapidly in the archipelago with sma1l
islands although the absolute number does noL.

Source: MacArthur and Inlilson (L967, 29)
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more rapidly with distance on small islands than on large islands

2 . S tepping-S tone Islands

One of the major sections of l"lacArthur and Wilsonts monograph

is the role of stepping-stone isLands as an aid to biotic exchange'

A stepping-stone island is an island positioned between a source

region (which may be an island) and a recipient island. MacArthur

and Wilson (1967, L44) state rhat "even minute isLands can

significantly enhance biotic erchange proDided they (n'e abLe to

support popuLations of the species in the first place.'t Even

though a single stepping-stone island can enhance biotic exchange

it should not alter the proportion of species exchanged (Fig.6a).

Gilpin (1980) argues that the effect of a single island is

relatively smal1 for it chiefly serves to increase the colonízation

rat.e of species that would be successful colonists in any case.

The role of stepping-stones in colonization increases very

rapidly as the dispersal po\,üer of organisms decrease. Both passíve

and non-passive colonízers are aíded by the existence of a stepping-

stone island particularly if the stepping-stone island ís located

nearer to the recipient island (Gi1pin, 1980). For instance, a

steppÍng-stone located in such a position effectively captures the

passive colonists and relays them in greater numbers to the recipient

island. Simberloff (L972) found that, in the case of the non-

passive dispersers, the majority of colonists are contributed by the

steppíng-stone rather than the source. llacArthur and wílson

(1967, 133) even came to the conclusion that t'dispersaL aenoss gaps

of more thøt a feu kiLometers is bg stepping-stones uheneuer

habitabLe stepping-stones of euen the smaLLest size eæist. " This



Figure 6

Stepping-stone islands and the fringing
archipelago effect

Notes:
Above - hlhere only one stepping-stone (R1) exists, it
contributes equally to the exchange of species betv/een
A and B, whatever its position, and neither A nor B
gains an advantage.

Below - I,lhen a second stepping-stone (n2) arises and is
tr.ar"r A (i.ê., A acqui-res a fringing archipelago), A
gains Ehe advantage.

Source: MacArthur and l^lilson (1967, 737)
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conclusion has been supporEed by a study of the Melanesian ant

fauna by trtrilson and Hunt (1961) who determined that ant species

\rere more 1ikely to have arrived on Samoa from nearby stepping-stone

islands than directly from Fiji or other large Melanesian sources.

The role of steppíng-stone islands becomes exceptionally imporLant

when the mean dispersal distance of a species is only a small

fraction of the distance between the source region and rhe recipient

is land .

MacArthur and l^lilson (1967) later consider what they term the

fringing archipeLago effect; that is, the positioning of Lwo or

more stepping-stone islands between t\^lo source regions. Through the

use of a theoretical example they came to the conclusion that such a

confíguration of islands will increase the relative flow out from

the source area closest to them. However, further development of

hypotheses on the role of stepping-stone islands requires

considerably more and improved data on the dispersal characteristics

of a large number of species. Without such data, explanations of

the role of stepping-stones in the enhancement of biotic exchange

remaín largely intuitive.

3. Species-Area RelationshiP

Since the work of MacArthur and tr^Iilson a number of biogeographers

have independently tested Island Biogeography Theory on islands in

a wide variety of situations throughout the world. One of the

leading exponents of Island Biogeography Theory is Diamond (I973,

I975a,b) who, amongst other studies, has analysed the tropical bird

species of New Guinea and íts neighbouring satellite islands. In

his article, AssembLy of Plant Contm,tnities, Diamond (L975a) examined
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the ways in which area may affect species numbers in the light of

his studies of che New Guinea region. Five possible reasons v/ere

given for the effect of area on specíes diversity.

Díamond first stated that small islands may lack certain

habitats and therefore species confined to these habitats (i.e.,

habitat specÍalists) will also be missing from such islands. This

first reason, termed tne habitat diueï.sity hgpothesis, i^/as developed

by l,Jilliams (L964) who proposed that, as the amount of area sampled

is increased, new habitats wirh their associated species are

encountered and thus species number increases with area. This

hypothesis has been consistently supported (Connor and t'lcCoy, \979)

particularly in heterogeneous environments that. contain a number of

different habitat types.

Second, those species wíth large ternitorial requinements wíIL

find that there is a threshotd of island size below which a single

breedi-ng pair cannot exist, even if the ísland is covered with

suitable habítat. Species high in the food chain, particularly the

large predators, are especially hampered in this respect.

Third, Diamond stressed that, for tropical bird species in

particular, available habitat resources are often patchíLy dístributed

in both time and space. Thus, islands of potentially suitable habitat

and territoríal size must carry enough food to sustain species

throughout the entire twelve months of the year. Fauna on islands

in the temperate regions have the problem of seasonality of food

supplies, although available resources are often found ín concentrated

patches which allows the resources to be successfully defended against

comPetitors. On tropical islands such defence is often not possj-b1e.

A species, therefore, can persist on an island only Íf the area is
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of sufficient size to provide a year-round food supply

(Diamond, L975a) .

Fourth, a population of any size runs a finite risk of

exrinction due to natuv,aL popuLation fLuctuations (reigh, 1975) .

Such fluctuations may occur for a number of reasons. These include

rare climatological or geological events (e.g., droughts, cyclones,

volcanoes, etc.), fire, and intensive competition from a temporarily

superabundant species. The risk of extinction is increased with

smaller population sizes found on islands of small síze.

Finally, the availability of resource hot spots on an island

may be able to prolong a speciest survival on that island for many

generations past that expeeted. Figure 7 illustrates the concept

of species survival using resource hot spots. Within an area of

suitabte habitat for a species not all of rhat area is of equal

suitability for the survival of the species, there are sometimes

areas of especíally high utilizable resource production or hot spots.

Increased island size will increase the possibílity of larger or

more numerous resource hot spots. These hot spots can become refuges

during periods of unfavourable climate (Tolmatchev, 1972) or íntense

competitíon by another species, and may also act as an establishing

poínt for recent immigrants thus allowing them to survÍve the

hazardous initial phases of colonizatíon.

A number of studies on islands have not found any simple

relationship between area and species diversity. Main and Yadav

(1971), for insLance, discovered that islands of approximately equal

size off the Western Australian coast have vastly different species

numbers although there is still a general tendency for increased

species numbers with increased area. Whitehead and Jones (1969)
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Hypothetical example of the importance
of ?hot spotsl

Notes: The example refers to a forest bird species on a
forested island, on which the rate of production of resources
utílizable by the species (R) varies locally. Contours
connect poínts with equal values of R, ín arbitrary uníts.
The species can survive only in areas where R>5 (distinguished
by stipplirg).
Above - situation in the absence of a compptitor and during a
productive year. The species occupies most of the island
except near the west end. An especially productive area in the
centre and another at the east end (R>25) function as rhot
spots', where steady-state population density is híghest, and
where the specíes could increase most rapidly if it were
initially colonizing the island or re-expanding after a
population crash.
Below - same, except that R is uniformly reduced by 80 per
cent over the whol-e island, either because of an unproductíve
year, or because of an abundant competitor that utilizes Che
given resoLlrces in the same proportion. The species now can
survive only on the t\^¡o hot spots.

Source: Diamond (1975a, 369)
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found that for the biota of the Florida Sand Keys there is a marked

inflection in the species-area curve at an area of approximately

3.5 acres (2.43ha.). They maintained that the sudden increase in

species numbers after this threshold size is due to the inlets nov/

being able to sustain a freshwater reservoir and thus salt-

intolerant species, whereas only salt-tolerant species are found

on inlets below the threshold size. Heatwote (I975) discovered

that the species numbers of reptiles on rocky islands off eastern

New Guinea are highly area dependent. However, on sand cays in the

same region species number is largely independent of area. A1so,

studies of avifaunal communities on some islands have demonstrated

that the numbers of bird species present is largely accounted for

by the numbers of plant species (or habitat diversity), while area

alone is a poor predictor of bird species diversity (Lack, I973;

Power , L972). However, habitat diversity is largely determined by

island area (Lack, 1969, 1973). In fact, area generally tends to

be the best predictor of plant specíes numbers (".g., Linhart, 1980).

Thus, the species-area relationship is not always clear-cut.

However, few doubt the validity of the species-area concept, at

least in j-ts general form.

4 " Species Turnover and Equilibrium

One aspect of equilibrium theory not yet mentloned 1s the rate

of turnover of species once the dynamic equilibrium is reached.

The general concensus among those studying island biogeography ís

that some species turnover occurs under natural conditions on islands,

but the magnitude of such turnover is sti1l open to question (Abbott

and Black, 1980; Diamond, L969; Hunt and Hunt, 1974; Jones and
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Diamond , 1976; May , L977; lulayr, L965; Reed, 1980; Simberlof f

and tr^li1son, 1969, L97O; Terborgh and Faaborg, 1973; Vaisanen and

Jarvinen, l-977) .

Diamond's (I969) article, AuifaurLal Equilibria and Species

Turnouer Rates on l;he Channel Islartds of California, is probably the

most widely cited paper on specÍes turnover at equilibrium. The

papers by Terborgh and Faaborg (1973) and Simberloff and hlilson (1969,

1970) are also frequently referenced. Diamond (1969) compared the

number of land and freshr./ater birds breeding on the nine Channel

Islands in 1968 with the results of a similar survey for the years

up to L9L7, Most of the islands were found to be in equilibrium

and some species turnover was discovered. However, Lynch and

Johnson (I974) and later Gilbert (1980) have critically examined

Diamondts work on the Channel Islands and have cast doubts on its

valídity. Lynch and Johnson highlight some basic faults not only

in Di-amond's work on the Channel Islands but also in other works of

a similar nature. First, there are problems with the definitíons of

colonization and extinction in the equilibrium model, particularly

with respect to avifauna. Such highly mobile species do not conform

rrell to the defínitions of colonization and extinction developed by

MacArthur and Inlilson (1967) .

The second general critícism, levelled particularly at Diamond,

is that a large number of his supposed extinctions and immígrations

are examples of what Lynch and Johnson term pseudo-turmouer; that is,

they are based on improper evaluation of faulty or incomplete data.

Lynch and Johnson, Eherefore, question the validity of Diamond's

claims and, in fact, go further to demonstrate that there is no

reliability in supposing that che rates of turnover were significantly
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different from zero under natural conditions.

Probably the most detailed and thorough experíment on the

process of insular colonization and species equilibrium has been

provided by Simberloff and trlilson (1969,L970) and Wilson and

Simberloff (1969). In order to test some of the predicLíons of the

equilibrium theory they devised an experiment in which all the

anthropods rdere removed from very sma1l islands and the subsequent

recolonization of the islands was monitored by frequent censuses

for an initial period of one year.

The results from the censuses confirmed the general correctness

of the dynamic equilibrium mode1. For instance, by 300 days after

defaunation, the faunas of the experimental islands, except the

most distant (E1, 500 metres from nearest source region), had risen

to a poÍnt slightly above the defaunation number (i.e., the non-

interactive equilibrium), then fe11 and oscillated in the vicinity

of this figure (i.e., interactive equilibrium) (Figure B). The

fact that Simberloff and Inlilson discovered a dynamic equilibrium was

significant for Island Biogeography Theory given the limitations of

the previous studies.

Further censuses tv¡o years after defaunation found that numbers

of species on the islands had changed litt1e from the previous year,

which províded further evidence that they qTere in equilibrium.

However, E1 was still in the process of c1ímbing towards equilíbrium

(Fig.8). It was also observed that lhe species compositions on

three of the four islands appeared to be moving slowing in the

directíon of the original prefaunation states (Simberloff and l^lilson,

L97O). Simberloff (L974) summed up by stating that lhe communities

v/ere not just haphazard assemblages but that there is a definite



Figure I

The colontzaLion curves of four small mangrove islands
in the lower Florida Keys whose entire faunas,
consisting almost so1ely of anthropods, were

exterminated by methyl bromide fumigation

Source: tn/i lson (I969, 41)
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sequence of events.

Final1y, Simberloff (I916a) conclusively demonsErated Ehar a

smaller island will support fevrer species than a larger one, all other

things being equal. The area effect in the experiment vras seen to

be a consequence of the dynamic equilibrium on any island between

immigration of nevr species and extinction of those already present.

The notion that any species is more likely to become extinct on a

smaller island vras supported.

5. Land-Brídge Islands and Relaxation

I^lhilst experimenting with the biota of íslands a number of

biogeographers discovered that islands could be roughly divided into

two categories, namely those that were recently connected to the

mainland and whose colonists need not have crossed a \^rater gap

(termed land-bridge islands) and those that have never been

connected to the mainland and whose species must have colonj-zed

across a water gap (termed oceanic islands).

Mainland areas of native vegetation are known to contain larger

species numbers than comparable oceanic islands because of the

decreased isolat.ion effects of crossing land rather than oceanic

\¡raters (i.e., lower z values in the species-area relatíonship

IEquatÍon 1.1]). Since land-brídge islands vrere once connected to

a larger land mass Diamond (L975) and TerborCh (1974) claim that

they would therefore have earned the fu1l compliment of species for

that given area before separation. This Terborgh (I914) supports

with palaeobiogeographical evidence from the Greater Sundra Islands

off Indonesia.
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I4rith the severing of the islandst connections to the mainland

by the rising seas after the last glaciation the islands became

suPersaturated with species, with a resultant increased extinction

rate fostered by the decreased area. The rate of extinctíon on

the land-bridge islands is not consrant. certain species are

especially prone to extinction and consistently tend to disappear

first. These species are generally those that have already been

mentioned with respect to the species-area relationship (e.g.,

habitat specialists, high trophic level, etc.). As these species

disappear the resulting release of the remaining species from

competition/predation tends to increase their population densities

and to decrease their risk of extinction.

Dimaond (L972) has tried to calculate the y.eLanation time for a

land-bridge island after its formation; r,eLanati.on beíng defined as

'tthe process by uhich isLands gradtLally retuy,n to equiLibz.ium as a

resuLt of a tempora,r'A imbaLance betaeen intmigration and eætinctiont,

(Diamond, L973, 763). Diamond (1912) provides some interestíng

figures from the New Gui-nea land-bridge islands relating to

relaxation rates. Diamond claims that on an island of 3o0O square

miles (7800 sq.kms.) about 51 per cent of the original bird species

have become extinct after 10,000 years, and about 72 per cent of the

survivors are widespread characteristic second-growth vegetation

species rather than endemic forest species. Diamond then compares

these figures wíth that of an island of only 56 square miles (t4s sq.

kms.). This island has 92 per cent of its oríginal species extinct,

and 89 per cent of the survivors are second-growth species.

Diamond (I972, L973) and Terborghrs (tglZ, Ig74) relaxarion

studies have come under heavy criticism by simberloff and Abele
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(1976a,b) and Gilbert (1980). The criricism is direcred toward

three main elements of their studies. First, Simberloff and

Abele question the data bases from which both Diamond and Terborgh

calculate their relaxation rates. For instance, simberloff and

Abele (I976b, 1032) state that:

tt. .u)¿th one erception, the ,euidencet from Land-
br.i.dge isLands rests not on obseruatíon of uhich
species uer.e or,íginaLly present, but rather on
infenence fnom the pnesent souyce fauna and the
species-area equation. Euen uene habitat
differences ueLL quantified, uhich they are not,
the uide uariance in fitting data to the standard
species-area. curle uould make such a deductiue
step suspect. "

A classic example to illustrate this criticism is supplied by

sou1e, wilcox and Holtby (1979) who, in order to find the initial

number of species on a land-bridge island in the Malay Archípelago at

the time of the islandts creation, assume that the islandts initial

species number is equivalent to the average number of species at

Present occurring on the Malaysian mainland (t"talay Peninsula) within

an area of the same size. Not content with this generalization

they proceed to state that,

t\')here sønpLe obseruations a.re Lackíng, as is the
case uith the Malay PeninsuLa, an altermatiue method
for estímating So Iinitial species number] fnom anea
is possibLe. Since z uaLues for continentaL faunas
Tange betueen onLy 0.72 and 0.77 an approæimately
nedian uaLue uithin that z,ange (i.e., 14 [sic]/
shouLd prou¿de an adequate estimate foz, the ttue
z-uaLue of any continental faunatr (Soule, I,tilcox
and Holtby, L979, 263) .

rf one is talking of perhaps a dozen or so extinctions over such a

period of relaxation (i.e., 10,000 years or less) then initial

estimates esEablished in such a gross, unscientific manner are
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are certainly not acceptable. Diamond (r972,rg73) and Terborghrs

(L973,I974) studies are only s11ght1y more sound.

The second criticism, expounded by Girbert (19g0), concerns

the 10,000 years or so of relaxation that the land-bridge islands

have undergone since the rast glaciation. Gilbert (19g0 , 224)

states that the relaxation times calculated by Diamond in particular
tta.re so Long that by the time that the nwnber of species on a
tsupensatuz'ated island' has 

'eached euen half uag aLong the path

touards the equiLi,brial nunben, the Latter is Likely to haue been

altered by cLimatic and geologicaL changes.,,

The final criticism, aimed this time specificalry at Terborgh,s

(r974) study of the l^test rndian avifauna, is that such studies of
the relaxation rates of land-bridge islands have tended to ignore

the influences of man upon the birds and other biota of these islands.
To consider present species numbers of such islands and Bali and

Penang in rndonesia (soule, tr^rircox and Hortby, rg--g) and the more

densely populated islands in the l^/est rndies (Terborgh, Lgl4), one

cannot in any way discount the effects, either beneficial or adverse,

of man.

One study that can pass through the above three criticisms
unscathed is that of willis (r974) on Barro colorado rsland, a 15.6

sq.km. hilltop of lowland evergreen forest that vr'as separated from

nearby forests in r9r0-r4 when Gatun Lake rose behind a dam to form

the central part of the nearby panama canal (willis , Lg74; wilson and

wi1lis , L975). willis \^/as able to study the change in bird species

numbers since the formation of the island due to the availability of
a number of detailed studies that had taken place in previous years.

Thus, the criticism of the unreliable data base for the initial
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species number vras more or less accounted for, although the general

criticism of observer bias may still apply. This problem is

acknowledged by Lrrillis (L974) bur seems to have been forgorten by

many of those who have utílized his results (..g., Diamond and May,

I976; M"y, I975; Terborgh, I974; etc.).

Wi1l1s (1974) found thar, by 1970, 45 of rhe 208 originat

bird species had disappeared. Such species losses v/ere attributed

to a number of causes apart from those related to island equilíbrium.

These included observer error in earlier studies (see above) and the

loss of second-growth or forest edge that disappeared due to natural

succession on the island. This factor alone accounted for about 32

of the 45 loca1 extinctions. Fínal1y, high densities of monkeys

resulting from the lack of predator specíes on the island, could have

led to increased destructive levels of predation on the nests of some

birds. Thus, a Iarge number of the local extinctions of bird species

on Barro colorado could be due to other factors than the tisland

effectt. However, one must not underrate the fact that some species

did become extinct due to area and isolation effects and that no new

species had replaced them (i^lillis, L974).

6. Competitive Release

The knowledge of the roles of isolation

construction of island biotas has enabled the

certain peculiaríty of such biotas. It has

islands tend to have depauperate biotas with

and area in the

explanation of a

been discovered that

respect to

mainland areas. However, even though species numbers

lower on islands, the densities of the specíes present

known to equal or exceed those on the mainland. This,

comparab 1e

are frequently

have been

in fact, is
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usually due to the dominance of one or two species on an isÌand.
Yeaton (r972), when comparíng bird populations on santa cruz

rsland and the Santa Monica mainrand of california, discovered

that although the isrand bi.rd community supported onry about tr,ro_

thirds of the mai'rand community, the density of breeding pairs
v/as no different between island and mai.land. rn this study two

species made up 44 per cent of the total island bird populatíon

compared will't 24 per cent on the rnainland. similar results v¡ere

also found in the studies of crowelr (1962), Grant (1966), MacArrhur,

Diamond and Karr (1972) and yeaton and Cody (1974).

This phenomenon may be due to differences between isrand and

mainland habitats ín productivity and predictabí1ity of food

sources as described by MacArrhur (1970) and Terborgh (rgl3). The

more popular explanation, however, is the process termed

cornpetitiue release (yeaton and Cody, Igl4). This process occurs

on islands that are either isolated from a source region and thus

do not a1low the complete specíes source pool to colonize or those

islands, such as land-bridge isrands, that are undergoing a process

of relaxation or species loss. rn either case a certain species

may find itself freed from the restraints of competition or

predation that limit íts expansion in other environments. This

sometimes results in niche expansions and higher abundances of Ehe

island species compensating for the absence of its mainland

competitors (MacArthur, Diamond and Karr, Igl2). The monkeys on

Barro Colorado are such an example.

7. Summary

Like all scienrific theories rsrand Biogeography Theory is
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necessarily a simpfified explanaEion of reality. This has 1ed to

various problems when researchers have attempted to use the theory

alone to fu1ly explain real world examples, even though the theory

is not yet ful1y developed and much of its detail needs refinement

However, the broad generalizations of rsland Biogeography Theory

appear to be feasible explanations for at least part of the

biogeographic processes operating on islands. The general

acceptance of the broad generalizations has led to the application

of rsland Biogeography Theory to mainland habitat isrands.

B. Llabitat Islands

The application of rsrand Biogeography Theory to mainland

habitat islands has been well received. such studies have

differed widely in character; most particularly in the scale of the

system investigated. MacArthur (1972) has stated that rsland

Biogeography Theory should be relevant to smal1 sca1e, local

systems as well as to larger systems. subsequent studies have

proven thís assertion to be correct. For instance, rsland

Biogeography Theory has been used to explain species distributions

over whole continents (Grazier, 19B0) and a10ng peninsulas (Tayl0r

and Regal, L978) as well as to compare Lhe species numbers in

woodlots of less than one hectare. Larger scale studies have

tended to examine the effects of isolation on speciation and

endemism (e.g., Beard, 1969; Hopper, L97g; Schmitt, 1978) .

Smaller scale studies, on the other hand, have tended [o examine

the species-area relationship and species movements between patches

of habitat (e. g. , Macclintock, lnlhitcomb and whitcomb , r977 ; Gal1i,

Leck and Forman, 1,976) .

rs1a.d Biogeography Theory is utilized to describe the
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processes that occur on and between patches of habitat Ehat

resemble islands within the bounds of land masses. Any patch of

habitat isolated from simj-lar habitat by terrain relatively

inhospitable to organisms within the habitat patch may be

considered as an island. These patches have been termed habitat

isLands (Kilburn, L966; MacArthur and \'lilson, 1967). The chief

difference between habitat islands and true islands has been

stated by MacArthur (1912, 105):

tt. the Latter [true islands) av'e sepanated by a
ua.cuwn insofar as Land biv'ds or' 'Lnsecl;s are
concerned, uhereas mainLand lhabitatl isLands are
separated by othen habítats filLed uith biz'ds and
in'sects. ConsequentLy, prol)ided that the mainLand
islands av'e not too different fnom their surround'ings,
the biv,ds from l;he suv'v'oaLndings a/'e abLe to inrmigrate
tonto' maínLand islands more frequentLg and uith more
success than is true of irmnígnation onto ltrue]
islands. There is no uacuum to be iutnped on the
mainland and díspersaL ouev' Land is Less hazardous
to a bird species than dispev'saL ouer ua.ter'. tl

However, ít must be noted that less mobile organisms, such as many

mammals, amphibians and reptiles, flâY not be able to traverse the

surroundÍngs of habitat islands quite so capably. To such

organisms the analogy between true islands and habitat islands may

consequently be more comPlete.

Although the number of analyses of habitat islands is not yet

great, those [hat have been published cover a very dj-verse range

of habitat types. Such studies include the analysis of aquatic

anthropods in caves (Culver, 1970), species diversity in lakes

(Barbour and Brown, Ig74; Browne, 1981; Maguire, 1963) ' species

diversity in the vascul-ar flora of vernal pools (ttolland and Jain,

198f) , insect diversity on host plants (Janzen, 1968,L913; Op1er,

\974; Strong, L914) and, the distribution of freshwater mussels in
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coastal rivers (Sepkoski and Rex, I973).

Two of the most noficeable habitat island studies have been

conducted by Brown (1971) and Vuilleumier (1970). Brown studied

the boreal mammals that inhabit montane islands scattered at

irregular intervals within the Great Basin of North America.

During the Pleistocene, colder climates forced the piñon-juniper

woodland down approximately 600 metres below its present

distribution, which was suffieient to make woodland continuous

across most of the Great Basin as recently as 8,000 years ago

(Brown, L97L). subsequent extinctions, which Brown relates mainly

to island size, have reduced the mammalian faunas of each habitat

island. However, no colonizations by boreal mammals have occurred

on the islands due to the extremely harsh intervening climatic and

habitat conditíons and the relatively poor colonízing abitity of

the mammals present (excluding bats). Brown (1971, 477) thus

concludes that the mammalian faunas of the montane islands are

'ttnue neLies and do not represent equiliby"La betaeen rates of

colonization and eætinction't. Brownrs study may alternatively be

regarded as true testimony of the length of time required for

relaxation of organisms on islands under relatively stable naLural

condítions and the absence of disturbances by man.

Like Brown, Vuilleumier (1970) also studied the island effects

of isolated mountain peaks. vuilleumier, however, concentrated on

species numbers and endemism among the avifauna resident in islands

of páramo vegelation in Ehe Andes of Venezuela, Columbia and

northern Ecuador (Vuirleumier, r97o). certain similaríEies were

found between oceanic and continental insular situations, the Ewo

most important being: a) propagules have a greater probability of
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reaching an island, and of colonizing it, the greater the area of

that island, and b) the probabílity thaE a propagule will reach

an island far away from the source area is inversely correlated

with the distance from that source. Thus, Vuilleumier discovered

that the mountaintops \^rith páramo vegetation which 1ie near the

main high Andes of Peru (source area) are quite rich in species'

while the more remote and smaller islands tended to be impoverished.

1" Forest Fragmentation

In the studies examined to this point, the effects of man

have been eilher negligible or ignored when analyses of true and

habitat islands have been undertaken. However, the influence of

man on the world's natural systems is rapidly increasing.

Particularly with the advent of modern agricultural techniques

and mechanj-zatíon, many of the once large expanseS of natural

vegetation have either been totally cleared or fragmented into

smaller isolated units. Curtis (1962) \^/as one of the first fu1ly

to appreciate the effects of this plocess in a biogeographical

context. Curtis discovered that only 3.6 per cent of the original

continuous native vegetation remained in Green County, I^lisconsin,

after only 120 years of settlement. Those patches that remained

erere confined to rocky outcrops and thin-soil hilltops' that is,

those parts of fhe landscape with the least productive potential.

It is now obvious that man is creating habitat islands which

should, theoretically, have the same biogeographical characterislics

as true islands or natural habitat islands. Thus, the study of

forest fragments as habitat islands has become an important area of

research. MacArthur and Wilson (1967) even stressed the ímportance
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of such research in the opening chapter of their monograph.

Moore (1962), in a study similar to the curtis (L962) study,

investigated the fragmentation of the Dorset-Poole Basin heathlands

since 1811. Only one-third of the original cover of heathland

remained and that which did remain \^las fragmented into one-hundred

pieces of four or more hectares. Subsequent studies in the same

region by Rippey (1973) and l.lebb and Haskins (1980) have verified

Moore's inítial findings. llebb and Haskins (1980) found 160

heathland sites with an area of four or more hectares' out of a

total of 768 patches of heathland in the region' l"foore (L962)

found preliminary evidence, usíng a number of indicator species,

that increased isolation resulting from fragmentation v/as alleady

causíng slight impoverishment of the fauna'

Many studies involving the analysis of forest fragments as

biogeographic islands have tended to concentrate on the species-

area relationship, particularly with respect to the avífauna

present (e.g., Mclaren, L979). One of the most widely cited \,rorks

in this field is that of Galli, Leck and Forman (1976) . Forest

islands ranging from 0.01 to 24.0 hectares in central New Jersey

were used. These islands had to have Ehe followíng characteristics:

a) slope less than 10"; b) well-drained silt or clay-loam of the

Pennseríes; c) mature trees over the entíre síte; d) presence of

all vegetatíonal strata; e) not recently burned; f) absence of

streams; g) distant from towns, air pollution sources, and other

forests; h) minimal internal environmental heterogeneity; i)

presence of a mature forest edge; and j) surrounded by fields

(Galli, Leck and Forman, L976). A total of thirty forest islands

fulfilled this criteria. Analysis of these islands díscovered that
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foresL sLze had a very signifícant effect on number of bird species

(r=0.92), which is not surprising considering the above constraints

on the selection of island sites. Bird sPecies richness was also

found to increase over the island síze range of 24 hectares. One

important finding of the study was that almost half of the bird

species found in the larger habitat islands vrere considered size-

dependent, requiring a large area and/or forest interior for

survival (Forman, Galli and Leck, L976) .

Howe (in prep.) has recently completed an analysis of the

avifauna inhabiting sma1l EucaLyptus forest fragments in the l,lalcha

district, northeastern Ner¿ South Wales. This study displayed a

number of well-knovTn features of true islands. Bird species

number and area v/ere again strongly correlated and the number of

ne¡nr species rvas agaín found to have a logarithmic relationship with

the increase in area. However, the fragmentation of the foresEs

had not yet affected the numbers of species occurring on the remnant

forest areas. This again r47as probably due to the choice of the

avifauna for analysis. Many species were commonly observed flying

bet¡^reen nearby habitat island sítes. In a similar study Howe,

Howe and Ford (in press) achieved similar results \,títh bird species

distributions on sma1l rainforest remnants in New South hlales.

Although the signíficance of area declined marginally, alea plus

the distance from a large extensive forest, which \¡/as generally no

greater Lhan four kílometres av7ay, explained over 75 per cent of

the variance in bird species numbers. Again, island sizes \,¡ere

very small (0.08-25 hectares) but they vrere still inhabited by a

significant number of bird species. This led to the conclusion

that patches of rainforest or rainforest-like vegetation may be
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inhabited by a variety of species, Q.t Least as Long as a Large source

a.rel. is neaybA (Howe, Howe and Ford, in press) . The latter point

is most important and will be considered later in this chapter.

In a study of the bird species present in 433 woods in Great

Britain over a period of B years, Moore and Hooper (L975; Moore,

1977) discovered that the number of species present vras related to

the area of the wood. The form of the relationship suggested a

general similarity between habitat and true islands, for it was

discovered that, as with many oceanic islands, a tenfold increase

in area virtually doubled the species number. Other avifaunal

studies to reach similar conclusions include I^Ihitcomb, hlhircomb and

Bysrrak (L977), Robbins (1979), Gilpin and Diamond (1980) and

Gromadzkí (1970).

Analyses of the effects of forest area on other biola

unfortunately have been less numerous, due no doubt to the

comparative ease of censusing bird populations compared with most

other animal taxa. Among the non-avifaunal studies that have been

conducted are the study of the incidence of anthropods on different

sized paLches of thistles (Brown and Kodric-Brown, L917),

phytophagous anthropods on juniper Patches in Southern England (t^lard

and Lakhani, Ig77) and of mammals in vegetation remnants (including

reserves) in t{estern Australia (Kitchener, Chapman, Muir and

Palmer, 1980). A1l these studies demonstrated a high positive

correlation between area and species diversity'

However, Levenson (1976), in his thesis on the island

biogeographic characteristics of isolated forested woodlots in urban

areas of Milwaukee, discovered that the richness of woody plant

species in the woodlots is largely a function of disturbance,
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whether natural or human induced. The species-area relationship

was found to be an inappropriate predictor of woody species

diversity. The heavy human usage of the urban lands maintains a

continued state of dísturbance, resulting in an increased edge

effecI and a higher species richness from colonlzation of edge

species (Levenson, L976). Tramer and Suhrweir (1975) also

discovered that tree sPecies richness on small woodlots in north-

vrestern Ohi-o was strongly affected by human interference. However

both of these studies \¡/ere on very small habitat islands. Different

results may well have been obtaÍned on habitat islands of larger

size that are able to tbufferr most disLurbance effects.

2. Edge Effects

One of the major differences between true islands and habitat

islands, particularly those of relatively smal1 area, is related to

penimeter or edge effects. The perimeter of true islands generally

consists of either rocky headlands or sandy beaches. Both of these

environments are specíes depauperate and are knovtn to act as barriers

to the effective colonization of many organisms (Cox, L973). The

perimeters of habitat islands, on the other hand, often contain the

greatest concentration of species for a given site. Such edge

effects on species diversity is a comrnon occurrence in ecotoral

situations (Ghiselin, L975; l^lhittaker, 1975). l^Ihen occurring

between a forested woodlot and cleared or modified contiguous areas,

such an ecotone is termed a forest edge (Ranney' 1978) . i'lard-

Thomas, Maser and Rodiek (1977,9f) define an'edge' "s, 
t'that area

uhere tao or more plant conrnunities or successionaL stages Uithin

pLant contnunities meel;tt. Thus edges may occur between successional
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s tages \^ri thin a r/üoodlot .

The recognition of the importance of edges probably stems from

rhe work of Leopold (1933) who noticed an increase in wildlife where

the types of food and shelter which it requires occur in dífferent

bur adjacent habitats. The theoretíca1 importance of edges has been

explored by Ward-Thomas et aL. (1977) who also attempted to quantífy

edge characferistics. Detailed studies of the structure and

composition of edges have been undertaken by Ranney (1978) and i{ales

(L972). Both studies found marked structural differences betr¡/een

edge and interior indivíduals of plant species. Edges were also

found to have different plant species compositions than the interiors

of the v¡oodlots analYsed.

The value of edges for biotic enrichment has become íncreasingly

recognised over the past few decades, The importance of edges for

the maintenance of bird species diversity l¡/as recognised as early as

1935 (i.e., Carpenter, 1935) and has consequently been expanded on

by Johnson (1947), Marrin (1960) and Taylor and Taylor (L979) amongst

others. Rueger and Giles (1975) have discussed Ehe importance of

forest edges for deer populatíons. Forsyth and Smíth (f973) found

that edges provided additional food suPplies for eastern chipmunks

in Ontario.

Ranney (1978) has conducted one of the most comprehensive studíes

on the effects of edge on habítat island ecology. This study

discovered that the basal-area of edge trees \^las about 50 per cent

more than that of trees ín the interiors of forested woodlots in

Milwaukee. The larger edge trees produce more Propagules that

ínvade and affect forest interiors. Also affected is the dispersal

of propagules exposed to dispersal vectors. Edges T¡7ere seen to
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contribute more ProPagules to inter-island propagule exchange than

\rould normally be associated \tith islands if edges \,tere not

considered and propagule exchange vras based on interior compositlon

(Ranney, 1978). In addition, Levenson (1976) likened a forest edge

to a selectively permeable membrane screening propagule establishment'

at least wifh respect to the attempted establishment of woody plant

species after immigration. Thus the presence of edges around a

forest woodlot tends to tcontrolt the processes of dispersal and

colonization for thaf island, particularly if the woodlot is smal1.

As island size increases the effect of edge decreases. The effect

of edge also decreases when islands become more comPact (i.e', less

irregular) . This point will be discussed further later in this

chapter.

3. Biological Corridors and Propagule Exchange

Propagule exchange between habitat islands tends to be of a

slightly different form than that experienced between true islands.

It has already been noted, from the paPers of Vuilleumier (1970),

Galli et aL. (1976) and other avian studies, that the isolation

effects of distance on the mainland are not absolute. The degree

of isolation of two habitat islands is dependent uPon the nature of

the intervening environment in addition to the established effect

of distance. Thus, the analysis of species dispersal between

habitat islands is an important prerequisite before the island

nature of habitat patches can be ful1y comprehended'

Studies of

to concentrate

easily captured

specíes movements between habitat islands have tended

on the readily observable species or those that are

. Thus, most of the available data concerns the
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mammalian and avian comPonents of Ehe biota. Due to

of insects and

s amp I ing

vegetat iondifficulties, the dispersal abilities

between habitat islands has remained basically intuitive (RanneY,

19 78) .

The dispersal of organisms across suitable environmental

conditions on the mainland can be very rapid, particularly when man

is involved as a dispersing agent (¡lton, 1958) . The rapid

establishment of many exotic species throughout the world testifies

to the colonizj-ng ability of many organisms (Baker and Stebbins, 1965;

Anderson, 191l). However, many species, particularly native species

with restricting habítat requirements, do not share such colonízing

abili[ies at least wifhin their own native areas. It is for these

species that stepping-stone islands and other aids to dispersal

become important for the continued interaction between disparate

communities.

The role of stepping-stones between habitat islands ís

basically equivalenÈ to their role between true islands. However,

dispersal between habitat islands, particularly if the intervening

distance is not too great, can also proceed along the linear stretches

of vegetation that commonly occupy road verges, fencerows, gullies,

etc. Such linear stretches of vegetation have been termed

bioLogicaL or uildLùfe connidoz,s (MacClintock, I^lhitcomb and l^Ihitcomb,

L977; Robinson, lg78; Sullivan and shaffer, 1975; Kolata, L974).

Corridors in forest areas are usually required to have an over-

story similar to the remnant woodlots. However, the floristic

composition need not always be the same as adjoining habitat islands

although for conservation purposes this is preferable. In fact,

corr:idors are often dominated by edge species (MacClintock et aL.,
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1971; Way, 1917 ; ln/egner and Merrian, L979), although they may also

harbour rare or endangered species (Way, 1977). In addition,

corridors preferably should be continuous from one habitat island to

another, However, they need not necessarily be so and, in fact,

they rarely are. A series of stepping-stones can therefore be

regarded as a biological corridor for the purPoses of most habitat

island studies. Nevertheless, gaps of a critical size may severely

limif or totally prevent the movement of organisms along stepping-

stone corridors. Important variables are: a) the width of the gap;

b) the nature of the gap ( i. e. , bitumen, \^rater, open f ield, etc. ) and

c) the species involved. Oxley' Fenton and Carmody (I974)

discovered that smal1 forest marnmals were reluctant to venture on to

road surfaces where the distance between forest margins exceeded 20

metres, and wider roads vlere crossed almost exclusively by medium-

sized mammals. In addition, it was hypothesized that a four-lane

highway may be as effective a barrier to the dispersal of small forest

mammal-s as a body of fresh \tater twice as wide.

A number of ofher studies have demonstrated the reluctance of

many species, including birds, to cross an oPen field between forest

patches, particularly if a corridor is available for movement.

Rueger and Giles (L975) state that deer may not venture more than

IOO metres into a clearing. Forsyth and Smith (f973) observed that

eastern chipmunks avoided the open fields contiguous to a forest

patch within which Ehey were numerous. Hooper (1971) has suggested

that the critical distance for the constituents of the ground flora

of woodland in Monks Wood is somettring under 800 melres.

wegner and Merriam (1979), however, have probably undertaken

the most comprehenslve study of species movements between forested
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\^roodlots. The study wood was approximately twelve lìectares in size

and was located just south of Otta\^/a, Canada. Tree species

composirion was dominated by beech (Fagus grandifolía) and sugar

maple (Acey, sa.ccha1,un) . The woodlot v/as surrounded by pasture f ields,

apart from a number of fencerows which emanated from it. Three

other \iroods of varying s izes were located dif f erenL dis tances f rom

the main woodlot. Movements of birds and small mammals were

monitored withín and betvreen the three habitats (i.e., woodlot, field,

fencerow). The small mammals (i..., mice, chipmunks) seldom moved

between the wood and the adjacent fields. Nor were they ever

monitored crossing the fields. Instead, the mammals were found to

move freely between the wood and connecting fencerows. This led

I,,/egner and Merriam (f979) to suggest that the fencerows provided

important corridors in and out of the wood.

Birds, also, were seldom observed flying directly acToss open

fíelds between woods. As with the small mammals' more species of

birds \^/ere observed more frequently moving between the wood and

fencerows than between any other habitat. Access to the fields r¡/as

generally via the fencerows rather than directly from the wood.

Bird species characteristic of open field situations tended to utilize

the fencero\^Is as singing posts and perches. Thus, the fencerows

adjoining the study v¡ood v/ere utilízed heavily by both sma1l mammals

and birds. This led Inlegner and Merriam (1979, 349) to the important

conclusion that ttfencerOüs connect the Uood to the surooundLng

agrícuLtural mosaic and concenl,r,ate the actiuíty of smaLL malnrnals and

bitds into a habitat cor.I,idor that may reLieue the isoLating effect

of faz'mLand surr.ounã.íng the uood. It The importance of this study

lies in the fact that ít demonstrates empirically that existing
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corridors are utillzed by precisely those species or life forms that

are generally the focus of many conservation programmes.

0ther studies have also utilized the importance of corridors

f or the movement of organisms bet\^/een separate habitats . Pres tt

(1971), for instance, has stressed the importance of connections

between the summer and winter habitats of the viper (Vipena benus)

which can be separated by a number of kilometres. Robinson (1978)

has commented on the significant benefits of corridors in the

conservation of mammals ranging from mice to kangaroos in the Illawarra

district of New South Iniales. Corridors are also important breeding

habitats for many species. i,lay (1977) has discovered that British

roadside verges contain 20 of the 50 species of mammal found in the

British Isles, al1 six reptiles, 40 of the 200 species of birds, 25

of the 60 species of butterflies, eight of the 17 species of bumble

bees, and five of the six species of amphibians.

However, not all of the effects of corridors are beneficial in

a conservatíon context. Roadside verges, in particular, Pose a

number of problems for the native biota. Anderson (1979) has

described two of the major problems: a) traffic on the road ki1ls

relatively large numbers of wildlife (oxley et aL. , L974), though

the effect on the overall populations is generally minimal; and b)

there ís a build-up of lead and other heavy metals in roadsíde soils

and vegetation. High levels of Lhese metals could not only cause

death or mutation of genetic stocks of plants but also of animals

whích are more susceptible than plants. This problem is compounded

even further when ic is recognised that it is the younger, fertile

males which usually migrate from home areas rather than those sections

of a population which contríbute less to the breeding process (Hawkins,
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Klimsrra and Autry, L97l; Stickel, 1968). Van der Zande, ter Keurs

and van der Weijden (1980) have stressed that the disturbance effects

of roads for certain bird species may extend for a distance of up to

1.8 kilometres for a busy highway. Therefore' roadside verges may

not offer successful breeding grounds for many bird species.

Unmanaged corridors will consist of edge species, the large

majority of which are exotics. Therefore, edge species may benefít

more from a corridor than native species. Consequently' corridors

may become avenues for the invasion of exotic species into habitat

islands consisting of mainly native sPecies. This problem is

particularly acute with respect to public thoroughfares through

nature reserves and the subsequent invasion of exotics via vehicles '

However, if corridors are able to aid the dispersal of native

species between habitat íslands in any way, the benefits for those

species are great. Roff (I914a,b,1975) has demonstrated that

dispersal can significantly decrease the probability of extinction,

\^/íthin a given time interval, of a population living in a heterogeneous

environment. Roff (1975) formulated a model which demonstrated that

díspersal may increase the time to extinction of a population by at

least three orders of magnitude and often more'

4. The Peninsula Effect

Even given a large expanse of uniformly suitable environment for

native species, sPecies numbers may still var:y if the area exhibits

whar is known as rhe peninsuLa effect (Taylor and Regal, 1978).

This effect is believed to occur along natural peninsulas. Species

numbers have been found to decrease along a peninsula towards the tip

For instance, Taylor and Regal (1978) discovered that the species
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diversity of heteromyid rodents in the Sonoran Desert portion of

Baja California decreased from twelve at the base of the peninsula

to only trlro at the tip. The peninsula Pattern has been tentatively

explaíned by the eætinction-TecoLonizatíon modeL where increasing

distance from the mainland decreases the probability of recolonization

by a species after loca1 extinctions. However, Taylor and Regalts

(1978) study is the only one presently available (with an accurate

data base) that describes the biogeographic effects of peninsulas on

species diversity. l"lore evídence is required to validate this

effect, particuLarly along peninsulas of smaller size.

C. Nature Reserves

Undoubtably,themostplominantapplicationoflsland

Biogeography Theory, partí-cularly since the míd-1970's, has been íts

application to the evaluation of the conservation potential of

nature reserves. Biogeographers have utilized their experience

with both true islands and habitat islands to examine the probable

implications of varying reserve síze, shape and juxtaposition. one

of the pioneering paPers devoted to this applicatíon vras that of

Diamond (1975b) . In this paper Diamond derived six geometric

principles for the design of nature reserves (derived from Island

Biogeography Theory) . Fígure 9 summarizes Lhese principles. An

attempt will be made to critically analyse each of these principles

using the research results discussed in the preceding sections of

this chapter.

1. Principle 1

The first principle, that a larger reserve is better than a
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Geometric principles for reserve design

In each case species extinction rates will be
for the reserve design on the left than for the

reserve design on the right.

Source: Diamond (1975b, 143)

Notes:
lower
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Smaller reserve v/ithin a homogeneous environment, is almost

unanimously acknowledged by bíogeographers and ecologists' Llowever,

one must justify what the term 'bettert implies in the context of

conservation. Diamond (1975b, L44) states that the larger reserve

ís better because it t'can hold more species at equilibrium' and üíLL

hAUe LOUer eætinction rA.teS". Thus, a better reserve is one which

will retaín a larger number of sPecies over a long period of time.

At the time of their designation' smaller reserves may hold more

species. Ilowever, subsequent extinctÍon rates related to island

size should reduce species numbers below that of l-atget reserves'

Studies which have demonstrated that, in a relatively homogeneous

environment, a larger reserve does hold more species than a smaller

reserve, include those involving the number of native lízards and

mammals in wheatbelt nature reserves in Inlestern Australia (Kitchener,

chapman, Muir and Palmer, 1980; Kitchener, chapman, Dell, Muir and

Palmer, 19BO) and species numbers of higher Plants ín twelve reserves

in Yorkshire (usher, Lgl3). Examples can also be found r¡here the

species-area relationship does not hold (e.8., Miller and Harris'

Ig77). However, this tends to occur only ín non-homogeneous

environments or \,rhere active management has had some effect on sPecies

numbers, overriding the general specíes-area relationshíp.

2. Principle 2

It is the second principle, more than any other, that has caused

the greatest debate amongsf those island biogeographers wishing to

apply their theoretical and practical knowledge to reserve design.

The second principle, as stated by Diamond (1975b, L44), is that

¡tgiOen a. eeï,tain totaL area auailable for resetAes in d homogeneous
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habirat, the TeaeTDe should generaLLy be diuided Lnto as feu

disjunctiue pieces as possible" (emphasis mine). This viewpoínt

has been supported by the majority of researchers (e'g'; Diamond,

11975b,:-]976; Diamond and lulay, I9l6; Faaborg , 1979; Nilsson, L97B;

sullivan and Shaffer, L975; Terborgh, I975,L916; Whitcomb, Lynch,

opler and Robbins, L976; I^li1liamson, L9l5; Wilson and wi1lis ' L975;

etc.). However, other studÍes have noted that a number of smaller

reserves may be more valuable than a single large reserve (e.g.;

Higgs, 1981; Híggs and Usher, 1980; Hooper, IglL; Simberloff and

Abele, L975a,b; etc.). These latter authors have argued that there

has been too much reliance uPon L:ne species-aTea equat¿on (equation

1.1) which alone does not supPort either of the t\^ro contrasting

theories. Higgs and usher (1980) noticed that, although not

formalized, the specíes-area relationship may favour the setting uP

of several smaller reserves, depending on the proportíon of species

that occur on each reserve. That is, in a heterogeneous enu¿Tonment

two disparate reserves of size (æ) may well contain more sPecies than

if Lhere was only one reserve present of síze (2x) (ttiggs, 198I)'

Gilpin and Diamond (1980) also commented that a divisíon in twos

produces increased species diversity' However, one may go to

exÈremes and compare t\^/o smaller reserves locaEed almoSt anywhere

with a reserve of their combined size just to prove this argumenL'

and Eo a degree some authors have.

Hooper (1971) \^7as among the first to critieíze the already

accepted preference for one large reserve. Hooper's (197r) argument

was based on the fact that, with an increase in the area of a reserúe

by a factor of ten, the number of species present will approximatel'y

double. Therefore, a series of small reserves, ed.eh of a diffeTent
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habitat tApe, appear to be bet[er in terms of total number of species

conserved.

Other arguments that favour a series of smaller reserves ínclude

the fact that many scattered reserves have the advantage over a single

large reserve that Inot all of the eggs are in the one basket' (l"1ay,

L975). IË is argued t:r^at enuironmental catastrophies may well cause

extinction if all of the land conserved is united in one reserve but

would be inconsequential in one of a network of sma1l reserves

(Simberloff and Abele, I976a). In addition, many scattered reserves

are less susceptible to epidemlological disasters (Diamond and May,

I916; May, Lg75). Numerous smaller reserves may also favour the

survival of a set of Uicariant speeies by preventing competitive

interaction whích may otherwise have excluded all but one from a

single reserve (Diamond, Ig75b; Simberloff and Abele, I976a) .

Finally, certain edge specieS wíLl- prefer several smaller reserves

rather than one single large reserve of equal total area due to the

consequent increased perímeter-to-area ratio (Diamond and May, L976) '

However, each of these arguments had already been accepted as

valid by those authors proposing the alternative theory. These

authors regard the above arguments as important only in the short

term and/or of less significance than their own alternative arguments.

Probably the major argument with respect to the larger ís1and víew

ís that species shouLd be ueighted not just counted (Díamonð, 1976).

That is, maxímization of species dj-versity should not always be the

primary aim of nature conservation. Conservation efforts should

often be focused on those species with low dispersal abilities, wíth

hígh incidence functíons (í.e., large area requirements) or those

that are most threatened by human disturbance. A number of smaller
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reserves may hold such specj-es at the time of the reservest

designation but will probably lose these species at the expense of

more vigorous exotic or edge species after only a relatívely short

period of time. Numbers of native species may trelaxt toward a

lower equilibrium leve1, as suggested from studies on land-bridge

islands. However, sPecies diversity may not decrease and, in fact'

may even increase with the invasion and subsequent colonj-zation of

exotics. Numerous studies have demonstrated that the sPecies numbers

of native species will decrease in relatively small reservesl ' although

the rates of the relaxations have varied between studies (e.g.,

Borner, 1977; Gochfeld and Keith, L9l7; Leck, 1979; Miller, L97B;

MÍller and Harris, \977; etc.). Those species that have become

extinct have been precisely those with the requiremenLs cited above.

Thus, Diamond (L976, 1028) has stressed that:

" . . . a,s a resuLt of this diffez'ential susceptibiLity

In addition, particularly in highly developed countries' scattered

reserves remain "the only redoubts for species that are unabLe to

adapt to degraded habitats'r (Terborgh, L916, IO29). The alternative

sÈrategy of smaller reserves generally relies on the existence of a

large source region nearby to generate high propagule invasíon rates

and Ehus offset the higher rates of extinction (Simberloff and Abele,

I976a). However, i-n instances where there is no otrtside source area

I The scale of these reserves will vary wiEh
the tropics a small reserve may well be in
hectares, whereas in the temperate zone an
hectares would be considered smal-l.

different habitats. In
the order of thousands of
area of only tens of
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and thus no large influx of propagules to offset extinction, large

reserves, if they exist, effectively become the source areas for

surrounding woodlots and small reserves. Thus, logic calls for a

strategy of minimizing extinctions. This is more effectively

achieved through the construction of larger reserves.

Diamond and May (1976) have stressed that even though a single

large reserve may be designated, the effective area of the reserve

may be halved (if it is bisected by a major road or po\^rer line) for

those species that are blocked by such dispersal barriers ' The

construction of such dislurbance corridors also decreases the area

of reserves Lhat would otherwise be buffered against outside

influences (i.e., core areas). The importance of core or twildernesst

areas is becoming increasingly recognised by park planners as

necessary areas for the conservation of many sedentary species (e.g.,

Crossen, L979) . Large reserves ¡¡ith mínimal internal disturbance

are therefore necessary to t'minimize the pressuTes of poedation,

para3l:tism and eompetít¿on eæerted by species abundant in the

distuy,bed. a9ea6 sury,oLlnding the yeseyl.)e" (Inlhitcomb et aL., L976, 1031),

The argument against the construction of few large reserves

based on the saying 'a11 your eggs in one basketr does not

necessarily have to hold. Pickett and Thompson (f978, 27) for

instance, have stated that the design of nature reserves should be

based ol minimltm dynamie aï'ea, which is ttthe smaLLest area Uith a

na.turaL disturbance regime uhich maintaíns intetmaL recoLonizatíon

sources and hence minimizes eætinctions". The determination of

minimum dynamic area should be based on the knowledge of disturbance

generated patch síze, frequency, and longevity, and on the mobilities

of the species being preserved (Píckett and Thompson, 1978). Thus,
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a large reserve whích fulfills Ehis requirement will not only hold

more native Species over a longer time span than numerous smaller

reserves, but \,Ihen a catastrophy occurs will allohT more native

propagules easier access for recolonization of the devastated atea.

Even though the designation of several smaller reserves

seemÍng1y may be a more logical method for conserving vicariant

species, such species have been known to coexist over ecological time

periods (Odum, LglL; Pianka, I975). In fact, Pianka (1975) has

stated that nj-che overlap need not necessarily lead to competition

unless resources are in short supply and, with a Surplus of resources,

niches could presumably overlap completely. Thus, a larger reserve'

with increased resource availability could well contain vicariant

species for long Periods of time.

I^Ihitcomb et aL. Q976) have stressed that a major argument

against fragmentatíon of our rapidly disappearing large areas of

relatively undisturbed habitat is the fact that the process is' for

all practical purposes, irreversible. However, Higgs (1981) has

replíed that if smaller reserves are reasonably far apart and not

included in a single large reserve, the destructíon of any of these

reserves is also irreversible, and criticises \tlhitcomb et aL. (L916)

along these lines even though they vrere stressing something entirely

different. In fact, this appears to be a common problem r¿íthin the

field of island biogeography. Numerous authors' particularly those

arguing for numerous small reserves appear not to have read the

alternatÍve arguments with sufficient care.

It can be argued that the construction of large reserves is

based on insufficient theoretical knowledge and inaccurate data bases

from many of the classical island biogeographical studies (e.9.,
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Diamond, 1969; Terborgh, I9l3; I^lillis , L974). This argument is

valid but the fact that: a) extinctions do occur on nature reserves;

b) different birds, mammals and reptiles require different minimum

insular areas for survival; and c) population numbers do vary

dramatically over short time periods (e.g., Myers, I972), clearly

indicates the need for large reserves. In fact, common sense

suggests that we designate large reserves. Small reserves may be

necessary to conserve isolated valuable ecosystems (Helliwell, L976)

but their long-term survival depends upon the existence of large

tsourcet reserves in the Same region. In addition, small reserves,

unless connected by a netutork of corridors,

expansíon of the rare or important species,

their levels crÍtica1ly low.

do not allow any room for

thus effectívely keeping

3. Principles 3 and 4

Diamond's (1975b, L44) third prínciple of reserve design is

that t'if the auaiLabLe area must be broken into seueral disiunctiue

Teserles, then these reseTles shouLd be as cLose to each other as

possíbLe, if the habitat is homogeneo'L;S.t' Increased immigratíon

rates between reserves will occur with the shortening of the

intervening distances. This is particularly ímportant for smaller

reserves which will probably have the greatesE natural extinction

rates, and thus are ín more need of an influx of native propagules to

maintain a relatively stable community structure. This principle

leads readily into the next which states that t'if there an'e se)eraL

dísjunctile reserles, these shouLd ideaLLy be grouped equidistant

from each other rather than grouped LinearLy't (Díamond, L975b, 144).

Such a grouping minimizes inter-island distances for all of the
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reserves, allowing recolonization to occur from an íncreased number

of potential source areas. However, in the linear arrangement the

terminal reserves are relatively remote from each other, thus

effectively limiting their potential source areas for those species

with poor colonizing abilities to the one contiguous reserve in the

sequence, unless the distances between the reserves are short enough

to allow the central reserve to act as a stepping-stone.

4. Principle 5

The fifth principle suggests that ttif there are seueral

disjunctize re;er*es, connecting them by stt'ips of the protected

habitat maA significantLy impz.oue their. conseTDation function at

Little further cost ¿n Land uithdraan from deueLopment'r (Diamond,

L975b, 744). This principle has been generally accepted by island

biogeographers as one of the most important principles in the design

of a system of naÈure reserves (e.g., Diamond and May, L9l6; Kolata,

L974; Robinson, l-97B1' Simberloff and Abe1e, 1976a; Sullivan and

Shaffer, L975; etc.). For instance, May (L975, I7l) states that:

t'. .one üaA to rl.ise the equiLibv'iun number of
speet:es in any one such smaLLer park is to naise
the imrnigration rate into it. This ean be done
by judicious iu.ßtaposition of the seattered parks
[Principle 4) oz'by prouiding corridors or
stepping-stones of natunaL habitat bett'teen them. t'

Evidence has shown that movements of species do take place along

corridors and, in addition, if a corridor between t\^/o reserves is

substantíal enough it may well unite the connected reserves into one

unit of increased proportions (e.g., Anderson, 1980). If a set of

small reserves are designated to conserve a sedentary species with a

resLricted habitat preference, the existence of corridors between the
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reserves may significantly increase dispersal rates over what would

otherwise be negligible values (Diamond , 1975). However, corridors

should be as direct as possíble. If too long or indirect the

effectiveness of the corridor will diminish due to the peninsula

effect and the fact that corrj,dors are generally not favourable for

the long-term survival of many native species.

5. Principle 6

The final principle is that ttany giuen TeseTUe shouLd be as

nearlA cíy,cuLar in shape as other considez'ations penmit, to minimize

dispersaL distances Uithin the resey,r¿" (Diamond, I9l5b, I44); that

is, one should aim to minimize tl¡e area-to-peri-meter ratio of a

reserve (Diamond and May, 1976). This principle rests on five

factors taken from true ísland and habitat island studies. First,

dispersaL distances withín reserves should be minímized as much as

possible to allow gene flow betv¡een populations r¡ithin reserves'

particularly rare, habitat specializing, or sedentary species. The

second factor, closely related to the first, is that reServes should

try and avoid peninsuLa. effects whereby "dispersaL v'ates to outLying

pa1ts of the Teserue from more centï,aL paTts may be so Lou a.s to

peypetLøte LocaL ertinctíons, thus dùminishing the resez'uets effectíue

aTea.tt (Diamond and May, L976, 185). Unfortunately, this fact.or has

not yet been empirícal1y tested and remains basically intuitive,

relying on the evidence collected by Taylor and Regal (1978) and

land-bridge studies. Specíes dynamics on peninsula areas of nature

reserves may well be due to factors other than those Proposed by the

extinction-recol.onízation model. However, from the information

collected by biological corridor and stepping-stone island studies
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chis model may well be applicable.

The third reason why reserves should be as compact as possible

is to minimize the edge effects of the perimeter areas. The studies

of Levenson (1976) and especially Ranney (f978) have demonstrated the

significance of edges on forest island dynamics. With edge species

usually capable of surviving in alternative habitats (e.g., roadside

verges, gardens, refuge dumps, etc.) and in little danger of

extinction, efforts should be dírected toward the conservation of

interior species. A minimization of edge effects will also allow a

greater proportion of interior propagules to contribute to colonization

of the reserve and dispersal to other reserves. Thus, a minimizatíon

of the area-to-perimeter ratio in a reserve of reasonable size2 and,

little internal disturbance maximizes the chances of survival of

interior species.

The fourth argument follows from the third in that significant

core ot internaL a,Tea.s should be created or maintained. The more

compact the reserve the more core area is produced for a reserve of a

given size. The final consideration is that a comPact reserve

minimizes tine disturbances such as herbicide drift (nuffey, I974) ,

grazíng and noise from adjacent modified land for those interior

species most threatened by disturbance. Obviously, this principle

is of direct importance in the design consideration of nature reserves.

6. Summary

The sígnificance of Diamondrs (1975) princíp1es is evident.

Nature reserves cannot be considered as isolaLed entities. Neither

2 If ^ reserve is too small ir may only hold edge species
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can a collection or aggregate of nature reserves be considered as a

whole v/ithout due regard for the intervening environments and the

processes involved in species colonization and extinction. Even

\,/ith intensive reserve management' lack of regard for the contiguous

enviroriments may well lead to the collapse of the reserve as a

viable conservation unit (e.g., Kushlan, L979; Myers, 1972) ' In

addition, Miller (f978,191) has stated that present conservation

practice in mosE instances is almost exclusively based oi "the statiC

uieu of natuyaL communities, anÅ. is directed touan'ds preseÏ'Da.tion of

the styucturaL coînponents uíthout due recognition of urú,enlying

dgnamic pTocesses't. The application of Island Biogeography Theory

to nature reserve design provides planners with a means of analysing

and understanding many of the dynamic processes oPerating within and

between reserves.

However, some authors have expressed concern about seemingly

careless applícations of general principles from Island Biogeography

Theory to actual planning practice ¡¡ithout fully understanding the

idiosyncracies of a particular area (€.8., Higgs, 19Bl). For instance,

Diamond and May (I976, 185) state that:

punticuLar conseruation unit. "

Also, Kushlan (L979), amongst others, has noted that biogeographic

principles derived from true íslands are not directly transferable

to continental reserves owing to intrinsic differences in the dynamic

characteristics of the t\,ro types of systems. Especially, it is

recognised that area plays less of a role in determining sPecies
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number on continents than on islands. The hypothesized species

equilibrium of nature reserves after isolation also aPpears to be

of a different form than that on true islands and may, in fact, be

a higher value than that Príor to ísolatíon. Most differences'

though, appear to stem from the large number of exotic or edge sPecies

that may invade the reserves from adjacent modified sources' a process

which does not occur on true islands. Hol^rever, conservation efforts

should be directed toward the native species remainÍ-ng in the reserves

and, if one v/ere to consider only these species, then the analogy

between the processes operating on true íslands and nature reserves

becomes much closer. Finally, although intensive ecological studies

are reconìmended for every area with conservation value, it is often

unlikely that such studies will be undertaken, at least in the near

future. Thus, other considerations need to be examined that will

provide nature reserve planners with a low cost, reasonably accessible,

instructive means of adjudging the relative merits of individual

nature reserves or a netl¡/ork of such reserves. The applicatíon of

Tsland Biogeography Theory to the nature reserves is such a means '

D. Aims

The basic aim of this thesis is to develop techniques for

measuring various biogeographic attirbutes of habitat íslands that

are applicable to established/proposed nature reserves. To assist

in the development of these techniques, use has been made of the

nature reserves and íntervening forest vegetation of the Mount Lofty

Ranges, South Australia.

The_ llount Lofty Ranges províde an ideal setting for the

development of the techniques as they constitute a readily-observable
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bounded area which contains of environmental conditions

urban settlement. Thena t ive

a varlety

forest tofrom little-modified

reserves within the

attributes required

techniques.

Ranges also offer the

for effective analysis

variety of biogeographic

of the proposed
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II. TIiCHNIQUES FOR I"IEASURING BIOGEOGRAPHIC ATTRIBUTES

A. Previous Studies

For both habitat and true islands, tvro of the most important

bíogeographic attributes are their degree of isolation and shape.

A number of biogeographic studies have formulaEed measurements for

an island's degree of isolation (e.8., Kent and Smart, 1981; Power,

I972; Vuilleumier, 1910; etc.). These measurements tend to rest

solely on the absolute distánce between a given island and either

the nearest other island(s) or a hypothesized source region.

Vuilleumier (1970), in fact, developed four measures of isolation

for the montane habitat islands in the northern Andes: a) distance

from source (i.e., shortest map distance); b) distance to the nearest

island; c) distance to the nearest island to the south (i.e., towards

source area), and; d) distance to the nearest large island (more

than 200 square kilometres) . Such measurements are adequate for

true islands and even montane habitat islands but have serious faults

when applied to the complex pattern of vegetation patches and

corridors that occur in a great mafly areas. The presence of an

intervening corridor between tv/o habitat islands can markedly decrease

the effect of distance as an isolating agent' Thus' an alternative

measurement of isolation .is required for situations such as that

occurring viithin the Mount Lofty Ranges.

Human geographers have long been concerned with the measurement

of spatial attributes within the human environment. One techníque

that has been extensively used to measLlre interactions over a distance

is termed netu)oTk anaLysís. Studies that have utilized network

analysis, however, have not directly concerned themselves with
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isolation; instead, they have analysed accessibility or connectivity.

These terms can be regarded as the opposites to isolaEion and thus,

by measuring accessibility, a measure of isolatio¡ is inherently

contained. For example, increased accessibility is equivalent to

decreased isolatíon. Thus, an avenue is oPened for the applicatíon

of netvrork analysis techniques within island biogeography,

Shape analysis in biogeographic studies has only been examined

in a qualitative manner (e.g., Principle 6, Diamond, I9l5). There

has been no technique devised by bíogeographers that adequateÌy

measures shape. Shape analysis, however, has been treated in depth

within cartographic literature and numerous techniques are available

for the comparison and measurement of shape.

B. Network Analysis

The following is a reviev/ of the more \,ridely accepled techniques

devised for the analysis of network structure. A network consists

of nodes and edges where the nodes, in geographical studies' are

generally concenfratíons of a certain item (e.g., cities' goods yards,

information centre, etc.) and the edges are the routeways or means of

exchange between the concentralions (e.g., roads, rail links,

telephone connectíons, etc.). Nodes can also be regarded as

Íntersections of edges and this definition is often used in graph

theoretlc problerns. Figure l0 illustrates a typical netvlork. In

this form a nefwork is abstract. However, in the geographical

applica[ions a network is an illustration of some reality, which is

referred to by mathematicians as the embeddÍng of a network in

another space (Tinkler, 1971) .

The representation of geographical phenomena as a netv/ork al lows
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Typical netv/ork showing nodes (5) and edges (5)
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Node 4
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numerous analyses to be conducted on the phenomena which would

otherv/ise have been impossible. One of the major areas of analysis

of netvrork structures concerns the degree of connectíUity or

accessibilitg of a node v/ithin a net\,rork. Some of the more basic

techníques available for describing a node's relationship within a

net\^rork and the general structure of neiv/orks have been provided by

Kanksky (1963) . These techniques have subsequently been discussed

by Alao (Lg73), James, Cliff, Haggett and Ord (1970), Leinbach (1976)

and Tinkler (L971). Kanksky (1963) developed a number of simple

indíces which are all functions of the number of nodes, edges and

subgraphs within a network. These indÍces, due mainly to their

simplicity, often fail to distinguish adequately between networks

that have markedly different structures. Therefore' most network

studíes have moved away from such simpJ-ified measures and have utilized

techniques with greater díscriminatory and operational Po\{ers.

t. Matrix Operational Procedures

one of the most powerful methods available for the analysis of

networks is the use of matrix operational procedures. To utilize

these procedures a netl,rork has to be transformed into an A.diA'CencA or

connect'i2itg matyiæ, For any network of n nodes there is an equivalent

n x n matrix. Relationships (i.e., edges) between the nodes are

usually expressed as integers \tithin the matrix. In the most

simplified cases the presence of a linkage between two nodes is

expressed as a I and the absence of a linkage is expressed as a 0.

For general networks or graphs Aii -- A;jí in all cases and the matrix

is said to be symmetric. Figure 11 provides a simple example of the

above operation. Conventionally the diagonal of the matrix is



Figure ll

Notes: The

Matrix representation of a network

degrees of the nodes are shown as a vector
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expressed as 0rs. The matrix format is most beneficial for

extremely large and complicated networks where visual comprehensíon

is awkward.

Most of the matrix operations that are required for network

calculations concern only matrix addition and multiplication.

Tinkler (1977) provides an excellent summary of these oPerations

which should be understood in order to fu1ly comprehend the following

discussion. This article is also the basic source from which the

terminology for the network operations has been taken'

The most basic mat.rix measure of accessibility is obtained

dírectly from the connectivity matrix. A summation of the individual

rovrs of the matrix produces a vector of values. Each row Sum equals

the total number of direct linkages from a given node to the set of all

other nodes in the netvrolk. This sum is defined as tlne degz'ee of a

node (Taaffee and Gauthier, L9l3). Thus, for example, the degree of

node 2 in Figure 11 is equal to 3. However, the degree of a node has

serious limitations as a measurement of accessibility, for

accessibility within a network usually involves more than just the

direct connections between nodal pairs - indírect connections are also

of major importance.

The powers of the adjacency matrix A provide multiple linkage

connections between nodes v/ithin a netvtork. The matrj-x Au (i.e., a

matrix A to the po\^/er n) contains entries showing the number of

n-edge paths over which the ith node may be reached from the jth node.

Figure 12 illustrates this procedure for the working example in this

chapter. Some of fhe edges wifl be used more than once from path to

paLh and, with larger: val.ues of n, some of the paths may become highly

circultous (Stutz,1973). To take into account all possible pathways



Figure 12

Powers of the adjacency matrix (A)

Notes: The t\,üo most distant nodes, Nodes I and 5, are
connected after three iterations; thus, the dÍameter
of the network is three.
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follows:

network, the matrices A, 
^2, 

43, 44, etc'' can be added, as

64

(3.1)

(3.2)

where s is rermed rhe accessibiLity matr"Lr (Tinkler, 1977). All

nodes will have a path connection to all other nodes when the value

n is equal to the díameter of the network (i.e., the minimal number

of links between the two most distant nodes in the network). For

example, the tv¡o most distant nodes in Figute L2, nodes I and 5, are

first connected when the matrix A is multiplied to the third powel

since they are three linkages apart. Thus, the diameter of the

network is three.

However, the process as it slands has a number of deficiencies.

For instance, redundancies occur in the accessibility matrix S due

to the largely circuitous nature of many of the paths between nodes

in the higher matrlces. In addition, because the higher matrices

contain much larger numbers than the lower matrices they dominate

the total sum. The excessive weight of the higher matrÍx sums in S

is contrary to our geographical expectations, v/here f^7e exPect a

decreasing influence with íncreasing distance' not an increasing one

(Tinkler, Lgll, 28) .

The latter problem has been solved to a degree by the introduction

of a scalar weight into the summation. The rrrost commonly used is

of lhe form

s=A+42+43+Aa+45+

+ i"343 +L2ïr2rrL +S
n.n*rA

where r is required to be positive and less than one (Hay, L973) in

order to provide attenuation. Stutz (1973) discusses the implications
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of varying the scalar weights on the resulting node accessibilities

of a network. Optimally the selection of a scalar should reflect

Ehe slope of the distance decay function for movement in a network'

However, other considerations usually dominaEe the choice of the

weight. For instance, the choice of fhe principle eigenvalue has

been recommended (Tinkler, 1912, L914, L911) ' Also, since the

choice of r is made to counteract the ascending tendency of the

summation, the chosen weíght should be less than the inverse of the

largest marginal sum of A. In Figure 11 fhe largest marginal sum

of the matrix A is 3 and thus the weight selected should be less

than l/3 to provide attenuation. It j-s clear Lhat rn tends toward

zero and thus the summation is' for all practical PurPoses, finite'

The most cited example that utilizes this technique is Garrisonts

(f968) study of the connectivity of the Interstate Highrvay System in

the Southeastern United States' Garrison tlansformed the high\'ray

system into a nete/ork of 45 nodes and 62 linkages. Another example

is pittst (1965) study of the thirteenth century Russian trade routes

2. The Shortest Path Technique

The scalar weight technique, however, still has a number of

inherent problems and complexities (Hay, L973; Taaffee and Gauthier,

L973; l^lerner, 1968). Therefore, the present study will use a

rechnique devised by Shimbel (1951, f953) and later modified by Reed

(1970) and Taaffee and Gauthier (L973). This technique requires the

derivatíon of the shortest path matz'ir, D, which is the lowest Povier

of the connectivity matrix for which all entries have positive values

To arrive at the shortest path matrix from the initial connectivity

matrix the identical matrix summation in equation (3.1) is employed.
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For the techniques previously considered [he importance of a

connection between two nodes is inversely related to the number of

linkages involved in the connecting path. However, the shortest-

path technique is concerned with the length of the shortest Path

bet\reen a pair of nodes, thus effectively eliminating the problem

of redundancies in the computations. Accessibility is computed in

terms of the distance between nodes (Taaffee and Gauthier, L973).

Quite simply, to determine lhe shortest Paths in a network all that

is required is to note after each iteration of the adjacency matrix

lhe power at which any ner,¡ non-zero elements occur. If there are

any nev¡ non-zero elements the power of that matrix is entered into

the appropriate row and column of the nev¡ matrix D '

Fígure l3 illustrates this procedure for our working example.

For instance, in the matrix D2 the value 2 is recorded in the

appropriate cells, indicating that these indirect connections

occurred for the first time when the adjacency matríx was squared'

The procedure is halted when all the cells contain a positive integer,

apart from the main daigonal. The final entry in the matrix D

is equivalent to the diameter of the network. Thus, in Figure 13'

the diameter ís 3. Therefore, the maÈrix D contains the minimum

number of steps required to move from any node e to any other node j

in the netvtork with whích i is connected in finite sequences of

direct and indirecl steps (Leinbach, L976; Reecl, 1970). Although

longer sequences of steps may connect i and j these sequences are

ignored. Summing the matrix D over its rows or columns identjfies

[he [otal number of steps required for each node to reach or be

reached by the other nodes. For each node Ehis value indicates

its degree of connectivity within the net\,rork (Hay , 1973; Reed , L970;



Figure 13

Calculation of the shortest-path matrix (D)
and nodal connectivity
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In/erner, 1968) . This procedure is described by the shimbel Index

(Shimbel, 1953), which is given as:

s.=Ln dii (3.3)
t J:, -

This operation provides a vector, the individual elements of

which are measures of the shortest path connectj-ons from each node

to all oLher nodes in a netvrork (Taaffee and Gauthier, I9l3) . The

smaller the resultant numerical value of a node, the greater is the

accessibility of that node to the network. Thus, nodes 2 and 4 í¡

Figure 13 are the most accessible with an S value of 5. Nodes I and

5, on the other hand, require a total of B steps to reach the other

nodes in the network and are thus the lease accessible. The mean

and variance of the S values of all the nodes in a network can then be

used as measures of accessibility of the net\¡7ork as a whole.

The shqrtest-path procedure not only removes redundancies in the

computarions as already noted but a distance-decay relationship

(Taylor, :rg75; de Castro Lopo, L976) is maíntained (Taaffee and

Gaurhier, 1973). Taaffee and Gauthier (L973) have utilized this

procedure to re-analyse the Interstate Highway System of the Southeastern

United States. Significantly different results were obtained from a

similar analysis by scalar weighting, using the data for Garrison's

(1968) study due mainly to the removal of redundancies. Reed (1970)

also utílized the shortest-path procedure in his analysis of the

Indian Airline network.

3. Linkage Weighting Procedure

One objection to the matrix procedures described so far is the

inflexibility of the binary format. The value of 'f is assigned to
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a linkage between two nodes regardless of the significance of that

linkage. Thus, a major direct linkage is assigned the same value

as a minor less direct one. Gauthier (1968) ' however, rejected the

binary assumption and suggested that all connections could be

weighted for such characteristics as length, route quality and

movement costs. Although such v/eighting may introduce a subjective

element it brlngs the analysis into closer line with the operating

characteristics of the net\,/ork (Hay, L973). The binary format is

reasonable when analysis is strictly on the structural Propelties of

a net\rork, or when one has only a limited amount of information

available about that network (Taaffee and Gauthíer, L973) ' However,

if information is avaílab1e the weíghting procedure is generally

preferred (e.g., Gauthier, L968; H"y, I913; Taaffee and Gauthier,

L973).

An illustration of the difference that the linkage weighting

procedure can produce in a nodets degree of accessibility within a

netv/ork can be illustrated with the working examPle from Figute I4'

For instance, if the linkages between the nodes are nov/ weighted as

shown in Figure L4 fot linkage distance, node 3 becomes elevated

from being the third most accessible node in the prevíous calculation

to the first most accessible node in Fígure 14. Node 4 is relegated

to third position and node I becomes the sole least accessible node.

The procedure required for this computation has been described

by Taaffee and Gauthier (L973). The initial connectívity matrix

requires a slightly different format than that used in the binary

operations. \^Ihen a dírect linkage occurs between two nodes the

appropriate weight or value of that linkage is substituted into the

corresponding matrix cell. If there is no direct linkage the value



Figure 14

The linkage-weighting procedure and calculation
of mínimum Path lengths
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æ is entered in the appropriate ce11 (ê.8., Figure 14). The

resulting matrix provides no more information on net\tork structure

than is provided in a strictly topological matrix. However, it does

allow measurements of nodal accessibility that are based on a more

refined measure of distance (Taaffee and Gauthier, 1973).

The computation differs from the matrix powering procedure ín

two important Trays: a) instead of element-by-element multiplication

of ror¡-times-column, element-by-element addition is employed (i.e.,

:r.A = r+y), and b) j-nstead of summing the results, the minimum value

of æ*y j-s inserted in the appropriate cell of the valued matrix (L)

(Taaffee and Gauthier, 1913). Thus, the new ce11 value for a two

stage linkage is the minimum value of the sums from an orígin í to k

and then to destination i. A simple illustration of this procedure

is provided in Figure 14. Following this procedure successive

porrers of the valued matrix L can be calculated until the matrix of

minimum distance has been obtaíned (i.e., \,r'hen the value of the

diameter is reached).

Gauthier (1968) has utilized the weighting procedure in his

analysis of the development of highway transportation and urban growth

in the region of São Paulo, BtazíL, during the period f940 to 1960.

The procedure was used to ínvestigate the changes in the accessibility

of the urban centres duríng this period of growth in the regional

economy and highway network. Taaffee and Gauthier (L913) compared

the Shimbel shortest-path procedure to the valued matrix analysis

using the Interstate Highway System and 56 of fhe urban centres in

the American Manufacturing Belt. Tl-re latter analysis was found to

be more sensitive to the multiplicity of short linkages in Ehe eastern

portion of the Belt than the shortest-path procedure. However, there
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qrere fe\^r other notable differences in the results of the two analyses

C. Shape Analysis

Blair and Biss (1967, l) have stated that "shape ís a physicaL

characteri,stic of any unít of area and theoreticaLLy and practicaLly

mag be a.s i,ïIportant as relief, cLimate oT one of the moTe tr'aditionaL

physicaL uaz'Lables considered in rm,Lch geographical uork" -

consequently it is not surprising that shape has long played a

significant role in geography. For example, shape is implicit in

the geomorphologist's concern with the topography and other physical

features of the landscape. Urban geographers use shape to classify

urban forms. Economic geographers use shape in their analysis of

trade areas. A major area in political geography is the analysis of

the shape of politícal units (e.g., Cole, LglI). Christaller's work

on central place theory is probably the most noted use of shape in

geographical research. I^Ihenever studies are based on data assigned

to geographic units, the size and shape of those units have been

found to be themselves factors influencing the results (Coulson, 1978).

Thus, in the study of any bounded geographical unit, the analysis of

its shape may significantly enhance the understanding of a unit's

character.

Blair and Biss (1967, I) define shape as "that quaLity of an

object or foTm uhich depends on constant reLations of position and

distance fnom aLL the points conrposing its outLine or íts eæternaL

suTfacett. Haggett (1968) has noted that many of geography's basic

concepts of shape have come from other disciplínes like sed¡mentary

petrology where particle shape has proven to be oi vital dynamic

significance. However, it is within the field of geography that
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most of the development on the means of analysing an object's shape

has taken place.

A relatively common method for treating shape is the rather

vague and arbitrary technique of devising a classification and

subjectively assigning shape to it (e.g., circular, rectangulal'

hexagonal, oxboT¡/, shoes tring, etc . ) (Bur-rge , 1966) . Another well

accepted classification groups shapes as either compact, elongated,

indented, punctured or fragmented (e.g., Blair and Biss, L967;

Taylor, L97L; etc.). Many geographers, however, have begun to ask

how compact or elongated is a shape. That is, subjective impressions

are giving way to quantitative measurements and these measures have

been used in the development of theory explaining spatial phenomena

(Clark and Gaile, L973) .

A set of early studies that attempted to quantify shape centred

around ratios based on Some combination of basic measures such as

perimeter length, longest axis, radii of enscribing circle, etc.

(Gibbs, ir96i'; Pounds, Lg63; Chorley and Haggett' 1965) ' For

instance, Pounds (1963) claimed that the only possible measure of

shape is the length of the perímeter in relation to the area. These

measures have numerous inherent disadvantages. For example' some

tend to be excessively simplistic and fail to capture the essence of

shape (Clark and Gaile, L9l3). In addition, any measure that relies

upon perimeter measurements is extremely sensitive to the difference

detaÍled irregularities of the perimeter itself can make (Blair and

Biss, 1967). These measures also fail to incorporate highly

complex shapes.

Blair and Biss (1961 , 3-4) have developed a list of necessary

requirements for any measure of shape. These are:
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a)

b)

C)

an¿. d)

A number of other, more sophisticaLed, techniques for measuríng

shape have been devised that, in general, at least satisfy the first

three stipulations. Some of the techniques in this category have

been developed by Boyce and clark (1964), Blair and Biss (L967),

Bunge (Lg66), Lee and Sallee (1970) and Taylor (1971) '

Taylor (1971) has noted that most quantitative descriptions of

shape have a circle, the most comPact shape, as the limitíng case'

\^/ith measurements declining or increasing as shapes diverge from

this 'ideal' shape. Taylor (1971) notíced four types of divergence

from compactness which relate to the qualitative classes of

punctuatíon, elongation, fragmentation and indentation (Figure 15).

Thus, any punctured shape becomes less compact as its hole increases

in size, an elongated shape becomes less compact as it becomes

longer, a fragmented shape consisting of two distinct parts will

decline in compactness as the parts are moved further aPart, and an

indented shape becomes less compact as indentations increase'

Taylor (1971) formulared finite frequency distributions related to

within-shape distances; each indivídua1 shape having its own unique

frequency distribution. The frequency distributions of complex

shapes, such as political units, can then be compared with those of

recognisable forms of divergence from the ideal circular shape'

the measure shouLd be giuen as a tpuret mathematicaL
natio and not referred to in anA measurabLe uníts oY

qtutntities;
ihn nu*noicaL measLúe of anA property of shape shouLd
correspond to the uisuaL impnessíon of the actuaL
pnoperty to be measured;
ïhn'^noâure shouLd not eraggerate the uaLue of shape
out of propot'tion to its practicaL meaning;
the measure shouLd not depend soLely on one or hto
extTeme points of the shape since ín the practicaL
application of thís measurement the positíon of aLL
the points of sLnpe L)LLL be irnportant.



Figure 15

Types of divergence from compactness

Source: Adapted from Taylor (I97I, 43)
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Bunge (1966) produced a method for measuring shape which was

based on tv/o theorems: a) that any singly connected shape can be

matched by a polygon of any number of sides, whose sides are of equal

but variable length; and b) that if the distances between all vertices

of the polygon are summed in a standard manner there exists just one

set of sums rhat uniquely describes the polygon shape (Haggett, 1968).

However, Bunge (Lg66) did not prove that two different shapes can be

assígned the same set of numbers; nor is the method able to interpret

highly irregular, punctured or fragmented shapes. Another disadvantage

with the Bunge method, and which also applies to the previously

described merhod by Taylor (1971), is that it is difficult from the

sets of numbers or the frequency distributions to determine how much

alike shapes are. Blair and Biss Q'961) lisL numerous other

disadvantages \,7i th Bunger s technique '

Lee and Sallee (1971) have developed a method for measuring

shape whích employs the rsymmetric difference metricr. Instead of

attempting to assign a unique number to each shape, Lee and sal1ee

(1971) rnade comparisons between two shapes, one of which is unknown

(e.g., political unit, draínage basin, etc'), and the other easily

described and conceptualized in non-technical terms (e'g', circle,

square, etc.). Thus, shapes were analysed in terms of their degree

of circularity' rectangularity' squareness' etc' However' the

information collected is rather simplistíc and meaningless for the

effort involved in the analysis ' For instance, the results from

the applicatíon of Lee and Sallee's (197f) met-hod on the Sudanese

villages produces results of relatively low significance for a

meaningful analysis of the villagesr attributes '

Boyce and Clark (1964) developed a measure of shape where the
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distances from the shape's centre of gravity to the shapets perimefer

are measured along equally spaced radials. From these measures a

simple equation is employed to formulate a shape index. From this

index any shape can be ranked relative to others and, in addition' can

be classified according to the standard geometric shape ít most nearly

approximates (Boyce and Clark, L964) ' This method, however' also

has many disadvantages, most of which v/ere recognised by the authors'

For example, different indices will be produced not only by using

differing numbers of radials but also by varyíng the positioning of

the radials. Thus, the success of this method depends a great deal

on rhe subjective judgement of the individual (nlair and Biss, 1964) '

In addition, like Bunge's method, Boyce and Clarkts (L964) cannot

measure complex, irregular shapes '

1. The ComPactness Index

Blair and tsiss (Lg61) have expressed their concern over the

attempts at developing a unique measure of shape. They stress that

one can only define certain properties of shape, not shape itself.

Consequently, the authors developed an index that measures a certain

property of shape, namely cornpactness. rcompactnessr as defined by

Blair and Biss (Lg6l , 3) is ttthe eætent l;o uhích area is gTouped oT

pa.cked around. its centTal point". Blair and Biss Q961) also

developed indices of elongation, orientation' and centrality from

their comPactness index.

The development of the compacfness índex necessitated thaf the

area of a shape be divided into an infinite number of infinitesimal

elements of area. The index was based on the position of all of

these elements, using infinitesimal calculus. Blair and Biss (1967)
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describe the mathematical operations involved in the development of

the compactness índex

D

2rS T dA (3.4)
A

where A is the shape being measured, D is the area of A, dA is an

infinitesimal element of area of A and r is the radial distance from

the centroid to the elements of the area A. Blair and Biss (f967)

subsequently proved that the compactness index derived for a shape is

invariant \^7ith its scale and position and that a circle obtaíns the

highest possible compactness of 1.00. One fault of the compactness

index is that the calculations involved in obtaining the compactness

index of a particular shape are quite complex and almost impossible

without the aid of a comPuter.

The compactness index \,¡as designed by Blair and Biss (1967) to

incorporate their desirable features for a measure of shape vrhich

were listed earlier in this sectíon. Nevertheless, Taylor (1971) has

noted that, in the measure of shape by Blair and Biss, no account is

taken of the type of divergence from compactness and that, for

example, an elongated and a fragmented unit can have identical

indices. Thus, the compactness index does not produce a unique

number for each indÍvidual shape. However, this may be of more

benefit than hinderance in shape analysis for it enables comparisons

to be made between dífferent types of divergence from the ideal circular

shape.

As an illustration of the behaviour of the compactness index

Blair and Biss (1967) fírst analysed a number of regular geometric

shapes (Fíg.zL) . It was noted that the gradient from compact to

less compact shapes was relatively 1ow and intuitively appealed to

C



Figure 16

A comparison of compactness values of
regular shapes

Source: Blair and Biss (L967, 13)
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the visual impression of a shape's relative comPactness' Secondly,

Blair and Biss used political units ranging in size and status from

parishes to sovereign states as examples of treal worldt shapes.

countries such as chile and Norway (elongated), Pakistan and the

philippines (fragmented) ranked lowest in compactness index, whereas

Rhodesía, Rumania, Uruguay and Kenya ranked highest'

Blair and Biss (1967) extended the principles developed for

compactness to the properties of elongation and orientation'

OTientation was defined as the direction of the longest axis of a

shape and eLongation as the eccentricity of any of a shape's

momental ellipses. Both elongaLion and orientaLion are properties

that are closely related to compactness and, in fact, techniques prior

to that developed by Blair and Biss were unable to isolate these

properties from their measure of shape (Bunge, L966; Blair and Biss'

Lg6l). Blaír and Bj-ss (I967) provide the necessary mathematical

operations and proofs for the extension of the comPactness index to

incorporate both elongation and orientation. The authors conclude

by stating that it is possible to regard a shape's lack of compactness

as resulting partly from its elongation and partly from general

dispersal. This observation enables either source of incompactness

to be ísolated if desired (B1air and Biss, L967) '
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III. THE STUDY AREA

A. Physical

The Mount Lofty Ranges are a series of fault blocks of great

antiquity (Twidale , L9l6) with Precambrian rocks dominating their

geological character (Daily, Firman, Forbes and Lindsay, L916) '

subsequent stripping of the mantle from the o1d land surface has

left a seríes of relatively low, rolling hills rather than the steep'

rugged mountains characteristlc of geologically recent ranges.

Isolated peaks occur where the ancienE laterite capping remains and

inciude Mount Torrens (584m¡, Mt. Gawler (543m) and Mount Barker (SfZm)

The highesr peak in the Ranges is Mt. Lofty at 127m (Twídale, 1916)'

The Ranges have a readily definable boundary in all directions

except the north where they merge into the Southern Flinders Ranges

(Figure 17) . The Ranges are divided from the plains to the east

and west by a marked break of slope and adjoin the coast in their

southern portions. The abrupt break of slope between the Ranges and

the plains has the effect of accentuating their relief (Corbett, 1977) .

ThetopographiccontrastoftheRangeswiththerestofthe

southern and coastal portions of South Australia creates a marked

regíonal climatic anomoly. The significant effect of the Ranges on

the mean seasonal rainfall PatteÏn of fhe region is illustrated in

Figure 18. Mean annual rainfall varies from only 400mm in the north

and east of the Ranges to 1100mm at Mount Lofty. Temperatures vary

from cool to cold in winter and from cool to hot in summer with

relatively low diurnal variation (Laut, Heyligers, Keig, Löffler,

Margules, Scott and Sullivan, L977) '

The soil regime of the Ranges is very complex. For instance,



l-igure 17

The Mount Lofty Ranges Study Area
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l-igure 18

Mean total rainfall for January (summer) and
July (winter) for stations on a path between
Seaton (near Port Adelaide) and Tailem Bend,
plus the attitudinal cross-section through

the Mount Lofty Ranges

Source: Schwerdtfeger (L976, ll)
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Northcote (I971, lI) states that:

". .uithín the Adelaide t'egion soiL distributíon ís

the Ranges, marine sedimentation and changes in sea
LeueL togethez'uíth the possibLe íncoz'ponation of
aeolian matev'iaL in the coastal strip. ALL these
euents haue contribul;ed to the díuez'sity of soLL pat'ent
matev.íaLs fnom uhich the present day soils and theiz'
subsoLum mal;ez'iaLs. .haue been deueLoped. "

Regional studies of soil characterisLics have also exemplified this

situation with discoveries of acute changes in soil types over short

distances (e.g., Jackson, Ig5l; Taylor and O'Donnell, 1931) '

Basically, however, the soils within the Ranges can be divided into

two broad categoríes; 1) Lateritic podsolic soils in the southern

dissected tableland area, and; 2) Podsolic soils in the remainder

of the Ranges (Northcote, L976) .

The steep climatic gradient across the Ranges and the complex

diversity of soil types have aided the development of a highly variable

vegetative pattern. The dominant species (i.e. , Eucalyptus spp.) are

distributed according to the variations in the physícal characteristics

withín the Ranges. Numerous studies have been undertaken that

describe the relationships between the vegetation and the physical

features of the Ranges, on both a large and small scale (e.g.,

Adamson and osborn, L924; Boomsma, 1946, L948a; Martin, 1961;

specht, L9l2; Specht, Brownell and Hewitt, L96l; Specht and Perry,

1g4B; \nlest, 1977; Wood, 1930, L937; etc.) . A concise summary of

the relationshíps between the physical environment and the numerous
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Eucalypr species has been provided by Laut et aL. (L917, 44) who

state that

.the uarious types of open forest and uoodLand
uhích originaLLy couered most of the region eæist as
scattered" renmants in natiue reserues and small,
isolated, r(t sibLe area.s as yet uncLeared'
7pen forest forest, conrnonLy dominated
by messmate and broun stringgbark 

-(8. baxreri) n anea.s of higher rainfalL on
deep LaterLtic soiLs. Where soils are shaLLoüer or
sandy, pínk gum (8. fascícoLosa), cu2 gum {tr.
cosmo h 11a and, in the northern pant of the region,
Long Leaued boæ ( chan,acteris tic
species. BLue is l;he dominant

occur ín thespecies of the
Louer rainfalL

uoodLands, uhich usua
a.Tea.s and on podsoLiz

LLU
ed soils. Manna

gun (s. nu¡ erana and E. viminalis OCCUTS in the
uet ter and cooler uoodlands, uhíLe peppermint boæ

(r,. odorata/ characterizes drier sites. fn the most
o"id paot" of the uoodLand forrnation eucaLypts giue
uay to droopíng sheoak lCasuarina stricta/ '

In additj-on, the river red gum (8. camalduLensis) ís found along

v/atercourses in the drler Parts of the Ranges and is also dominant

along the Torrens, Sturt and Onkaparinga Rivers. Finally, the Ranges

nov/ support only a sma1l number of candlebark gums (ø. rubidn) whÍch

occur sporadically in s\,/amps and along gully heads on leached, grey-

brown podsols in the areas of highest rainfall (I^lest, 1977); in other

words, mainly in the environs of Mount Lofty'

In addition to the geomorphological boundary between the Ranges

and the plains, increased vegetation clearance north of Gawler and

ín the eastern portions of the Ranges has also created a marked

biogeographical boundary between Lhe woodland vegetation of the

Ranges and the mallee vegetation of the plains ' The clearing of

these lands has minimized any interaction between the biota of the

two regions.

The hlstory of the Mount Lofty Ranges flora as a remnant of a

E. goniocaLyx) an:e
qum (8. LeucoxYLon)
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once continuous band of forest extending across southern Australia

has been comprehensively described by crocker and \'trood (I941) and

Specht (Lg12). Thus, there is a reasonably large amount of

informaEÍon avaifable concerning what plant species are present

within the Ranges. However, their precise distributions are

generally not fu1ly known, although a few simplified, local maps

have been attempted (e.g., Boomsma, 194Bb; Specht, L972; Specht'

Brownell and Hewitt, 196I; etc.) '

The status anòfor occurrence of native plant species and

alliances has been explored by Black (L943-1957) , Bonython (I974),

Eichier (1965), Jessop (Ig77), Kraehenbuehl (1970), Margules (1978) 
'

and specht and cleland (1961). These works clearly illustrate the

botanical importance of the Mount Lofty Ranges as a haven for a

large number of Plant sPecies.

The information available on the avifauna within the Ranges is

less extensive. A description of the broad scale distríbutions of

índividual bird species in the Ranges has been undertaken by the

south Australian ornÍthological Association (S.4.0.4., 1977) .

Condon (1968) has produced a handbook of rhe avifauna in South

Australia, including the l'It. Lofty Ranges, which provides useful

information on the characteristics of individual bird species'

Specific studies available on the avifauna of the Ranges include

chapman and schodde (1969), Baxter (1980) , Ford and Paton (I976) ,

and Ford and Howe (1980). It is not positively known if any of the

endemic bird species present in the Ranges at the time of settlement

have become extinct.

For the mammals recorded in the Ranges, of the 30 specíes Present

at the time of settlement, nine are thought Eo have become extinct and
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several others have been greatly reduced in number (S.4. State

Planning Authority, Ig74). Lothian (1971) has provided a listing of

the status of the mammals recorded in the Ranges. Only L2 of the 30

species r¡/ere regarded as common or abundant, although the list includes

lhose that have become extinct. Four species are regarded as rare and

in need of immediate protection (i.e., Platypus ÍOtmithoThynchus

anatinus] , Mouse Sminthopsis lSminthopsis rm'Lrína] , Ye11ow-bellied

Free-railed Bat lTaphozous fLauiuentris l, Little Broad-nosed Bat

lNyctíceius gr:eyi)). Watts (1973) has published a handbook equivalent

Eo that of Condon (1968) for the rodents and small marsupials of South

Australia. However, detailed information is lacking on the

distributions of species throughout the Ranges '

The Mount Lofty Ranges are a region of great ecological

importance. Because the Ranges are separated widely from similar

environments they have, to a degree, tended to develop an island

ecology. Some of the native bird species, for instance, have

developed different sub-species than elsewhere in Australia. The

fauna is generally regarded as simílar to the coastal fauna of

southeastern Australia. Due to the isolated nature of the Ranges the

populations of endemic species are finite; they are not replenished

from elsewhere as they die out (cornwall, 1969; Lothian, L97L) .

Many of the species in greatest danger of extinction require large

areas of undisturbed nati-ve scrub or woodland ín order to survive'

Other specles ln danger of extinction require specialízed habitats

(i.e., S\^/ampS, marshes, etc.) which are novl threatened by increased

agricultural and urban land demands.
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B. History and Land Use

The present landscape pattern can best be understood within the

context of its historical development. The attitudes of the early

settlers during the 1$30's and 40's had a marked effect upon the way

in which the Ranges v/ere to be utilized over the next century or so.

i^lilliams (I914, I97l) has written an excellent account of the early

years of exploitation and settlement in the Adelaide Hills. Williams

(L914, 15) sums up the attitudes of the early settlers Loward the

Ranges as:

" 'Rescued from a state of natur:e!t Like the abot'igines
the Land had to be saued from beíng rar), untamed and
natunaL; ít had to be ciuíLízed, subdued and made.
This attitude is not aLtogethez' surprising - the
enuiï'onrnent uas unfatniL'tar, uncomfortabLe, stav'k in its
Langeness, and not a Little fnightening - ít uas a hard
Land to Loue. Thene are manA disparaging refenences to
the Mount Lofty Ranges uhere the fonests uere 'dz'earyt'
'sombre' , t gloonry ' , and 'by no me(tns cheering ' .

The first real exploitation of the Ranges \das by professional

woodcutters who concentrated on the abundant supplies of stringybark

(9. obliqua and E. baæteri) that the Adelaide Hills region, in

particular, contained. The demand for stringybark timber arose

mainly from the dearth of timber on the Adelaide Plains and the fact

that the grain of the stringybark was straight and free from knots,

unlike some of the other available species of eucalypt. The supply

of stringybark was thought to be limitless; there was 'tpLenty of it

uithín seDen on eight míLes of the toún, and íf ae had 20,000 Emigrants

eueru year for the nerl; century, there uould be enough for them alLtl

(Williams , I974, I29) . Woodcutting r^/as generally by individual

concerns and as the Ranges became settled, mainly on the eastern side

between Mount Bar:ker and Strathalbyn, bY the individual farmer as he
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cleared his block of 1and. Clearing of the native vegetation was

regarded as part of the normal farm operations that all ne\^/ settlers

faced when colonizing the land. The timber was used mainly for fue1,

fencing and construction purposes (e.g., dwellings, barns, etc').

There were three main concentrations of clearing within the Mount

Lofty Ranges; on Fieurieu Peninsula between Rapid Bay and Encounter

Bay, on the eastern side of the Ranges in the Echunga-Macclesfield

aTea, and particularly north of Gawler in the foothills between the

mallee scrub and the E. odorata woodland. The central Mount Lofty

Ranges were avolded by the settlers because of steep slopes,

podsolized soils and the relatively dense cover of the stringybark

forests. Unfortunately, detailed information on the clearing of the

woodland in the Mount Lofty Ranges is very slight, the main reason

being that its end result ís negative; nothing of it remains (I^lilliams,

L974). Even in the remaining aleas of native vegetation very few of

the original stringybark eucalypts, which often had diameters in

excess of B0 centímeters (Schwerdtfeger, L979), remain today'

During the search for land by the early settlers it was the

general consensus that the Presence of trees on a particular site was

regarded as an index of good soil and fresh v/ater as well as providing

a good supply of timber. Thus, those areas covered in native forest

\¡/ere eagerly settled and cleared by the f armers. However, even by

the end of the Second World l^lar large tracts of uncleared land still

remalned in the Ranges (Fig. 19). From Williamstown in the north to

Cape Jervis in the south there !¡as still an almost continuous band

of native vegeLation, \^/ith the Inman Valley providing the only break

of any significance. The area south of the Inman Valley contained

the largest single stand, totalling almost 40,000 hectares. Slightly



Figure 19

1945 Native Vegetation Plan of
the Mount Lofty Ranges

Notes: Dral^7n from military ord nance maps and thus
accuracy is questionable. However, the map does
clearly illustrate the extent of the native
vegetation at that time.
Reproduced with permission from Mr. J.A. Lothian,
S.A. Department of Environment and Planning.
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(Lothian, 197L). Figure 20 illustrates the native vegetation that

remained in 1968. The map clearly shows that there has been a

concerted effort of forest clearance over this period. This process,

in fact, has also been noticed in other refatively developed areas

within Australia during the post-\^/ar years up to the late 1960's

(e.g., I^lestern Port Regional Planning Authority, I976) .

The ímpact of this massive reduction of the native vegetation

has been summarized by Lothian (1971, 15) who states that:

tt. .tuo of the most notíceable changes uhich haue
occurred betueen L945 and L96B are the shr,ínkíng of
the formev, ertens'Lue tracts of uegetation, and the¿r'
separation into isoLated cLurnps. Where fonnerLy the
Lange (ffea.s ?r)ere measured ín tev,ms of tens of thousands
of acres theg are in mere thousands. llhez'e formerLy
the fnman VaLLeg uas the only break of any consequence
in an otheruise continuous band of uegetation doum the
Ttanges, noù ¿t itseLf is uider and onLy one of many
such breaks. [lhere formerLy aLL enuironments er,isted,
incLuding the rLuer, süünp, uaLley, pLains, hiLLslopes,
ridge-tops or hilLtops, nou onLy the sLopes and tops
of hiLLs are adequateLy represented.tl

Since Lhe 1971 report by Lothian, Caldicott (I977, 1980) has

unclertaken a study Lo further assess the rate of clearing and extent

of the indigenous vegetation. Caldícott discovered that, apart from

the area south of the Inman River on Fleurieu Peninsula, the rate of

vegetation clearance between 1968 and 1974 was less than that between

1945 and 1968. However, part of the reason for this decrease is

that in some areas very little of the vegetation that existed Ín

1945 remained and that which did remain \^/as on the least productive

land, thus

S ince
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world toward rural
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units has
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less conEiguous but large stands occurred north of the Inman Valley.

The environs of Mount Magnlficent contained 14'000 hectares of

native forest. Further north there were stands of 8,700 hectares

at Mount Bo1d, 4,900 hectares around Belair, 6,250 hectares along

the hills face and over 14,000 hectares from Milbrook Reservoir to

the South Para River (Lothian, I97I). In a1I, some 240,000 hectares

of bushland remained in L945.

The greatest onslaught on the native vegetation in the Ranges

has occurred during the post-r"r'ar years following 1946. In many

instances the destruction of the vegetation was the result of

"impuLsiue and uninforTned Land-use decisions ahich subsequently Led

to uneconomic practíces and unstable Land surfacest' (Schwerdtfeger,

L979, 6). For example, there vras a concerted attempt at the

cultivation of tobacco within the Ranges which failed, as díd the

attempt at growing grape vines near Mount Lofty Summit in the 1860ts.

In areas of wheat growing within the Ranges, heavy bullocks were

sometimes used to plough up and down the slopes, which consequently

caused mass wasting and gullying along many of the furrows. One of

the most damaged areas is that around Yankalilla in the mid-south of

the Ranges where wholesale clearing of eucalyPts on relatively

unstable valley slopes compounded the effects (Pridham, 1955) .

Other farming practices became increasingly common as settlement

wíthin the Ranges began to expand. Dairying, orchards (e.g., apples,

pears, cherries, etc.) and timber production, particularly using

Pínus radiata, have become increasingly accepted sights since i^lorld

I^lar Two. All of these acLivities have grovrn at the expense of the

native forests and woodland. By L968, only 96,000 ha. of native

vegetation remained, a reduction of 60 per cent since World War Two



20Figure

1968 Native Vegetation Plan of
the Mount Lofty Ranges

Notes: Dra\,In from aerial photographs uP to 1965.
The information shown is judged to be at least 95
per cent accurate.
Reproduced with permission from Mr. J.A. Lothian,
S.A. Department of Environment and Planning.
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so-called 'hobby farmers'. Many towns within the Ranges, particularly

those within easy commuting distance of the Adelaide CBD (e.8., Crafers,

Stirling, Ilount Barker, etc.), have begun to expand dramatically over

the last decade or so. The threat of this growing trend has been

recognised by caldicott (I974) who regards the continued subdivision

as the greatest threat to responsible land use and recommends a

freezíng of all subdivision within the Ranges. The state Planning

Authority Q974) report also reached similar conclusions.

By 1980, only three main stands of vegetation remained within

the Ranges and even these, bY 1945 standards' are rather small.

These stands are found in the Kersbrook-Williamstown district, the

central Ranges, and the pockets of vegetatíon in the southern Ranges '

The survival of these stands has owed a great deal to their large

percentage of Public ownershiP.

luluch of the reason for this publíc ownership of land is due to

the reasonably large number of nature reserves, in the form of

Conservation Parks and Recreation Parks' scattered throughout the

Rarrges. The history of the reserve movement has been adequately

covered by Bonython (1912) and Harris (1974) and thus will not be

discussed here. Io 1974, for South Australia as a whole, 3.7 per

cent of the State was reserved for conservation purposes in one form

or another, which was apProximately twice the natíonal average'

only Tasmania and the territories had a larger percentage of total

land reserved (south Pacific conf. on National Parks and Reserves,

Lg75). Since 1974, new additions have been made to the reserve

system. In addition, various rePorts and publications have been

v/ritten which provide at least foundations for further reserve

acquisition and management particularly with respect to the plant
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associations or alliances that are in need of preservation (e'g',

Specht and Cleland, 1961, L963; Cornwall, 1966; South Australian

National Parks and l^lildlif e Service, 1973; etc ') '

other public organizations that have aided in the retention of

the native vegetation v¡ithin the Ranges include the Engineerlng and

i,Iater Supply Department which o\^Ins large areas of native vegetation

ú7ithi-n reservoir catchment areas (e.g., Mt. Bold' South Para-Warren,

Milbrook, etc.) and the \nloods and Forestry Department whose State

Forest land contains significant stands of native forest and scrub'

Other public departments which have minor areas of native vegetation

under their administration are the Hlghways Department' Electricity

Trust and the Mines Department' although these departments are mole

known for their actívities in the clearlng or disturbance of the

remaining native vegetation. However, only about 40 per cent of

the remaining vegetation is publically owned, leaving 60 per cent in

private hands and Lhus at greater risk of being cleared (Caldicott,

Ig77). Caldicott also discovered that the amount of native

vegetation publically owned at the Hundred level varies from a high

of g4 per cent in Barossa to a low in Encounter which contains only

two hectares of publically owned vegetatíon. This illustrates the

patchy nature of past public acquisition of land, particularly for

conservation PurPoses .

This situation is gradually improving, particularly with the

advent of five reports which have analysed the conservation potential,

with respect to sPecies Present and degree of dísturbance, of many of

the remaining tracts of natíve vegetation in private hands (i'e',

Lamprey and Mitchell, 1919; Mitchell, Príz]-billa and Dendy, 1981;

Píl1man, ]f9l2; Society for Growing Australian Plants, 19l5; Wells,

Lg76). The purpose of these reports was to rank the remainíng large
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tracts of native vegetation vlith resPect [o their botanical

importance as an aid to any future policy of land acquisition for

conservation. These patches of vegetation generally occur on

rather inaccessible sites (e.g., ridge-tops, steeP slopes' etc.)

or in areas of very poor agricultural productivity (e.g., boulder

stre\dn or very sandy soils, etc.). This feature has already been

recognised by Laut et aL. Q977) and demonstrates a striking similarity

to rhe results from the study by Curtls (L962) on the remaining

patches of forest in Inlisconsin.

C. Mapping of RemnanL Patches

Mapping of the remnant vegetatíon patches in the Mount l-ofty

Ranges as of 1980 was undertaken with the use of 1:5,000 (f975) and

1:16,000 (1977) coloured aerial photographs. In addition, 1:10'000

black and white Orthophotomaps and information obtained from recent

publications (i.e., Lamprey and Mitchell, ),979; Mitchell, Prizibílla

and Dendy, 1981; Píl1man, L972; l'lells, l9l6; etc.) were used to

supplement and check the initial mapping results. Field checking

was undertaken in areas of contradictlo n betvr'een the above sources.

The presence of roadside vegetation and Pínus radiata plantations v¡ere

also noted during the mapping process. Mapping of the native

vegetation remnants v/as done with as much detail as possible and

includes units as small as two hectares. The final results vrere

transferred onto 1:50,000 CadasLral maps for the purPose of clarity

and for future analYsis.

Native vegetation within the Ranges \¡/as recognised not just by

the presence of a native overstory but also by the presence of a shrub

layer, either open or closed. The presence of this layer indicates
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that natural regrowth of the overstory vegetation is occurring and

that the unit is thus self-maintaining. Also the shrub layer

generally typifies Mount Lofty Ranges forest vegetation. In contrast,

many areas within the Ranges are of a tparklandr nature with a uniform

height of overstoly vegetation and a ground cover of exotic grasses

upon which grazj:r.g occurs. The density of the overstory vegetation

is generally less than that in forest patches due to the degree of

clearing that ís usually associated with these areas and the

prevention of regrowth by gtazing. In addition, the absence of a

shrub layer has the unfortunate effects of eliminating the shelter

required for many endangered native plant and anímal species. Also,

it increases the disturbance effects, such as noise, herbicide drift,

pest species and erosion, for an area. Thus, these areas, in their

present condition, cannot be considered as units of native vegetation.

Information on public holdings within the Ranges r,¡as obtained

from the South Australian Department of Lands and the relevant

government departments (..g., National Parks and l^li1d1if e Service,

Engineering and in/ater Supply Department, etc.) . These holdings were

also displayed on the resultant Cadastral maps' with the remainder

of the study area being in prívate hands '

For the purposes of this study, na.ture TeseTües within the

Mount Lofty Ranges are considered as those holdings administered by

the National Parks and \^lildlife Service (i.e., Recreation Parks and

Conservation Parks). These holdings are managed, at least in part,

for the conservation of their native biota'

The final map produced (rigure 14) illustrates the complexity

of fhe present biogeographical situation wíthin the Mount LofCy Ranges

The remainitrg patches of native vegetation vary considerably in both



Figure 4l

1980 Natíve Vegetation Plan of
the Mount Lofty Ranges

Notes: Plan drawn by author (see text for details)
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size and degree of protection, with the

offered by the naLure reserves and, to

catchment areas. The map also clearly

(L911, l9B0) findings that the rate of

slowed over the Past several years '

greatest protection being

a lesser extent, reservoir

illustrates Caldicott rs

vegetation clearance has
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IV. APPI,ICA'f ION O}- NET\^JORK AND SHAPE ANALYSIS
'IO NATUIìE RESERVES

A. Application of Network Analysis

l. Binary Format

The vegeEatlon map produced for the Mount Lofty Ranges (l'ig. 2I)

illustrates a situation where network analysis techniques may be

employed to measure isolation. However, in order to utilÍze these

the vegetatíon pattern must be transformed into a net\,vorktechnlques,

cons is t ing

nodes are the nature reserves v/ithin the

stated) , for it is the design of nature

consideration.

of nodes and edges . l-or the purposes of this study, the

Ranges (unless otherwise

reserves that is under

Biologícal corridors and stepping-stone islands have been shor.¡n

to act, at least theoretically, as routev/ays for the movement of blota

between habitat islands. Thus, there is an obvious analogy between

these natural avenues of movement and the man-induced avenues of movement

[hat have been regarded as edges in networks within Human Geography (e.g.,

Dicks , L9l2; Gaurhier, 1968a,1968b; Idood , 1975; etc. ) . However,

unlike most of lhe Human Geographerts routevr'ays, biological corridors

and stepping-stone island linkages between nâture reserves are ofien

not contínuous; numerous gaps or breaks usually occur along their lengths,

Thus, some threshold size of gap is required above which a potential

corridor between l-\,¿o nature reserves no lorrger exis ts and the reserves

become disconnected. lìor the purposes of this study the threshold size

f or a gap bet\,reen vegetation patches rzlas chosen to be one kilometre.

This size was chosen for two main reasons: a) it is in accordance

wirh the findíngs of biogeographical studies concerning the isolation

effects of distance between habítat lslands (e.g., Hooper, 197I) and,



jusE as importantly, b) it creates a network structure that

neither too complex (i.e., larger gap size) nor too disconnected

(i.e., smaller gap sj ze) for the analysis of nature reserves within

the Ranges. The significance of gap size is something which should

be recognised when considering species movement along biological

corridors. However, information concerning critical gap sizes is

still relatively scarce and sínce this study is primarily concerned

with the development of suitable techniques for measuring biogeographic

attributes of nature reserves, a 1aP size has to be chosen which wíll

enable inirial analysis to proceed.

Figure 22 iLlustrates the network created for the Mount Lofty

Ranges vegetation using the one-kilometre threshold gap size. The

pattern resulting from the construction of this network allows the

measurement of various biogeographic aItributes by the network analysis

technique described in an earlier chapter'

other gap sizes were experimented rvith and their resultant

networks constructed. Figure 23 shows the Mount Lofty Ranges reserve

net\,rork wíth a 0.5 kilometre gap síze. The network nov/ becomes

noticeably disconnected and illustrates the partial archípelago

nature of the reserve clusters within the total network; a feature

which will be discussed ín depth later'

The one kilometre gap network created for the Mount Lofty Ranges

contains 37 nodes of which 33 are contained in the network ProPer

(Fig. 22). Sandy Creek Conservation Par:k (C.P.) (Reserve 1), \^laitpinga

c.p. (Reserve 35), Eric Bonython c.P. (Reserve 36) and Deep Creek

C.p. (Reserve 37) are isolated from the main network and thus will be

discussed separately. The 33 nodes in the main network are joined

by a total of 83 edges. The edges within the network have been
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Nctwork crcated for Ilotrnt Lofty [ìanges
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Figure 23

Network created for Mount Lofty Ranges:
0.5 kilometre gap size
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classífied into t\,ro tyPes, those that require roadside vegetation

(in addition to intervening vegetation patches) in order to complete

a linkage and those that do not, relying entirely on intervening

vegeta¡ion patches. A1so, for conservation purposes, the latter

form of línkage is preferable because of problems involved in native

species movement along roadside verges.

The main net\^/ork is displayed as a connectivity matrix in

Figiire 24. The two forms of linkages are also differentiated in

this matrix. Addition of the ro!¡s or columns in the matrix provides

the degree of nodes within the network. Reserves 8 (Montacute C'P',

Degree = 10), 13 (Cleland C'P-, Degree = 11) and 14 (Belair

Recreation Park [R.P.], Degree : 14) obtain the highest degrees. In

biogeographical terms, this indicates that these reserves are

contiguous with other remnants of native vegetation which provide

connectivíty with adjacent reserves. Reserves with a low degree,

such as Lenswood R.P. (Reserve 9, Degree:1), Ctt"tf."ton C'P' (Reserve

10, Degree = l) and scott c.P. (Reserve 30, Degree = 1), are either

spatially isolated from the central concentration of the netv¡ork or

have their adjoining areas substantially cleared of native vegetation'

using this binary form of the connectivity matrix, the

accessibilíty matrix for the network can be computed by the shortest-

path technique (Appendix A) . The shortest-path matrix is obtained

after seven iterations and thus the diameter of the network is seven.

That is, a species \^7ou1d have to migrate along a mínimum of seven

linkages in order to move between the two mosf isolated reserves

within the nature reserve network (í.e., Hale C.P. [Reserve 3] and

Scorr C.P.).

Addition of the ror,¡s or columns of the accessibility matríx now



Figure 24

Connectivity Matrix for Mount Lofty Ranges
Nature Reserve Network

Notes: Linkages not requiring roadside vegetation
are given in bold print,
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gives the ac.cessibility value (Av) of each node within the network

and hence each reservets degree of isolation can be measured (Table 1).

The three most accessible reserves within the network are again

Montacute C.P. (AV = 57), Cleland C.P. (AV:68) and Belair R.P.

(AV = 60) . I However, unlíke the situation for the degrees of the

nodes, where Belair R.P. had the greatest number of direct linkages,

Montacute C.P. now becomes the most accessible reserve within the

Mount Lofty Ranges. The three least accessible or isolated reserves

in the network are Hale c.P. (AV = 137), Warren C.P. (Reserve 4,

AV = 136) and Charlesron c.P. (AV = 139) (raUte t).

Additional information on isolation can be obtained with the

shortest-path technique by adding or subtracting nodes and their

linkages and exami-ning the effects of this operation on the remainder

of the network. This approach has been used by both Wood (L975) and

Reed (1970). These authors started by subtracting the most

accessible node from their networks and then subtracting progressively

less accessible nodes in order to test Lhe tstructural integrítyr

(Tinkler , Lg77) of the networks. Reed (1910, 366) noticed that by

experimentally íncluding or excludíng nodes it is possible to identify

those nodes or línkages that have ttthe greatest effect on the

connectiuity fot, a gíuen actiuity oT the sastem as d. ühoLett.

Nature reserves wíthin the Mount Lofty Ranges can be lost through

a number of causes ranging from natural disasters' such as fire or

disease, to legislation or miníng. Therefore, ít is important to

Accessibilíty values are inversely proportional to the degree of
accessibí1ity and directly proportional to the degree of_isolatíon.
Thus, an increase in a nodets accessibility value is equivalent to
a decrease in the nodets accessibility or an increase in the nodets
isolation.
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discover the effects of reserve omission on the overall conservation

viability of the Mount Lofty Ranges nature reserve system.

Figure 25 illustrates the ì4ount Lofty Ranges nafure reserve

network minus Montacute C.P., the most accessible nature reserve

(the resultant matrix is given in Appendix B). Wíth the omíssion

of Montacute C.P. signif icant changes in the netr¡/ork vàlues are

already apparent. For instance, the network diameter has increased

from seven to eight, even though the number of reserves within the

network has been reduced from 33 to 31 (Lenswood R.P. is disconnected

from the network hTith the removal of Montacute C.P.) (Table 1).

Biogeographically, this means that the tv/o most isolated reserves

within the network have no\^/ become even more isolated; a mínimum of

eight linkages need to be traversed for interaction between these

two reserves to occur. In addition, the average accessíbilíty value

(eAV¡ of the newly created network (Fig. 25) is greater than that for

rhe oríginal network (Fig.24), the values being 94.8 and 90.0

respectively (Table 1). The greatest increases in accessibility

values are felt by the outlying nature reserves v/ithin the network,

particularly those to the north (e.g., Para \,trirra R.P. IReserve 2],

Cromer C.P. [Reserve 5], etc.)(faUte t). Montacute C.P. acts as a

stepping-stone reserve between the northern and central reserve

concentrations. I^ríth its removal the northern reserves are forced

to rely solely on the linkage between Cudtee Creek C.P. (Reserve 6)

and Black Hill C.P. (Reserve 7) and then the linkages along the

vr'estern ridge of the Ranges for their connection to the most accessible

nature reserves (Fig. 25), This has 1ed to the-incleased isolation

of L¡e northern nature reserves compared with the remainder of the

network,



Figure 25

Mount Lofty Ranges nature reserve network minus
l. Montacute C.P.
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\^Ihen the second most accessibLe nature reserve (i.e., Belair

R.P.) is also removed from the nature reserve nerwork (Figure 26'

Appendix C) a similar pattern emerges. The reserve diameter again

increases to nine and the AAV íncreases to 98.0 (Table l). However,

this time the southern nature reserves receive the greatest increases

in accessibility values (e.g., Cox Scrub C.P. IReserve 29], Nixon-

Skinner C.P. IReserve 34], etc.) (raUte t) '

The removal of the third most accessible nature reserve, Cleland

c.p., ín conjunction with Montacute c.P. and Belair R.P., produces

dramatic changes in the network's accessibility values (Figure 27,

Appendix D). For instance, the network díameter increases Lo L2,

even though only 29 nature reserves remain within the network (Table 1)

This immediately suggests that accessibility through the network is

poor, although a few concentrations of nature reselves still retain

their internal connectivity (Figure 27). Low accessibility through

a network generally implies the existence of cutpoínts or bridges.2

In Figure 2J there are five cutPoints' two of which (Black Hill c'P'

ancl cudlee creek c.P.) existed in previous networks. The newly

created cutpoints are Greenhill R.P. (Reserve 16), The Elbow R.P.

(Reserve 17) and Brownhill creek R.P. (Reserve 18). The largest of

these, Brownhill creek R.P., is only 52 hectares in síze. Thus, with

the omission of the three most accessible nature reserves, the

resultant network is forced to rely on five small reserves in order

to maintain its structural integrity'

2 A cutpoint ís a node whose removal together with the incident línks
will iesult in a graph becoming disconnected'

A. brídge 1s a single link whose removal disconnects the graph (the
Lrodes ãt "ith.r end are not removed) (Tinkler, L971) .
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es Nature Reserve Network minus
1. Belair R.P.
2. Montacute C.P.
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Eígure 27

Mount Lofty Ranges Nature Reserve Network minus
l. Belair R.P.
2, Montacute C.P.

and 3. Cleland C.P.
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The AAV for Figure 27 is L42,2 (table 1), an increase of 52.2

over the original network (Fíg. 22). Figure 28 ctearly illustrates

the impact of the additional removal of cleland c.P. on the AAV of

the nature reserve net\^7ork. Again the increase is felt more in the

outlying reserves, particularly the northern reserves (Table l) .

Thus, the outlying reserves are becoming increasingly isolated with

respect to the network as a whole as those reserves wich the greatest

accessibí1ity are removed.

To aid in the appreciation of the detrimental effects on the

networkrs integrity by the removal of the three most accessible

nature reserves, a comParison can be made by removíng the three most

isolated reserves (i.e., Lenswood R.P., Charleston C.P., Scott C.P.)

(l.ig. 29, Appendix E). The removal of these reserves leaves a total

of 30 nature reserves remaining in the network (Table 1), one more

than Fígure 27. However, the diameter of Figure 29 ís only six, half

that of Eígure 27, and the AJ\V ís sígnificantly reduced to 16.L,

compared wit]n 142.2 fox Figure 2l and 90.0 for Figure 22 (orígínal

network)(Table l). Thus, the removal of the three least accessible

nodes wíÈhin the network has produced the opposite effect on network

integrity to the removal of the three most accessible nodes.

The removal of additional nodes after Belair R.P., Montacute C.P.

and Cleland C.P. produces little change in the diameter and accessibility

values, as long as the netr¿ork remainS connected. For instance, the

omission of the fourth most accessible nature reserve (l,oftia R.p.

Reserve 25) together with the three most accessible nature reserves

(Fig. 30, Appendix F), produces results similar to those for Figure 27

(Table 1) . The levelling-off of values is clearly illustrated in

Figure 28. However, \^/ith the removal of Lof tía R.P. increased



Figure 2B

Change in Network AAV and Diameter with removal of
successive reserves with greatest accessibility
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Figure 29

Mount Lofty Ranges Nature Reserve Network minus
1. Lenswood R.P.
2. Charleston C.P.

and 3. Scott C.P.
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importance is placed on Sturt Gorge R.P. which becomes a cutpoint

between the northern and southern sectors of the network (Fig. 30).

The removal of links rather than nodes from a netv/ork can

equally lessen its structural íntegrity. For example, Figure 31 and

Appendix G portray the network minus the nature reserves Belair R.P',

Montacute C.P. and Cleland C.P. and also minus the Brownhíll Creek

R.p.-Eurill_a c.P. (Reserve 22) link (an important brídge). The

consequent network has values of 13 for its diameter and 150.1 for its

AJ\V (Table 1), both of which are larger than those obtained for

Figure 30. Thus, the removal of a critical linkage may have a

greater effect on a net\^/ork than the omission of a reasonably

accessible node plus its incident linkages. Thís is an important

point \^/hen considering the overall conservati-on viability of the Mount

Lofty Ranges nature reserve netv/ork.

The analysis of node or linkage addifions to a net\^/ork can be as

important as the analysis of node or linkage subtractions. For

example, within the Mount Lofty Ranges Pinus v'adiatA plantations may

be important corrídors of movement for many native species as vrell as

natíve species habitats ín their os/n right. Numerous studies have

demonstrated the abitity of exotic plantaEions to support populations

of native birds and mammals (e.g., Barnett, How and Humphreys' L9ll;

Gepp, L976; Gepp and Fife, L915; Shurcliff, L974; Suckling and

Heislers, I97B; etc.).

Fígure 32 and Appendix H represent the original reserve network

(Fig. 22) wir;a exotic pine plantations included as linkages betv/een

the nature reserves. From Figure 32 it is obvious that Mount Crawford

Forest has a significant impact upon the connectivity, of the northern

nature reserves (e. g. , Lenswood R.P . , Para Wlrra R.P. , etc. ) '



Figure 31

Mount Lofty Ranges Nature Reserve Network minus
1. Belair R.P.
2. Montacute C.P.
3. Cleland C.P.

and 4. Brownhill Creek R.P.-Eurilla C.P.
linkage
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Figure 32

Mount LofÌuy Ranges Nature Reserve Network plus
Woods and Forests Pinus radiata plantations

A. Mount Crawford Forest Dístrict
B. Kuitpo Forest District
C. Second Va1ley Forest District
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The inclusíon of Second Valley Forest, on Lhe other hand, has no

effect on the accessibilities of the southern reserves. The ínclusion

of the P. radiAta plantations reduces the diameter of the nature

reserve net\,rork to six and decreases the AAV from 90.0 to 80.4

(Table 1). Most of this reduction in the AAV is experienced by the

northern reserves and this makes BeLair R.P. the most accessible

nature reserve with an AV of 53 (fa¡te t) .

The addition of a node to a network can significantly effect the

netr.¡orkts structural values. Thus, the designation of a patch of

native vegetation as a riature reserve within the Mount Lofty Ranges

would produce a different netTnlork structure and hence dífference

structural values. For example, Lhe addition of the Mount Bold

Reservoir Ca,tchment Area to lhe reserve network as a newly designated

reserve (fígure 33, Appendíx I) would have the following effects.

There would be no effect on the network diameter, which remaíns at

seven, but the AAV would be increased to 96.8 due to the extra

linkages nor¡/ províded between many of the southern and central nature

reserves (Table 1, Figure 33). Again, Belair R.P. becomes the most

accessible reserve, ahead of Montacute C.P. Different placement of

additional nature reserves would produce different structural values

for the netv¡ork and this is an important consideration ín optimizing

net\^/ork des ign.

To this point, reserves disconnected from the main reserve

network (i.e., Sandy Creek C.P., Eríc Bonython C.P., Waitpinga C.P.,

Deep Creek C.P.) have been excltrded from the analyses. However, to

assist ín maintaíning the viability of these reserves' Particularly

the smaller ones, attemPts should be made to conneci'th."" reserves

to the Mount Lofty Ranges network. Although the addition of these



Figure 33

Mount Lofty Ranges Nature Reserve Network plus
Mount Bold Reservoir Catchment Area
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four dÍsconnected reserves to the network creates a situation of

overall decreased network accessibility (due to the additional links

required betr,¡een sandy creek c.P. and Para i^lirra R.P., Flyponga c'P'

[Reserve 32] and l^laitpinga C 'P ' and Spring Mount C 'P ' IReserve 31]

and Eric Bonython c.P., []-ig. 34, Appendix J]) this can be offset by

the inclusion of additional linkages within the network' For instance'

rhe AAV for the extended net\'rork (Fig' 34) is 112'5 (Tab1e 1) ' an

increase of about 25 pet cent over the original nature reserve network

(Fig. 22). However, with the inclusion of only two new linkages

(i.e.,CudleeCreekC.P.-CharlestonC.P',CharlestonC'P.-TotnessR.P.

lReserve24])(Figure35'AppendixK)theAAVcanbereducedtol0T.6

(rab1e 1) which, alrhough still moderately high, is significantly less

than the network mlnus these additional links (Fig. 34). The

reduction results largely from the greater accessibitity enjoyed by

charleston c.P.. tr^lith only two additional links the AV of Charleston

C.P. is reduced from 167 to 109 (faUte t) ' Thus, by creating ne\^/

linkages, once isolated nature reserves can be integrated with a

network system and play a far SreateÏ role in overall conservation

strategy.

Líkewise, the subtraction of linkages can isolate once readily

accessible reserves from a network or split the network into a

number of smaller uníts. Those linkages that require roadsi-de

vegetation for their existence were differentiated from those which

do not during the initial stages of the network analyses ' Roadside

vegetation, hov/ever, does have disadvantages for the movement of

biota, as discussed in the opening chapter, and thus, for some species,

it may not be utilízed as biological corridors. IT,the línkages

requiring roadside vegetation are removed from the original nature



Figure 35

l"lount Lofty Ranges Nature Reserve Network plus

1. Sandy Creek C.P.
2. Deep Creek C.P.
3. Waitpinga C.P.
4. Eric Bonython C.P.
5. Cudlee Creek C.P.-Charleston C.P. linkage

and 6. Charleston C.P.-Totness R.P. linkage
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reserve netv/ork (pig. 22), the network becomes fragmented into

three subnetworks, in addition to the disconnected reserves to the

north (nigure 36) . Therefore, the removal of stretches of roadside

vegetation from the Mount Lofty Ranges, both to the north and south

of the central concentration of reserves, mâY cause fragmentation of

the network and the resultant isolation of one or more reserves.

A similar situation occurs if the Recreation Parks are omítted

from the Mount Lofty Ranges nature reserve network (Figure 37).

Unlike Conservation Parks whose prime purpose is the conservation of

biota, Recreation Parks are designated and managed primarily for

public recreation in pleasant surroundings. Most Recreation Parks

do contain stands of native vegetation, although these tend to be

more disturbed than those which occur in Conservation Parks of

equivalenL stze. If these stands of native vegetation \^7ere cleared

for improved recreational facilities and the Recreation Parks were

lost from the nature reserve network the effect on the network would

be dramatic. The once continuous network would be split in two and

effectively become two isolated smaller subnetworks (Fig- 37). The

conservation potential of the Mount Lofty Ranges nature reserve

system, therefore, would be severely reduced.

2. Linkage l^leighting

To provide additional information about networks the links

between nodes can be weighted for the Mount Lofty Ranges' First, a

weight has been computed for the dístance along the actual biological

corridors between the reserves (Figure 38) . Second, where a

corridor exists between reserves, the actual disLancq along the

corridor has been converted to direct distance and this has been used



Figure 36

Mount Lofty Ranges Nature Reserve Network minus
roadside vegetation
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Figure 37

Mount Lofty Ranges nature reserve network minus
Recreation Parks

Para I^lirr
Lenswood
Belair R.
Greenhill
The Elbow
Brownhill Ck. R.P.
I,Iindy Point R. P .

Shepherds Hill R.P
Sturt Gorge R.P.
Totness R.P.
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i. e. 1.
)
3.
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a

10.

a R.P.
R.P.
P.

R. P.
R.P.

11
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Figure 38

Shortest-Path Matrix for Mount Lofty Ranges Nature
Reserve network - corridor distance

Notes: Blank spaces on right-hand side of matrix are
equivalent to zeros.
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as a T¡/eight (fig. 39). The comparison of the two weighted values for

a particufar link indicates the effectiveness of the linkage between

the reserVes. A short, direct corridor between tvTo reserves iS of

greater benefit for the movement of native biota than a longer,

indirect corridor. In the binary format, of course, both types of

linkage are given equal weighting. The weighted formats obviously

give a clearer description of the Mount Lofty Ranges nature reselve

network (Fig. 22) than that offered by the binary format.

The algoríthm developed by Pape (f980) was used to calculate the

shortest path distances between the nature reserves within the network

for both forms of weighting. This algorithm also displays the route

which gives the shortest path length. Thus, the distance required

for either corrídor or direct migration between any t\do reserves can

readily be found.

A ner,¡ measure of reserve accessibility v/as calculated by

averaging the path lengths from each node to all other nodes ' Table 2

gives the average path lengths fc¡r both the corridor and the direct

lengths of each node. As expected, reserve accessibility is' to a

large degree, correlated with geographic centrality. For instance,

Cleland C.P., Belair R.P. and the neighbouring smaller reserves of

GreenhÍl1 R.P., The Elbow R.P. and Brownhill Creek R.P. are the most

accessible reserves with respect to both sets of data (TabLe 2).

Montacute C.P. decre"sås in accessibility from the bínary calculations

due Eo its northern position in the network. The fact that the least

accessible reserves, Scott C.P. and Charleston C.P., are the same for

both the binary and weighted formats suggests that the results deriveci

for reserve acee""itiftity from the simpler binary operations are a

reasonably accurate basis for planning decisions.



39Figure

Shortest-Path Matrix for Mount Lofty Ranges Nature
Reserve network - direct distance
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TABLE 2

Average Totaf Path Lengths
for Mount Lofty Ranges nature reserves

Aver. Path Length (kms
Reserves

Percent

if ferenceTotal
Corridor

Total
Direct

SANDYCREEK C?
PARA WIRRA RP

HALE CP
WARREN CP
CROMER CP

CUDLEECREEK CP
BLACK HILL CP

MONTACUTE C P

LENSWOOD RP

CHARLESTON CP
MORIALTA C P

HORSNELL G CP
CLELAND CP

BELAIR RP
FERGUSON C

GREENHILL RP

THE ELBOW RP

BROWNHILL CK R P

WINDY POINT RP
SHEPHERDS H RP
STURT GORGE RP

EURILLA CP
THE KNOLL CP

TOTNESS RP
LOFTIA RP

KYEEMA CP
T. MAGN'EN T CP

FINNISS CP
OX SCRUB C P

SCOTT CP
SPRING MT CP

MYPONGA C P

YULTE C P

IXON_SKINNER C P

WAITPINGA C P

ERIC BOfIYTI-ION C
DEEP CREEK CP

375
4t3
416.
383
28O
227
242
279
s33'
227
213.
203 .

206.
211
207.
207-
207.
216.
222.
228
209-
209-
294-
2r0.
320'
34 0.
343 .

355
645.
4 78.
491'
4 59.

B5
79

I
4

I
6
2

6
4

ì

4
4

9

3

ì

9

U

5

7

7
9

7

U

2

5

7

7

4

9
3

I

7

5

45ì.5
493.7
497.1
4BB. 7
338.9
263.O
281 '2
32r O

ó90. I
256-B
248 .3

243.1
247 '5
253 .0

246.7
246 .9
249 .3
259 .2
273. 7
298.6
246.9
246.2
355 .ó
253.5
380.4
40t .ó
401 -7
415.2
BOB .3

575.8
5BB .9

549'3
584'4

83 .3

83.7
83.
78.
82.
8ó.
Bó.
87.
77'
88'
85.
83.
83.

Br .

76.
85.
85.
82-

ö
5
B

4
.)
J

o
2
5
9
I
3
4
3

o
o
5
4
6
o
2

9
I
2

B

6
6
9
I

4

7
I

B3
84
B4
B3
B3

B2
B4
B4
B5

B3
B3
B3
B3490
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However, an important offshoot from the weighted format is that

it is now possible to calculate how direct the corridors are that link

a reserve with the remainder of the network by expressing average

shortest path length as a per cent of average corridor path length.

Since many linkages are used by most reserves the Percentages should

nor be significantly different (raute z). Most values, ín fact,

range between 83 per cent and 86 per cent. The differences result

mainly from variations in the corridor length of the linkages

adjoining a reserve and the following fev¡ 1inks.

sturt Gorge R.P. and charleston c.P. have the least direct

corridors. Less direct corridors usually consist of either roadside

vegetation, only scattered remnants of native Vegetation, or a

combination of both. The reserves that are surrounded by large areas

of native vegetation, such as Black Hill C.P., Morialta C.P. and

Montacute C.P., show the least differences bet\,/een the two types of

path lengths (table 2), since direct pathways between these reserves

and nearby reserves are usually readily available.

3. Flow Characteristics

A large part of cartographic research within Human Geography is

concerned with the characteristics of the flows between source and

recipient areas. These flows may be between cities, a city and its

hinterland, countries or trade areas. The interactions between

nature reserves may be examined in a similar manner. The nature

reserve network would then become a flo\,r díagram expressing the rate

of movement of the native species between the reserves. However,

problems of flow measurement are far greaLer than th'ose encountered

in Human Geography. Nevertheless, some genetaLízations can be made
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about the possible rate of native species movement. Net flow will

generally occur from a larger reserve to a smaller reserve, given

that the larger reserve contains a greater number of species ín

accordance v/ith the species-area relationship. This generalization

is also in accordance \^/ith studies of Human Geography flow patterns

(e.e. , ZipÍ, L946) .

If this generaLization is applied to the Mount Lofty Ranges

nature reserve network a flow diagram showing source and recipient

reserves is formed (Figure 40). A'soulce reservetis defined as a

reserve v¡hich is connected only to reserves of smaller size; thaf is,

there is a net outflow from the reserve. A rrecipíent reserver is

one which is only connected to reserves of larger size and thus

experiences a net ínf low. Six source reserves were found: Para l^lirra

R.P., l,larren C.P., Charleston C.P., Belaír R.P., Scott C.P. and Deep

Creek C.P. (Figure 40). Although most of these reserves are of

sufficienL size to cope wíth net outflow, Charleston C.P. and Scott

C.P. are not only relatively small in size but also have been shov/n

to be very isolated \^rithin the reserve net\,rork. This further questions

their ability to act as viable conservation entities.

Ten recipient reserves r¡/ere found and these are mainly the

smaller reserves within the network (Figure 40). These recipient

reserves ínclude Cromer C.P., Lenswood R.P., Totness R.P. and Nixon-

Skinner C.P.. Although small in size, these reserves may have a net

inflow v¡hich would increase their conservation potential above what

it would be if the reserves \n/ere totally isolated (i.e., Sandy Creek

c.P.).



Figure 40

Hypothesized flow diagram of the Mount Lofty Ranges
nature reserve network
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B. Application of ShaPe AnalYsis

l. Shape of Nature Reserves

The nature reserves of the Mount Lofty Ranges ale similar in

shape complexity to the political units measured by Blair and Biss

(1961). Therefore, the technique devised by Blair and Biss (L967)

should. be equally applicable to the reserves. Indeed, the range of

compactness values obtained for the reserves closely resembles that

of the political units. Figures 41.1 to 4L.37 Present the shape

analysis results for each of the 37 Conservation and Recreation Parks

in the Mount Lofty Ranges. These results are also displayed in

Tab1e 3. The reserves which have the greatest comPactness value are

Lenswood R.P. (Fig. 4I.g, Compactness = .9598), Cleland C.P- (Fie. 41.13,

comp. = .g413), Finniss c.P. (Flg. 4I.28, Comp. = .9402), Nixon-Skinner

C.P. (Fig. 4L.34, Comp. = .9381) and Mt. Magnificent C.P. (rig. 4L.27,

comp. = .9306) . Those reserves which have the lowest comPactness

values are Brownhill Creek R.P. (Fig. 41.18, Comp. = .4085), Eric

Bonyrhon c.P. (Fig. 4I.36, Comp. = .4696), Windy Point R.P. (Fig. 4L.I9,

comp. = .4853) and Deep Creek c.P. (Fig. 4L.37, Comp. = .5638) (Table 3).

The biogeographical significance of the shape of nature reserves

is obvious. Those reserves with high compactness values have a lower

area-to-perimeter ratio and hence a larger tcoret for a given area'

provided the area of the reserve is in fact above the threshold size

to have a core. This corresponds to Diamondrs sixth principle of

reserve desígn which states that reserves should be as circular as

possible to minimize dispersal distances within the reserve. It should

also be noted Ehat a more comPact re5erve also reduðes peninsula

effects, edge effects and disturbances from adjacent modified land'



Figure 41

Area, Compactness and Elongation values for the
Mount Lofty Ranges nature reserves

Notes: Compactness values are calculated to four decíma1
places whereas elongation values are calculated to t\^ro.
The centroids of the reserve shapes (c) are also shown.

Reserve numbers are equivalent to those used in network
analysís procedures.
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Sandy Creek Ce (t )
Area = 104 ha.
Comp.= '8722
Elong.='76

Hale cP (s)
Area =191 ha.

Comp.= 8403
Elong.= '39

Para Wirra ne (Z)
Area =1416 ha
Comp.= .7393
Elong.='93

Warren cP(¿)
Area= 363 ha.
ComP.= 7316
Elong.= '95

Cudlee Creek ce (o)
Area= 49 ha.
Comp. ='8388
Elong.='BB
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Cromer CP (5)

Area = 44ha.
Comp. ='9087
Elong.= '73

Charleston cP (lO)

Area = 53ha.
Comp.= 9300
Elong.='69

c

Montacute CP(B)
Area =196 ha.
Comp. ='7718
Elong.='72

Lenswood RP (9)

Area =17ha.
Comp. = '9598
Elong.='66

Morialta CP(lù
Area = 374 ha.
ComP. ='7524
Elong.='92

Black nirr CP(z)
Area-- 377
Comp. = '5363
Elong.='86

Ferssson ce (ts)
Area = B ha.

Comp. = '5763
Elong.='97

c
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ComP.='9536

Horsnell Gully CP I

Area =140 ha.
Comp.='8599
Elong.='77

Ctetand Cp(13)
Area = 789 ha,
Comp.= 9473
Elong. ='79

Greenhill nP (lo)
Area= 26ha,
Comp. ='7418

long.= '99 The Elbow nP (lz)
Area = 12ha.
Comp. ='8443
Elong.='37

Brownhill Creek nP (lg)
Area = 52ha.
Comp. = .4085
Elong.='97

Euritla CP (22)
Area = tha.
Comp. = '8208
Elong.= '99

æ.

Betair nP (l¿)
Area = B35ha.
Comp.,'8674
Elong.= 37

Windy Point nP(lç)
Area = 3ha.
ComP. ='4854
Elonq.='99

The Knoll cP (23)
Area = 2 ha,

Comp.='8995
Elong.='gg

è
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RP.
(21)

Shepherds Hill nP(zO)
Kyeema CP(2ó)Area = 89 ha.

Comp. ='8139 Area = 349 ha
comp.='7793
Elong.='93

Elong.='99

Mt. Masnif icent cP (22)
Area = 9O ha.

Comp. ='9306
Elong. ='78 Finniss Cp (28)

Area = 67ha.
Comp. ='9402
Elong.='73

Nixon-Skinner CP (g¿)
Yulte CP (33)
Area = 42ha
Comp.= .6707. Elong. ='97Area = 8 ha.

Comp.='9381
Elong.='46
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Myponga C.PQ2) scott c.e(so)
Area =166ha.
Comp. ='7313
Elong.='76

Area = 209 ha
Comp.='9276
Elong='77

Comp.=.96O3

Cox Scrub ce(zl) ê

Waitpinsa C.P(35)

Area = 537 ha.
Comp.;'8286
Elong. = '33

Area = 3ha.
ComP.='9052
Elong.='63

Totness a.e (z¿)
Area=43 ha.

Comp.='7593
Elong.='93

Comp. ='9271

Sprins Mount C.P (31)
r

Eric BonythonC.P (3ó)
Area =199 ha.

ComP. = '8773
Elong.='74

Area = 6ha.
Comp. = '4696
Elong. =;99



Deep Creek C.Pß7)
Area =2455ha.
Comp.='5638
Elong.='94

c
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TABLE 3

Area' Compactness and Elongation Vafues
for tJ.e Mount Lofty Ranges nature reserves

Rese r ves A rea
(na )

Comp E long

SANDY CREEK CP
PARA WIRRA RP

HALE CP
WARREN CP
CROMER CP

CUDLEECREEK CP
BLACK HILL CP

MONTACUTE C P

LENSWOOD RP

CHARLESTON CP
MORIALTA C P

HORSNELL G. CP
CLELAND CP

BELAIR RP
FERGUSON CP
GREENHILL RP

THE ELBOW RP

BROWNHILL CK. R P

WINDY POINT RP
SHEPHERDS H. RP
STURT GORGE RP

EURILLA CP
THE KNOLL CP

TOINESS flP
LOFTIA RP

KYEEMA CP
MT. MAGN'ENT CP

FINNISS CP
COX SCRUB C P

SCOTT C P
SPRING MT. C P

MYPONGA C P

YULTE C P

NIXON-SKINNER C P

WAITPINGA C P

ERIC BONYTHON CP
DEEP CREEK CP

ì04
t4tó
ì9ì
3ó3
44
49

377
196

17

53
374
ì40
789
835

B

26
t2
52

3

B9
r3ì

aU

2

43
9ì

349
90
67

s37
209
199
ìóó
42

B
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These benefits of compactness, however, will not be forthcoming if

reserve size is too small. Thusr reserves such as Nixon-Skinner C'P'

(Fie. 4t.34), Wairpinga C.P. (Fig. 41.35) and The Knoll C.P. (Fig.

4L.23), although relatively compact in shape are nonetheless too small

to buffer most forms of disturbance and create a core area' 0n the

other hand, cleland C.P. (Fig. 41.13) and to a lesser degree cox

Scrub C.P. (Fig. 4I.29) have areas which may be of sufficient size to

buffer disturbances and, combined with moderately high compactness

values, mây have the ability to create core areas of reasonable size.l

This is dependent, though, on there being no internal dísturbance

factors ãperating within the reserves. This problem is evj-dent in

the Recreation Parks and some of the Conservation Parks that exist

close to the Adelaide metropolis. The reserve most affected is

Belair R.P. (Fig. 4L.L4) which, if it r./ere in the relatively natural

state of Clel-and C.P., should be able to support a core area of

native bíota.

The compactness value of a number of reserves r^rithin the Mount

Lofty Ranges are relatively low due to the existence of atpeninsulat'

A peninsula increases the elongation value for a reserve and thus

decreases the reservets degree of compactness. Three examples of

peninsulas on nature reserves are Cox Scrub C.P. (Fig. 41'.29), Spring

Mounr C.P. (Fíg. 41.31) and Horsnell Gully C.P. (FiC. 4L.L2). In

each case, the compactness value would be markedly increased with the

exclusion of the peninsula. For instance, the compactness value of

Unfortunately, information is lacking, particularly in South
Australia, about the critícal size for a reserve to incorporate a

core or twilderness t area. Therefore, the resulting conclusions
are based on intuítive judgements of the reserve size requíred for
the l'lount loity Ranges. With further research into the cricical
síze of natule reserves this problem could be overcome and more
precise conclusions made.
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cox scrub c.P. with the peninsula is .8286, but with the exclusion

of the peninsula the compactness value rises to .9603.

on very small reserves the existence of a peninsula is probably

inconsequential to reserve design. Likewise, on very large reserves

which contain substantial core areas, the existence of a peninsula

abutting a section of the reserve would be of only minor concern.

However, the Mount Lofty Ranges contain no reserves of any great size.

In fact, the average size of the reserves is only 258 hectares and

this is due mainly to the presence of two reserves of moderately large

síze, namely Deep creek c.P. (2455 ha.) and Para wirra R-P. (1416 ha')'

Thus, the existence of peninsulas is an important atlribute of many

of the reserves in the Mount Lofty Ranges. On the other hand,

peninsulas may be part of an important linkage between tr'7o reselves'

forming the initial stages of biological corridors. Peninsulas in

these situatíons become ímpoltant for network structule. Thus, to

formulate an optimal design policy for nature reserves the two

techniques devised for the analysis of blogeographic attirbutes of

uature reserves should be united. This unison will be achieved in

the next chaPter of this thesis'

2. Addítions to Existing Reserves

A significant proportion of the reserves in the Mount Lofty Ranges

have patches of native vegetation adjoining sections of thelr

boundaries. These patches of vegetatlon may effectively increase

the area of a nature reserve for its biota, sometimes substantially.

They also alter the shape Parameters of nalure reserves ' The addition

of contiguous patches of native vegetation to naturê,reserves may

eiEher increase or decrease their compactness values.
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Figure 42A to O illustrates the effects of patch addítion on

many of the reserves in the Mount Lofty Ranges. The comPactness

value of most of these reserves is decreased by patch addition' some

by quite noLable amounts (i.e., Sturt Gorge R.P. [Fig. 42J)' Cromer

C.P. [Fig. 42N], Sandy Creek C.P. [Fie. 42L1, Yulte C'P' IFig' 428]) '

However, a few reserves benefit by Che addition of patches. These

reserves are cudlee creek c.P. (Fig. 42M), Deep Creek c.P. (Fig- 42O),

Lofria R.P. (Fig. 42H) and Para Wirra R.P. (FÍg. 42K). Deep Creek

C.P., in particular, increases in compactness from .5638 to .7301.

Public acquisition of additional reserve land is usually by the

purchase of sections rather than of irregularly shaped vegetation

patches. The compactness value of many of the reserves in the Mount

Lofty Ranges can be significantly increased if particular sections

are acquired. Figure 434 to H provides examples of this. In these

examples only sections which contain remnant native vegetation $¡ere

added. A few reserves, which are not included in these examples due

to the lack of native vegetation ín their adjoining sections, would

have increased compactness if the adjoining sections !,rere purchased

(e.g., Cromer C.P., Yulte C.P., etc.). The reserves which benefit

most from the acquisition of suítab1e adjoining sections are Black HílI

C.P. (¡'ig. 438), Montacute C.P. (¡'lg. 438), Deep Creek C'P' (Fig' 43H)

and i^lindy Point R.P. (Fig. 43C) . These reserves, particularly the

latter Lwo, have high elongation values which decrease markedly with

section addifion. Montacute C.P. and Black Hill C.P. have complex

geometric shapes whicl'r are simplified into neat' compact shapes by

section addition. Some of the nature reserves have many adjoining

sections which contain native vegetation remnants-arid, thus it is often

necessary to choose among sections. As illustrated ín Fígure 44, poor



Fígure 42

Compactness and Elongation values for select
Mount Lofty Ranges nature reserves plus

adjoining native vegetation
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Figure 43

Compactness and Elongation values for select
Mount Lofty Ranges nature reserves plus

adjoining sections containing
native vegetation
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Figure 44

Compactness value of Deep Creek C.P
v/ith different secLions added
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selection of sections may decrease or only marginally increase the

compactness value of a reserve.

3. Centroids

In addition to comPactness, elongation and area' t]¡e centz'Oíd

of each nature reserve was computed. The centroid of a shape is the

most accessible point for a1l points wíthin the shape. Therefore,

the centroid for complex, irregular shapes need not necessaríly be

within the shape itself. optimally, in terms of a reserve's

conservation potential, the centroíd of the reserve shape should be

within the core area of the reserve. For the more compact, regular

reserve shapes this ís often the case (e.g., Cleland C.P. [Fig. 41.13]'

Belair R.P. IFig. 4I.I4] , Mount lufagnif icent c.P. IFig. 4l-.271 , etc. ) .

However, Some reserve shapes have centroids outside the shape

boundaries. These reserves are Montacute C.P. (41'8), Black Hill C'P'

(Fig. 4L.7), Srurr Gorge R.P. (Fie. 4I.2]') and Deep Creek c.P. (Fig. 4L.37)

Therefore, although these reserves are of reasonable size, theír

ability to hold interíor species may be severely reduced due to the

displacement of their centroids. Core areas are not located in the

most accessible portion of the reserve (given by the centroid) and

thus gene flow between interior populations may be decreased.

4. ArchiPelagos

one important attribute of the compactness Índex developed by

Blair and Biss (L961) is that the index is capable of measuring the

compactness of archipelago situations. Blair and Biss (L967) use

the political units of Pakístan and the Philippines'äs examples of

archipelagos. Groups of nature reserves, if the reserves are close
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together, can be considered as archipelagos within a reserve system'

Inspection of Figure 22 reveals that numerous clusters of reserves do

exist \,/ithin the Mount Lof ty Ranges nature reserve network' The

reserves within these clusters may conceivably be considered as

fragments of one larger unit, particularly i-f high ínternal

connectivity exists. Such clusters include the Para i^lirra R'P'-

Hale C.p.-lniarren C.P. archipelago (Figure 45), the Kyeema C.P.-

Mt. Ì4agnificenr c.P.-Finniss c.P.-cox scrub c.P. archipelago (Fígure

46), and the Nixon-skinner c.P.-Myponga c.P.-Yulte C.P.-Spring Mount

C.P. archipelago (nigure 47).

Compactness values for reserve archipelagos are generally lower

than those for reserves of equal area. The compactness values for

the reserve archipelagos listed above range from only .L902 for the

Nixon-Skinner archipelago to .4422 for the Para l^iirra archipelago'

However, compactness values for Lhe reserve archipelagos can be

improved by the inclusion of the intervening patches of native

vegetation. For example, in Fígure 48, intervening patches of

native vegetation have been added to the Nixon-Skinner archipelago'

The resultant increase of the compactness value from . I9O2 fo '4456

clearly indicates the importance of considering the intervening

native vegetation patches in nature reserve design'

5. Remnant Natíve Vegetation Patches

In addition to the nature reserves in the Mount Lofty Ranges,

numerous patches of unconserved native vegetation still exist. Many

of these patches play ímportant roles as ParLs of biological

corridors bet\,reen reserves. Some aie of signif icant' size (i.e.,

greater than 400 ha. ) and may act as source areas for surrounding



Figure 45

Compactness and Elongation value for the
Para Wirra R.P. -Hale C.P. -
Warren C.P. archipelago
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l-igure 46

Compactness and Elongatlon value for the
Kyeema C.P.-l"ft. Magnificent C.P.-

Finniss C.P.-Cox Scrub C.P.
archipelago
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Figure 47

Compactness and Elongation value for the
Nixon-Skinner C.P.-Myponga C.P.-

Yulte C.P.-Spring Mount C.P.
archipelago
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Figure 4B

Compactness and ElongatÍon value for the
Nixon-Skinner C.P.-Myponga C.P.-

Yulte C.P.-Spring Mount C.P.
archípelago plus interveníng

native vegetation
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smaller patches. Figure 49Ã to X illustrates some of the more

prominant native vegetation patches withín the Ranges that are not,

at this time, managed for conservation purposes. The comPactness

and elongation values have been calculated for these patches ' The

compactness values range from only .2214 to .9453, although most of

the patches have moderate values between .7500 and .8500. Thus,

these vegetation patches may be imPortant because of their size,

compactness and juxtaposition. Only two patches are ímportant v/ith

respect to all three of these attributes (Fígures 49V and X) ' Five

patches are important with respect to t\to of the three attributes

(Figures 494, F,K'N and U). Many of the patches, however' are not

ofanygreatimportancewithrespecttoanyoftheattríbutes

(Figures 49B, C, G, H, I, M, Q, T and W) ' 0f the tvro most

significant patches, Figures 49V and X, the former is Inloods and

Forests land and part of the Mount Crawford-Kersbrook Forest district,

while the latter is the catchment area of the Milbrook-chain of

ponds reservoir and is managed by the Engineering and I''later Supply

Department.



FÍgure 49

Notes:

Compactness and Elongation value and centroid of
select nati-ve vegetation remnants within the

Mount Lofty Ranges

The geographical location of these vegetation
within the Mount Lofty Ranges is shown in

2L.
patches
Fígure
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V. THE MOUNT LOFTY RANGES : DISCUSSION AND RECO}'D'ÍENDATIONS

Thís chapter will use the results of the analyses presented in

the previous chapter to develop a conservation policy for the Mount

Lofty Ranges. It \,¡as clearly demonstrated by network analysis

procedures that a few reserves are highly significant with respect

to connectivity within the Mount Lofty Ranges nature reserve network'

These reserves are l'lontacute C.P., Cleland C.P', Belair R.P. and

Loftia R.P.. High connectivity resulted from geographic centrality

of these reserves within the network and the relatively large amount

of remnant natlve vegetation that still occurs contiguous to them'

Other reserves were discovered to be isolated either wíthin the

network (i.e., Lenswood R.P., Charleston C'P', Scott C'P') or with

respect to the total network (i'e', Deep Creek C'P" Sandy Creek C'P"

Eric Bonython c.P., waítpinga c.P.). Most of these reserves are

geographically isolated from the main concentration of nature reserves

that occurs along the western spine of the Ranges and thus are

connected to fer¡er neighbouring reserves. In addítion, far more

clearing of native vegetation has occurred away from the western

spine due to the change in the Rangets geomorphological character from

steep, rugged slopes to moderate, rolling slopes, thus allowing their

greater exploitation by past and Present agricultural methods. The

reserves in these areas are basically isolated remnants and may

function as habitat islands, whereas those on the v/estern spine are

represenfative portions of a moderately extensive vegetation unit '

unfortunately, aparE from Deep creek c.P. which is 2455 ha. in extent,

the isolated reserves are generally quíte small and their average

size is just above 63 ha. (excluding Deep Creek C'P')' Thus' even

though these reserves may at the present time contain a reasonable
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number of natíve species, due to their small síze and isolation the

process of species loss or relaxation may be quite rapíd. In just

a few decades these reserves may only contain exotic species plus a

few native species with high competitive Pov/ers. Therefore, the

value of these reserves as Conservation Parks may be greatly diminished

in the near future.

On the other hand, the small reserves on the v/estern spine (e'g',

EurillaC.P.,FergusonC.P',Greenhí11R.P.,TheKno1lC.P.,}Jindy

Point R.P., etc.) are in a different situation. These reserves are

either contiguous to or nearby moderately large stands of native

vegetation, including the larger rtature reserves of Cleland C'P"

Belair R.P. and Morlalta C.P., which may act as source areas for the

smaller reserves. The sma1l isolated reserves have no such

immediate source areas. However, continuing residential expansion

is beginning to erode the existing linkages bet\^Ieen many of the

reserves close to the Adelaide metropolís. For instance, this is

already evident around The Knoll c.P., Ferguson c.P. and Belair R-P..

Residential development forms a more formidable barriel to natíve

species movement than most other forms of land modification and thus,

even though reserves may be less than one kilometre apart, the

presence of an intervening residential development may effectively

block any possible movement by natíve species between t\^lo reserves'

Important linkages may be broken and once highly connected reserves

may become isolated.

The viabillty of many reserves within the Mount Lofty Ranges is

dependent upon the existence of a single linkage or the presence of

an adjacent larger, unconserved vegetation patch. Thus' some

vegetation patches are crucial to the continued integrity of the
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Mount Lofty Ranges nalure reserve network' For example' the

biological corridors linking the tv/o nature reserves, Totness R'P'

and Scott c.P., with the remainder of the network are both reliant

upon the presence of a si-ngle vegetation patch; that is, no other

routes are available apart from the ones passing through these

patches. These vegetation patches, unit K (Fig. 49K) and Unit T,

(Fig. 49L), if removed, would isolate these t\^to reserves from the

ne tv¡o rk .

Other remnant vegetation Patches play an even more i-mportant

role in maintaining the network structure and the possibility of

inter-reserve exchange of native species. Units N (fig. 49N)' V

(Fig. 49v) and X (Fig. 49x) form an important linkage between the

northern reserves (e.g., Para \^lirra R.P., Hale C.P., etc.) and the

central concentration of reserves along the western spine' It

should be noted that these three patches are publically owned and

managed by the Woods and Forests Department (Units N and V) and the

Engineering and \,Jater Supply Department (Unit X). These patches,

therefore, enjoy relatively more protection than many which are

privately owned. This ís also the case with the Mount Bold Reservoir

catchment Area (Fig.49A) v¡hich is an important comPonent of the

linkages that unite the central concentration of reserves with those

in the southern portion of the network (e'g', Kyeema C'P" Yulte C'P''

etc.). The removal of any of these four vegetation patches would

create weak links between the three sections of the network' Extra

importance would then fall upon Cromer C.P. and Totness R'P' as

cutpoints between the sections. These reserves, however, are both

small in size and are relatively isolated from the central concentration

of reserves. Thís is in contrast to the four vegetation patches which
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are all much larger and close to other nearby large vegetation

patches.

ThesLzeofavegetationpatchorhabitatislandisan

important biogeographic principle for conservation. Thus, ânY

additions that can be made to existing nature reserves can only have

positive benefits. However, in the opening chapter it was

demonstrated that reserve shape is also an ímportant biogeographic

principle. Thus, to ful1y optimize the benefits for conservation

from the acquisition of contiguous vegetation patches to existing

reserves, attention must be given to the subsequent changes in

reserve shape. Greater benefit v/ill accrue from the addition of

a vegetation patch whlch increases reserve compactness than one

whích decreases reserve compactness' given that both units are of

equal size.

The examples given in Figures 42Ã to O are a clear illustratíon

of how the acqui-sition of different parcels of adjoining vegetation

patches can have contrasting effects on reserve compactnesS.

Attention should be focused on those vegetati-on patches whích have

the greatest effect in increasing reserve comPactness. Thus, the

vegetation patches adjoining Deep Creek C.P. (Fig. 42O), Cudlee Creek

C.p. (FiC. 42M) and Para Wirra R.P. (Fig. 42K) are important in

aiding the continued survival of the native species lvithin the

reserves by creatíng increased core area and minimízing detrimental

perimeter effects and disturbance factors. This is particularly

important for the nature reserves in the l"lount Lofty Ranges where the

continued invasion of exotic species into many reserves from adjacent

modified land has left relatively few undisturbed native areas for

the preservation of interior species. Such invasions are particularly
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evident along disturbance línes within the reserves of the Hill-Face

Zone (Mclough1in, 1961) .

Theeconomicandplanningbenefitsthatcanbegainedfrom

increasíng rather than decreasing reserve compactness may also be of

importance in a park management policy. Increased compactness

means a lower perimeter-to-area ratio and thus costs of fencing the

reserve or the management of any form of buffer zone is subsequently

decreased.

Figures 434 to H have been analysed to aid in the possible

process of land acquisition (or subsidization) where whole sections

are more likely to be purchased than the irregular shapes of the

remnanc vegetation patches. The same factors nov¡ apPly as with the

vegetation patches ín terms of the need to increase reserve

compactness. The purchase of suitable sections, in fact, can have

marked effects on reserve comPactness as illustrated in Fígures

(43n to tt). sections need not even be entirely covered by native

vegetation, for if left relatively undisturbed from grazíng and other

similar pressures natural regrowth will occur. This regrowth can

be assisted by the planting of native species (Cray, L977) , although

thís need not be of the order described by Schwerdtfeger (1979) '

Plantíng should preferably take into account the ecological needs of

the indívidual species, rather than the present standard parkland

nature of restoration, to ensure a greater likelihood of success '

The centroid of reserve shape should ideally be within the core

area ( e.8., Cleland C.P., Mt. Magnificent C'P', etc') ' If this

does not already occur, it can be achieved by the addition of

adjoining native vegetation patches (or sections) that increase

reserve compactness. The additions proposed to Horsnell Gully C.P '
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(Fig. 434), Loftia R.P. (Fig. 43D), Montacute C'P' (fig'438) and

Deep Creek C.P. (Fig 43H), in particular, alter reserve shape

signifícantly so that the centroid becomes located in the core area'

A. Recommendations

InaseminarconductedbytheAdelaideUniversityDepartmentof

Adult Education (AUDAE) in 1969, it was stated by a representative

of a residents commíttee from the Mount Lofty Ranges thatttíf more

[reserves] rm.Lst be estabLished they shouLd be furtheT afieLd such as

l;he z,eserUe at Monarto South, suruounded by uide open fLa't farTnLand,

easíLy accessíbLe for fire-fighting uníl;s and no threat to neíghbouning

pTopeyt¿es'r (whitelock, Lg6g, I2g). This statement could hardly be

further from any form of sound conservation policy for the Mount

Lofty Ranges. where then should efforts be channelled to maximize

the benefits for conservation activities withín the Ranges?

The nature reserve network created for the Ranges has been

demonstrated to be of a fairly complex nature with a total of 86

linkages connecting the 37 reserves, although only 33 reserves (83

linkages) are contained in the main network. some reserves and

linkages were found to be crucial to the structural integrity of the

network and therefore to the conservation potential of the Ranges in

general. The reserves in question were Belair R'P" Cleland C'P"

Loftia R.P. and l"lontacute C.P.. These reserves should, therefore,

be tdevelopedt to maximize their abilíty to conserve their present

native blota. For Montacute C.P. and Loftia R.P., in particular,

adjoiníng stands of native vegetation' or those sections containing

these stands,

increase their

could well be added to these reserves not only to

size but also their comPactness (i'e , Fígs . 42f and H)
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This should be of very high priority, for if these reserves are

allowed to degrade as conservation uníts or are lost through private

acquisitiontheintegrityoftheMountLoftyRangesnaturereserve

system becomes increasingly threatened (i'e', Figures 25-8' 30)'

on the other hand, some reserves can be lost without harming the

network at all (i.e., Sandy Creek C.P., Charleston C.P., Scott C.P.)

(nigure 29) . Thus, if in the future, Pressures force the deletion

of one or more reserves within the Ranges then these reserves, ín

terms of their overall contribution to the Mount Lofty Ranges nature

reserve network, are the most exPendable, although few people would

wish any reserves to be lost'

It has been stated that any additions to reserves should, if

possible,increasereservecompactness.Itwasdiscoveredthat

Cudlee Creek C.P., Deep Creek C.P. and Para l^Iirra R.P. benefitted

most from the selected additions of adjacent stands of native

vegetation.DeepCreekC.P',inparticular,beingisolatedfrom

the main network and thus out of the reach of most forms of propagules,

ís almost an independent unit and therefore conservation efforts

should be directed mainly tq\4ards preserving what specíes remain.

This can most effectively be achieved by increasing reserve size and

compactness. Remnant vegetation patches are avaílable for this

purpose and these have been shown in Figure 42O' Not only is the

available patch relatively extensive, but there are also no

significant dísturbances, such as dwellings or roads, present.

ThÍs compares with the possible addition to cudlee creek c'P'

where the presence of an adjoíning patch of vegetation also enables

an increase in compactness (i.e" FiB ' 42M) ' However' not only is

the additíonal area smal1, thus still keeping the total area small,
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but there is also a major road dividing the reserve and the

vegetation patch. This disturbance factor will greatly diminish

the benefits that might otherwise have beerr gained with the addition

of this patch to Cudlee Creek C.P.'

Fortunately for conservation purposes most of the least compact

nature reserves within the Mount Lofty Ranges are of very smalI size,

DeepCreekC.P.beingthemajorexception.Theotherthreeleast

compacr reserves, Brownhill Creek R.P. (Fig. 41.f8), Eric Bonython C.P.

(Fig. 4L.36) and l^Iindy Point R.P. (Fig' 4I'79), are so small as to

allow most forms of environmental disturbance to PeneLrate to all

areas of the reserves, regardless of how compact they are. This

problem, therefore, also applies to all of the smaller reserves

within the Ranges which, without continued management and control,

could hardly be expected to fulfil1 any significant conservation

obj ectives .

One reserve which should be the focus of conservation attention

within the l"lount Lof ty Ranges ís Montacute c.P. (Fig' 41'B) ' This

reserve is one of the most accessible wÍthin the nature reserve

network and thus may play a very important role in facilitating gene

f low through the network. Hor¿ever, Montacute c.P. is relatívely

sma1l, only 196 ha., and is considerably less compact than is

desirable for a conservation park. Nevertheless, with the addition

of only three relatívely small sections (i. e. , Pt - 5544, Pt.5585, 5588;

Fig. 43E) the reserve's compactness is increased from 0'7718 to 0'9396

In addition, the centroid of the new reserve shape is centrally

placed (Fig. 43E), whereas the centroid of the present reserve shape

is located outside the reserve boundary (Fig. 41.8). The addition

of these sections would not only greatly enhance the conservatíon
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potential of Montacute c.P. itself, but would also benefit the

conservation potential of the whole of the Mount Lofty Ranges nature

reserve net\,'rork.

The question now arises of the importance placed on conservation

within the eleven Recreation Parks in the llount Lofty Ranges ' It

has already been demonstrated that the Recreation Parks play a major

role ín maintaíning a linkage between species in the central and

southern reserves (nlg. 37). At present the Recreatíon Parks

contain some remnant areas of modified to semi-natural bush '

However, with the growing recreational needs of the expanding

metropolitan area greater stress will no doubt be placed on the

Recreation Parks, particularly Para \^Iirra R.P. and Belair R.P. r to

cater for Lhese needs. Nevertheless, it is important that the

native vegetation remaining within these reserves be kepL for the

benefit of the Ranges conservation viabllity as a whole. Any

expansion of reserve facilities should be on reserve land that has

already been modified or additional land should be purchased

contiguous to the reserves.

Significantconservationbenefitscanbegainedbytreating

concentrations or grouPs of reserves as a single planning unit'

This not only applies to the Mount Lofty Ranges nature reserve

network as a whole but also to the smaller archipelagos of nature

reserves and intervening vegetation patches which it' contains '

Four concentrations of reserves vlele found within the network, three

of which are illusrrated in Figures 45, 46 and 47. The fourth

concentration is the largest and consísts of the central group of

reserves along the western spine of the Ranges (e'g'' Black Hill

c.P., Cleland C.P., shepherds Hill R.P., etc.). Tf. the íntervening
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vegetation patches are included in the planning decisions for a

reserve archipelago (i.e., Fíg. 48) then the constituent reserves

may be effectively united to form one larger unit' This may be

particularly important if the archipelago conLains a rare, endangered

or habitat specialízir.g sPecíes -

Of the native vegeLation patches between the nature reserves

only those in reservoir land seem to be safe from possible clearance

or major disturbance. However, one attribute of reservoír land,

in terms of its conservation potential, is that it often lacks a

significanf core area. This area is generally used for water

storage whích can take up a large proportion of the reservoir

catchmerìt area. Not only does the water flood potential interior

habitats, but it also creates a significant barrier to movement for

many specíes. On the other hand, reservoir land may also create

important havens for waterfowl and other aquatic species. Plant

communíties which are flood tolerant may also proliferate along

reservoir margins and varíous annual specíes may only occur on the

areas exposed by the retrea¡ of water duríng the drier months '

Thus, reservoir lands provide an important varíety of envíronmental

conditions whích could increase the native sPecies diversity of a 
^

region. Gill ( Ig77) has discussed aspects of the promotion of

nature conservation and other compatible uses for reservoír margin

tt"t=.1

One patch of native vegetation has consistently figures as

important with respect to the biogeographic principles studied.

Unfortunately, the polícy within South Australian reservoir lands
is for the reservoir margins within the flood range to be cleared,
thus eliminatíng most of this important habitat'

1
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This unít, Unit V (Figure 49V), is owned by the Woods and Forests

Department and thus may be in some danger of being cleared for future

exotic timber production. unit V is not only 'relatively large for

a unit of remnant vegetation withj-n the Mount Lofty Ranges (i.e.,

500 ha.) but is also very compact with a value of 0.9453.

Therefore, its conservation potential is very high' Unit V is also

extremely important as part of the major linkage connectíng the

northern and central reserve concentrations and thus may be crucial

in maintaining the present level of gene flow through the Ranges.

wells (L976) has also ranked this unít highly in terms of both

scientifíc and social factors, particularly with respect to uniqueness

and degree of preservation of the habitat and constituent species.

Internal disturbance is confíned to walking tracks, although other

disturbances are present along parts of the perimeter of the

vegetation patch (I,tells , Lg76). Nevertheless, due to the size and

compactness of the patch it is unlikely that these dísturbances wilf

have any real effect on the patch's overall conservation viability'

Other vegetation patches whích have been demonstrated to be of

importance to the conservation potentíal of the Mount Lofty Ranges

in general are shorr¡n in Figures 49F, K, N and U, although every

remaining patch of native vegetation withín the Ranges has a role

to play in the Prorection of the native species '

Nature conservation planning wibhín the Mount Lofty Ranges can

no longer be of an ad hoc nature, goals have to be set and a

co-ordinated planning policy needs to be developed in order to achieve

rhese goals. Specht and Cleland (1961, L963) and Specht (1972) lnave

already set a goal of the preservation of formatíons and endangered

species within South Australia. Specht and Cleland (f961, L964)
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recommend that reserves should be established to ensure thaL tteuery

najor pLant formation and, if possibLe, e)ey,a species üith¿n ¿ts

boundnries is pneserued for posterity,,. However, this po1ícy alone

is not sufficient to guarantee the survival of the native biota'

IslandBiogeographyTheoryhasdemonstratedthatsmall,isolated

patches of vegetation in a sea of modified land are likely to undergo

a natural process of relaxaÈion of the endemic species. Thus, even

though an endangered community may be temporarily saved from

clearance or other forms of destruction by the designation of a

nature reserve, its continued survival is dependent on the constructive

applicationofíslandbiogeographicprinciplesinreservemanagement

operations.

Fortunately the National Parks and I',lildlife service (npws) of

south Australia has begun to recognise that a large percentage of

their nature reserves are a size which may well be insufficient to

ensure the long-term survival of the native biota and that increased

concenrration in off-park consez,uation actiuity ís required. The

NptIS views off-part conservation activíty not only as a means of

enhancing long-term genetic viability, but also as a means of enabling

and encouraging landowners to contribute to conservation programmes '

However,apolicyoftheNPWsisthatcurrentlandacquisitions

should consolidate existing reserves rather than create ne\^7 reselves'

The consolidation of existing reserves at the moment is merely

intended Èo increase reserve síze. However, it is most unlikely

that increasing the size of most of the naLure reserves in the l"lount

LoftyRangesandsimilarareaswillproducereservesofsufficient

extent to independently preserve the native specíes that they contain'

On the other hand, if increased reserve size is matched by increased

4
j:j
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reserve compactness' these reserves may become far more viable'

If inter-reserve connectiviry is also encouraged through the

presence of biological corridors then many small reserves may well

be united to form a single larger unit well beyond the minimum area

required for the preservation of even the most mobile native species'

\^lithin the one larger unit or network, the larger nature reservest

forested reservoir margins, and other large areas of native vegetation

may act as rhot spotsr for the native species ín times of increased

stress or as focal points for the re-establishment of nearby faíled

agricultural or forestry land. For instance, during bushfires the

exístence of biological corridors leading to alternative suitable

habítats for the fleeing native biota may be vital not only for their

successful evacuation (Caldicott, 1917), but may also aid in the

re-establishment of the denuded area by the native species ' The

Ash l,lednesday fire of 1980 in the Mount Lofty Ranges clearly illustrated

that even the moderate sized reserves are fat below the minimum

dynamÍc area postulated by Pickett and Thompson (1978). Thus, unless

the native species of a reserve have available migration paths, for

bothemigrationandímmigration,âsinglelargedisturbancecould

render that reserve biologically Pauperate'

However,theinterveningvegetationpatchesthatformthe

biological corrídors for inter-reserve movement have theír own inherent

conservation problems. These patches are often subject to scrub

grazing, timber collection and other similar pressures from the

rural community (Caldicott, L974). Simitarly, the remaining

roadside vegetatíon in the Ranges is also under a variety of pressures

which would not be found to the same extent within nature reserves '

Since the nature reserves and the larger vegetarion patches are the
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only remaining habítats which afford a reasonable degree of

protection for interior speci-es, these areas should be left as

Iarge and as comPacL as Possible'

For instance, if some form of development is necessary to

tup-grader a nature reserve by the construction of dwellings or

tourist facilitíes then these disturbances should at least be placed

along the peripheral regions of the reserve (NCSSA, 1912). Better

sti1l, additional areas should be added to a reserve for such

facilities. However, if the facilities have to be placed wíthin

theexistingboundariesofareservetheyshouldbeplacedon

peninsula areas (if a suitable peninsula area ís available) for this

would then mínimize the impact on the reservets conservation viability'

particularlyífthereserveisofreasonablesize.Allefforts

should be directed towards the discouragement of any form of

dísturbance in the core or twilderness t areas of reserVes '

Although the rate of vegetation clearance in the Mount Lofty

Ranges has dropped markedly over the past few decades, due mostly to

the fact that there is now líttle arable land remainíng that has not

been cleared, the rate of detrímental dísturbance ís rapidly

increasíng. Whereas the remaining stands of native vegetation \^7ere

once interrupted mainly by agricultural or grazing land with few

major roads and settlements, the growth of rapid transportatíon has

meant increased and wider road construction and the growth of rural

commuter settlements (e.g., Bridgewater' Stirling, etc.). Improved

farming techniques with insecticides and fertilizers have also

caused increased disturbances on the remaining vegetation. These

changes can only mean greater pressures and handicaps for the

surviving native biota in the Mount Lofty Ranges' particularly íf no
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form of direct planning control is forthcoming'

Manyconservatíonistsandruralplannershaveputforwardplans

for the continued survival of the Mount Lofty Ranges as an important

conservation and recreation area. one of the most notable suggestíons

is to dedicate the whole of the Ranges as a national park in the same

form as those exísting in the United Kingdom (e.g., Caldicott, I974;

Nature Conservation Society of South Australia INCSSA] , I912) '

I^lithin the proposed large national park, significant areas could be

designated by the titles Lahdscape Preserve, scenic Preserve or

conservation Area (NCSSA , L972). smaller national parks have also

been recommended for the Para l^lirra-Mount Crawford district (ItIells'

Lg76), and Ëhe Hill-Face Zone and the Deep creek region (NCSSA, L972) '

The theme of these recommendations is that there should be more

control and monitoring of the human and physical processes operating

withintheRangesbysomecentralizedpublicbody.Thisbodywould

then be gíven the power to control a1l planning decisions v/ithin the

RangesandwouldbeabletoblockanyproPoseddiversionsfromthe

bodyts objectives. This presumably would include the power to

block any proposed clearance of remnant native vegetation' I'rlithout

this protection the remaining native vegetation that exísts on

private land is in consEant danger of being cleared'

Apo}icyofretainingasmuchofthísremnantnativevegetation

as possible is required through eíther land acquisition or

subsidízation. The NPI,IS is presently undergoing a policy of land

subsidization by means of the vegetation Retention scheme whereby

l-andowners receive incentives, such as a reduction in 1oca1 government

rates and/or a subsidy to fence the area of native vegetation in

question, and on-going management assistance and advice' significantlyt
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one of the criLerla for selection of possible subsidized areas is

that the area of native vegetation may act as a ttLast t'efuge fo?

birds or anímals, oT a. connecting 'corn'Ldot't of natiue pLants

pTouiding naturaL co\eT beh¡een pa.yks and other heauíLy üegeta.ted

area.stt (S.4. Department of Environment and Planning, 1981, 7)'

The formulation of the Vegetation Retential Scheme has enabled

a degree of government control over many of the remaining larger

patches of privately owned native vegetation. Thus, even though

money is not readily available for the purchase of those vegetation

patches that are of ímportance as part of corridors or as significant

refuges, these patches can no\^I at least be protected against future

clearing.

The NPI,JS 1s now beginning to use island biogeogrpahic principles

in its assessment of habitat patches. For example, the most recent

Mount Lofty Ranges report (t't:-tchelt, Prízlbilla and Dendy, 1981) has

used a number of biogeographic principles in the evaluation of

natíve vegetation patches. This is in contrast to the earlier

Mount Lofty Ranges reports by l^lells (I976) and Lampray and Mitchell

(Lg7g) who only took into account basic scientific (e.8., uníqueness

of stand, degree of modification, etc.) and social eritería (e.8.,

aesthetic value, accessibility to nearby population, etc.) in their

rankings of native vegetation patches '

In rhe reporr by MitcheLL, Prízíbi1la and Dendy (1981) mentíon

was made of: a) the síze of the patch; b) the patch as a percent

of the total scrub within 2.5 kil0metres radius from the centre of

patch; and c) the proximity of the patch to a nearby nature reserve

(i.e., contíguous or non-contiguous). A large patch (i.e. 
' greater

than 100 ha.) which contained greater than 50 per cent of the total
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scrub cover and \^Ias contiguous to a nature reserve received the

highest total weighting. The only obvious problem with this

procedure is that an isolated patch \,rith little or no surrounding

native vegetation ín the 2.5 kilometre radius would receive the

highest rating, whereas ín biogeographical terms such a patch would

be of least value. Nevertheless, the report attempted to understand

Lhe importance of biogeographic principles in nature conservation

planning, or at least those three listed above' If island

biogeography principles can be properly applied, then the future

conservation potential of the Plount Lofty Ranges appears much brighter'

B. Summary of Recommendations

a Nature reserve policy for the Mount Lofty Ranges should

take into account the reserve system as a whole rather

than treating each individual reserve as an independent

unit.

An off-park conservatlon policy is necessary to

complement a nature reserve policy to achieve maximum

benefits from any conservatíon progranme'

A1l rernaining vegetation patches \'¡ithin a region play a

role in maintaining native species díversity'

The size anð compactness of Montacute C'P' need to be

increased so that maximum use can be made of the reservets

high accessibility in the Mount Lofty Ranges nature

reserve network.

The compactness of Deep creek c.P. needs to be increased'

This can best be done by the addition of the adjoining

sections, indicated in Figure 430, containing native

vegetation.

b
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Of the remaining reserves Cleland C.P. and Belair R'P'

have proven to be important with resPect to size,

accessibility and compactness. It is important that

the remaining vegetation vrÍthin Belair R.P. be conserved

to maintain accessibility through the network'

Although the present policy of the National Parks and

Wildlife Service is to create no ne\^7 reserves, attention

should be paid to unit v as an important conservatíon-

patch within the Ranges.

Additions to all reserves should be aimed at increasing

reserve compactness as well as size'

l^Ihere groups of reserves occur on both a regional and

local scale, maximum conservatíon benefits will accrue

if the groups of reserves are managed as one unit '

Where corrídors of native vegetation occur between two

reserves they should at least be maintained and, íf

possible, encouraged through revegetation'

corrídors coufd be created, if they do not already exist,

between reserves of similar ecological characteristícs.

It is imperative that specíes ranges be studied \,rithín the

Mount Lofty Ranges so that an effective conservation

policy can be formulated for a species or community'

b
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

The techniques developed in this study have relied heavily on

Island Biogeography Theory for the measurement of the biogeographic

attributes of nature reselves. Island Biogeography Theory' as it

applies to both true islands and habitat islands' \^Ias examined in

the fírst chapter. It was díscovered that the theory, as developed

by MacArrhur and l,iilson (1963, L967), Preston (L962) and others, is

based upon tr^/o premises. The f irst of these is the species-area

relationship whereby there is a positive relationship between the

number of species of a given taxon on an island and the area of that

island. This relationship was found to hold in a large number of

studies (e.g.; Darlíngton, L957; Mclaren, 1919; Robbins, I979;

I^lilson, 1961; etc. ) , although some "t,rdì." 
demonsf raf ed slight

complications (e.g., Heatwole, L975; I^ihitehead and Jones , 1969, etc.)

and a few demonstrated no obvious relationship (e.g', Levenson, L976;

etc.). However, these discrepancies were usually due to some form

of interference by man. Thus, Lhe notion that a substantial increase

in island area will produce some form of increase in species numbers

has generally been accepted within biogeographic circles. Likewise'

a Large decrease in ísland area will produce a decrease in species

numbers for a given taxon. The exact reasons for this relationship

are still being debated. However, the five reasons offered by

Diamond (I975a) appear intuitively appealing, although these need not

necessarily be complete and, indeed, it is doubtful whether they are

since Diamondts vrork concentrated almost exclusively on avifauna'

The second premise is that each island, whether true or habitat,

has some balance or equilibrium between immigration and extinction

rates which at least partially explains an islandrs biotic diversity'
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The immigration rate for an island depends maj-nly on: a) the. size

of the source pool; b) the distance of the ísland from the source

pool; c) the number of species already present on the island and'

to a lesser extent; d) the sjze of the island. The extinctíon rate

depends mainly on: a) the size of the island and; b) the number of

species on the island. The immigration rate will decrease if (a)

decreases, (b) decreases, (c) increases and, (d) decreases' The

extinction rate will decrease if (a) increases and (b) decreases.

The tr¿o most important factors stressed in the equilibrium model are

the size and degree of isolation of an island'

The effects of reduction in the síze of an island on the endemic

biota has been a major topic within Island Biogeography research.

The works of Diamond (1972, L975a), Terborgh (I974, L975) and Inlillis

(I974) are parricularly evident within this fiel-d. Even though all

of these studies have their faults and limítations there is little

doubt that a reasonable decrease in the area of an island will

produce a relaxation of the endemic biota to a lower level in general

accordance v¡ith the equilibrium theory and the species-area

relationship. Inlhether a new equilibrium is reached or, subsequently,

if turnover exists at this new equilibrium, is still very much

debatable. However, species loss generally occurs with reduced

ísland area. Importantly, the rate of extinctíon of sPecies is not

equal and certain life forms consistently disappear first. Therefore,

conservation efforts need Lo be aimed at conserving those species that

are most susceptible to area reduction and habitat loss. The

applícation of Island Biogeography Theory to nature conservation

planning can directly assist in this goal'

probably the most important attríbute of Island Biogeography
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Theoryisitspredíctivepo\^/ersanditisthesepredictivepov/ers

that have become most useful for many conservationists a,nd

environmental planners. The application of Island Bíogeography

Theory to nature coriservation planning has also introduced a dynamic

element into what \¡las previously, and still is in some countries, a

static and site centred planníng polícy' The theory has shown that

to maintaín or increase the species dir¿ersíty for a given habitat

island the extinction rate for the habitat island should be decreased

and the immigration rate íncreased. To achieve these objectives

certain design princíples for a habitat island or nature reserve have

been developed by Diamond (1975b) and Diamond and May (L976), and

these were illustrated in Figure 9. The principles are based around

the size and shape of an individual nature reserve and its geographic

j uxtapos ition.

Planníng for reserve size is very straíghtforward, with íncreasing

reserve size being of increasing importance for conservation'

However,difficultyiSencountered\,Jhenattemptingtoassessthe

relative benefits for conservation of different reserve shapes and

geographic positionings, particularly when complex intervening

environments of inhospítable rnodifíed terrain interspersed wíth

stepping_Stoneíslandsandbiologicalcorridorsareencountered.

Techníques are required that can assess the relatíve merits of varying

reserveshapeandpositioning,especiallywhentheoptimalsituations

described by Diamond (1975) are unlikely to be met. The ímportance

of finding measures of these reserve attributes has been demonstrated

by Kent and Smarr (1981) . Kent and smart (1981), usíng multivariate

analysistechniques,havefoundthatthenumberofhigherplant

species in remnant forest woodlots in two areas of lowland Britain is
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related more to the fragmentation characteristics of the sites (i'e',

síze of sites, inter-site distance) than to their habitat

characterístícs. Kent and Smart (1981) came to the important

conclusion that the assessment of fragmentation is as ímportant as

the collection of habitat and species data'

Accessibility and shape analyses have long played an ímportant

PartinHumanGeographyandalargevarietyoftechniquesofvarying

complexity have been developed to assess these properties ' The

simpler techniques (e.g., Kanksky, 1963; Pounds, L963; Chorley and

Haggett, 1965) offer little to a comPrehensive planning policy.

However, the more complex techniques for both shape (".g., Blair and

Bíss, 1967) and accessibitity measurement (e.g., Taaffee and Gauthier,

Lg73) provide important ínformation based on a relatively large

number of the inherent properties of a unit'

Accessibilityanalysishaspreviouslybeenconfinedtothe

analysis of network structures that ínclude transport, information

and other similar network structures (e.8., Garríson, 1968; H"y, L973;

Reed, LSTO; etc.). Thus, to utilize Lhís form of analysis for

nature reserve design, the reserves need to be transformed into a

netr¿ork.Thisisquitereadilyachievedbyequatingthenature

reserves and intervening biological corridors with nodes and línkages

respectively. trrlith the network nof¡/ constructed (e.g. , Eígure 22)

the relatively powerful measures derived for accessibílíty analysis

can be applied. Taaffee and. Gauthíer's (1973) techníque can calculate

the most accessible, or the least isolated nodes within a network'

The technique also allows experimentation by adding or subtracting

nodes or even by altering net\^/ork configuration. changes in

accessibility can be examined at both the nodal level and the 1evel
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of the total network.

The application of the shape measure derived by Blair and Biss

(: g61) provides equally important information for a nature reserve

planning policy that relies at least partially on Island Biogeography

Theory. Diamond (1975b) has stated that the oPtimal shape of a

nature reserve ls circular. However, sections are very rarely, if

ever, circular and thus nature reserves are consistently of some

other shape. For instance, if a comparison between an elongated or

fragmented nature reserve v/ere required, there has been no method

for planners to judge which shape provides the greatest compactness'

apart from the often inaccurate use of visual inspection' Therefore'

what is requíred is a measure which can calculate the degree of

compactness of a reserve or patch of native vegetation and is able

to rank varying shapes, regardless of their complexity, with respect

to their compactness. This is precisely what the Blair and Biss

(L967) technique does.

Both of these techniques provide means of accurately measuring

a number of biogeographic attributes of nature reserves r¡hich had

previously been only qualitatively examined. For the first time all

the princíples devised by Diamond (1975b) can be included in actual

planning decísions even when the optimal conditions are unlíkely to

be satisfied.

An important criticism of techniques thaË aEtempt to place

relatíve values on individual sítes or habitat patches is that they

inevitably produce a list of elite sítes vríthin a region (e.g., \''le11s,

L976). Conservation activity then becomes focused on such sites,

which may be few in number and only occupy a very small ProPortion of

a regionrs total area. This results in the neglect of the majority
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of sites wíLh less obvious scientific value which, taken as a whole,

represent an important habitat resource (Kent and Smart, 1981).

P1acíng conservatíon efforts entirely on designated nature reserves

is equally unfounded ín any form of conservation policy. An important

feature of the proposed techniques is that they do expand conservation

efforts from the nature reserves to the overall spatial distribution

of remnant vegetation (Kent and Smart, 19Bl) '

l^líth growing public interest in nature conservation and increasing

pressure for revegetation schemes from many conservation groups in

the developed countries, it is important that efforts should reap

maximum benefíts for the Preservation of the native biota.

Revegetation should be aimed at either increasing species movemenl

between reserves through the construction or improvement of biological

corridors or improving the conservation potential of the existing

naLure reserves by increasing their síze and comPactness. The

techniques proposed can demonstrate \,rhere such revegetation Schemes

can be of maximum use.

Many techniques developed for the analysis of biogeographic

properties of vegetation (e.g', Specht, 1972) or rural landscapes

(e.g., Kent and smart, 19Bl) have inherent Problems whenever any

comparison betT^7een areas is attempted. The techníques or measures

are usually based on the characteristics of the area studied by the

authors and may not apply in areas of dissimilar characteristícs'

The compactness indix developed for the analysis of reserve shape ís

readily applicable to any indivídua1 reserve, habitat island and

archipelago situation. The only limitation is that a recognisable

boundary must be present so that a shape can be defined' However,

límitations do apply more to the comparison of network accessibilities
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bet\^/een t\,/o or more nature reserve networks. These limitations

concern the extent of the networks in question which should be

reasonably similar in size and number of nodes for a meaningful

comParison to ensue.

In this present study Taaffee and Gauthier's (r973) method of

netv.rork analysis has already proven to be useful for archipelago

planning of a group of nature reserves and their intervening

vegetation patches. In addition, a most Practical and informative

use for the network analysis technique of measuring accessibilíty

would be in the scientific study or conselvation of individual species.

Ecologists have long tríed to measure the effects of isolation and

fragmentation on a species, Yet no effective measure of isolation

had been developed for their purposes' particularly on mainland areas'

Thus, instead of nature reserves, concentrations of a species and

areas of suitable íntervening habitat could be mapped to give a

similar network as that created for the nature reserves within the

Mount Lofty Ranges. This automatically negates thTo problems which

were evident for the nature reserve net¡¿ork. First, the nature

reserve network had all forms of modified land considered unsuitable

for species survival or movement. However, with an individual

specíes, whose habitat requirements are known, a fat more accurate

network can be drawn when considering isolation effects. Second,

the problem encountered of gap-size between stepping-stone islands

or within bíological corridors becomes less of a difficulty with an

individual species whose critícal distances may already be known or

at least intuitivelY judged.

Both of these features, however, rely uPon a relatively detailed

knowledge of the habitat requirements and movement Patterns of the
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species in question which at Present' at least in Australia, ís

relatively scarce. This is certainly an area of research where

biogeographers in parti-cular could well concentrate their efforts

(e.g., Keynes, 1981). Once these features are knor¡n for a species

and the consequent network drawn, an effective conservation polícy

can easily be developed to minimize extinction loss and maxim1_ze t}:re

interaction between the concentrations of a species. Isolated

concentrations can be discovered and a policy of revegetation can be

initíated to increase their accessibility with the remainder of the

netvrork, or to increaSe the size and compactness of a concentration

by creating a buffer area of suitable habítat. In fact, the

techniques proposed for both accessíbility and shape analysis would

be invaluable for a conservation policy aimed at maintaining the

survíval of a rare or endangered species '

símberloff and Abele (L976, 286) have strongly criticized the

current applicatíon of Island Biogeography Theory to the design of

narure reserves as being based on t'Limited and insufficient uaLida.ted

theory and on fieLd studies of taæa uhích maA be idiosynctatie."

This criticism does have some foundation and was discussed in the

opening chapter of the present study. Certainly more research is

required to ascertain the accuracy of fhe established relationships

developed by MacArthur and l,trilson (L967) and Preston (1962) . However,

many of the broad generalizations have been consístently verified and

the realízation of these generalízations by nature reserve planners

could only improve their current design policies. For instance, in

the openíng speech to a seminar held at the University of Adelaide in

L969, Sir Mark OliPhant stated:
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ttThe Bri,tish scíentific jouv'naL tNl,ture t, has pointed
out in its editoriaL for L4th June, L969' that thev'e
is a ueny reaL dnnger that the naturaL reaction of
gounr*rnhts uiLL b-e to ask fot' fut'ther infor,nation'
loo noru research, and thereby sheLue the oukuarcl

þr,obLem. WiLe the ideaL method for deaLing uith
Zunry question of enuinonmentaL deterioratíon, or of
poLLution of air, niuer, Lake -on sea, is not get
knorr, theie is enough knouLedge to make an energetic
beginning, eæpecting to make some mistakes, but to
po-o¡+t by then. " (oliphant, L969, lf)

This is precisely the position of environmental planners with

respect to the applícatíon of Island Biogeography Theory to the

design of nature reserves. If future research demonstrates that

another set of principles may be more beneficial to nature reserve

design then the role of Island Biogeography Theory may well diminish'

However, until then Island Biogeography Theory does, at the very

least, give direction to the somev¡hat disparate nature of reserve

management aË present. Suddenly nature reserves become part of a

purposeful whole rather than isolated entj-ties with only marginal

íntegrational sígnificance.
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VII. APPENDICES

APPENDIX A

Accessibility Matrix for Mor-mt Iofty Ranges Nature Reserve Network
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APPENDIX B

Accessibility Matrix for Mor¡nt Lofty Rangeq Nature Reserve
Network minus Montacute C'P'
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APPENDIX C

Accessibility Matrix for Mount Lofty Ranges Nature Reserve
Network minus Befair R.P. and Montacute C'P'
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Accessibirity Matrix for Mount Lofty Ra-nges Nature Reserve

Network minus Belair R'P'' Montacute C'P' arid Cleland C'P'

APPENDIX D
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Accessibility Matrix for Mor¡rrt Lofty Ranges Nature Reserve

Network minus Lenswood R.P., charleston c.P. and scott c.P
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I

Accessibility Matrix for Mount Lofty Ranges Nature Reserve
Network minus Belair R.P., Montacute C'P't

Cfeland C.P. and Loftia R.P'
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APPENDIX G

Accessibility Matrix for Mount Lofty Ranges Nature Reserve

Network minus Belair R.P-, Montacute C.P., Cl-eland C'P'
and the Brownhill Ck. R.P. - Eurilla C'P' Linkage
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APPENDIX H

Accessibility Matrix for Mount Lofty Ranges l{ature Reserve

Network plus P ' radiata Pfantations
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APPENDIX I

Accessiòility Matrix for Mount Lofty Ranges Nature Reserve

Network plus Mt' BoId Reservoir Catchment Area
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APPENDIX J

Accessibility Matrix for Mount Iofty Ranges Nature Reserve
Network pl-us Sandy Creek C.P-, Deep Creek C.P',

I^Iaitpinga C-P. and Eric Bonython C.P.
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Accessibility Matrix for Mount Lofty Ranges Nature Reserve

Network pl-us Sandy Creek C'P', Deep Creek C'P' ' Inlaitpinga C'P'

EricBonythonC.P.,theCudleeCk.c.P.-Char]-estonC.P.
Linkage and the Charleston C'P' - Totness R'P' Linkage
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